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Preface and acknowledgements

‘Every research project is a process of becoming a researcher’
(Hjorth, 2004, p. 259)

‘Through this thesis I seek to add nuance to the dominant
conceptualisation of entrepreneurship, which is about special people
doing extraordinary things’... How long it has taken for me to ‘realise’
that this was actually The Aim of the thesis! It all just started out with a
desire to be working on a Thesis Project, fuelled by two people in
particular: Annette W. Balkema and Irene Lammers; they have inspired
me to really start doing it. For a long time, the ‘working on’ was much
more important than the end-result: having this Book, with a ‘unifying
research aim’. Nevertheless, the end-result is here now and deserves a
preface. Of course, a preface is a story. It relates of the sequence(s) of
events leading up to the subject of the preface, The Book. And it
contains characters, especially the key characters, the one(s) that have
played an important role as the sequence(s) of events unfolded. I
comply.

The two initial ‘inspirators’ have already been named. The event that has
most notably led to me starting with the thesis process was me leaving
the family firm and searching for a new job. It was – again – Irene
Lammers who informed me of job vacancies at the Vrije Universiteit. A
requirement was to have started on a thesis or to at least have the wish to
do so. And – as stated before – I did have this wish. Paul Jansen and
Bart Bossink were declared promotor and co-promotor of the project.
This was early 2002. I happily started exploring and forming ideas. As
well, ideas and angles were suggested. It was Marco van Gelderen who
convinced me to stay close(r) to my own interest: the entrepreneurial
story. It was also Marco who taught me the ‘tips and tricks’ of writing an
academic journal article (not that I have always been as successful during
the process....).
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Around my ‘own interest’ there was still so much left to explore: from
family entrepreneurship to ‘normal’ entrepreneurship, from the
entrepreneur’s cognition, metaphors, storylines, myths, entrepreneurial
(auto)biographies to the storytelling organisation and the education of
entrepreneurship. But more and more, it started to narrow down to ‘a
narrative approach to entrepreneurship’. Therefore, I contacted Chris
Steyaert in August 2005. Somewhat reluctantly – due to an already
enormous workload – he agreed to be the 2nd promotor of the thesis.
This, to me, was an enormous impulse in the process. I had ‘promised’
him that the thesis finalisation would from then on only take at most one
year, perhaps a bit more... If there is one thing I have realised during the
dissertation process it is that academic work needs time. And by this I
mean not only simply a longer duration than may be envisaged at the
onset. As well, it is not even so much about unforeseen events and
circumstances. It just simply takes time to mature. So, is it ‘mature’ now?
Yes and no. I have arrived at the point that I seem to have produced a
couple of research contributions (or: narratives?) that together may have
made me pass the threshold of ‘becoming-a-scientist’. Yet, the work is
not ‘finished’, the thesis is a snapshot, a ‘moment in time’; the work will
go on becoming and maturing; the process continues.

This brings me to mentioning – and thanking – all those who have
played a role so far. Paul, thank you for being critical, supportive, ‘there’
when I needed you. Bart, thank you for your enthusiasm and insights in
the broad outlines. Chris, thank you for the enormously insightful
meetings and staying ‘on board’. Irene, Annette, Marco and Chris, thank
you for being ‘sources of inspiration’. René Brohm, Peter Peverelli, Gjalt
de Graaf, Zeger van der Wal, Ingrid Wakkee, Onno Bouwmeester, thank
you for many fruitful discussions and comments. Tom Elfring, thank
you for your valuable contribution in the last ‘phase’. And thank you to
all members of the thesis committee for your very useful comments and
suggestions. I would also like to mention the (other) Strategy &
Organisation colleagues, not in the last place my roommate Meindert
Flikkema and my ‘faculty partner in entrepreneurship’ Els Kleijn.
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Furthermore, when it comes to particular contributions to the individual
chapters, I want to additionally thank Joyce Bronk for the data collection
for Chapter 3. And Paul Vlaar and Enno Masurel for their comments on
an earlier version. I want to thank Ralph Bathurst for his comments on
an early version of Chapter 4. I also want to thank Paul Vlaar for his
comments on Chapter 5 and Ingrid Wakkee for her contributions to it.

And many thanks to Johan Verduijn, for your undying interest and
support! And to Joke Verduijn-Balkema, for the countless times you help
out in many ways. Last but not least, of course, to Antoon: thank you for
being you and for making the everyday meaningful…

Evidently, I devote The Book to my children, Geert-Jan and Hylke, who
were both born during – and perhaps suffered somewhat from – The
Process.

Karen Verduijn
October 2007
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Tales of Entrepreneurship

Introduction

Presenting entrepreneurship to the public is an interesting phenomenon:
entrepreneurs tell their stories on television, (auto)biographies of
successful, famous entrepreneurs tend to be best-sellers and the business
media are full of best-practices, interviews and background stories. These
stories relate the dominant idea1 of entrepreneurship; that it is something
extraordinary, performed by special people. This thesis, however,
answers a repeated call in entrepreneurship research to view
entrepreneurship as an ‘ordinary’ activity, performed by ‘ordinary’
persons. More precisely, it is suggested here that entrepreneurship
should be seen as something nearly everyone can perform (Mitchell,
1997, Steyaert, 2004, Hytti, 2005) under all sorts of circumstances
(Steyaert & Katz, 2004). The central research aim of this thesis is:

To contribute to the understanding2 of the ‘ordinary’ in entrepreneurship.

The why and how will be further explained in this Introduction. In
Chapter 1 (‘A Closer Look at the Mythological Entrepreneur’) I will first
illuminate and explore the prevailing contemporary conceptualisation of
entrepreneurship. Chapter 2 contains a proposition for how to
deconstruct such a (dominant) conceptualisation and what this delivers
within an educational context. Chapter 3 contains a proposition for how
to ‘measure’ a dominant conceptualisation (in this case: of family
entrepreneurship). Nuances are introduced here, for in this Chapter it
becomes evident that when the temporal dimension is included in the

1 Also: ideology (Ogbor, 2000)
2 And thus to counteracting potential discriminatory practices (see p. 23), stimulating entrepreneurship by
conveying it as more attainable – in other words, accessible for everyone – as well as – when teaching – helping
prepare for actual entrepreneurial practice.
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analysis, the conceptualisation becomes a dynamic one, changing and
moving over time. The aspect of time is further explored in Chapter 4
where the notion of rhythm as conceptualised and proposed by French
philosopher Henri Lefebvre is adopted for understanding the actions
and events associated with the process of emergence and creation of
‘The Republic of Tea’ in the temporalities in which they unfold. Chapter
5 presents and discusses an experiment that involved students filming
entrepreneurship as a means to teach the students to have eye for
entrepreneurship as an ongoing process and as a ‘real-life’ phenomenon.

Initially, though, entrepreneurship research is explored; various
definitions of entrepreneurship and streams in entrepreneurship research
will be presented and discussed. As for the question ‘how’ I aim to
contribute to the understanding of the ‘ordinary’ in entrepreneurship:
through the entrepreneurial narrative, hence the word ‘Tales’ in the
thesis’ title. In the 2nd section of this Chapter I will therefore introduce
narrative. In section 0.3 an overview of the thesis will be provided.

0.1. Entrepreneurship research

0.1.1. Defining Entrepreneurship

In the field of entrepreneurship research, there is no consensus on what
the definition of entrepreneurship should be. This may seem strange, for
indeed entrepreneurship is notably present in the public discourse and
there seems to be no ambiguity there. As I heard a former entrepreneur-
turned-academic tell it, ‘When I was still an entrepreneur there was no
doubt in my mind what an entrepreneur was. As soon as I started to
contribute to the academic understanding of entrepreneurship I wasn’t
so sure anymore.’ Perhaps as with any phenomenon worth studying it is
hard to determine where the boundaries lie. Initially, it appears that most
of the academic researchers had a semi-unified basis: entrepreneurship
was about the act of organisation creation (cf. Gartner, 1989). Yet it
seemed that much knowledge pertaining to organisation creation was
also useful for the larger domain of small- and medium-sized businesses.
Moreover there is increasing mention of entire societies becoming
entrepreneurial, resulting in a now often-heard need for ‘enterprising
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persons’ throughout society and the plea to ‘move the focus of
entrepreneurship teaching and research away from the narrow business
orientation’ (Gibb, 2002, p. 258). According to Gartner (2004, p. 252),
‘entrepreneurship scholars have differing views on eight aspects of
entrepreneurship as a phenomenon’:

- the entrepreneur: who (s)he is and what role (s)he plays in the
process;

- whether or not innovation is directly associated with
entrepreneurship: whether or not entrepreneurship should be
about the creation of something new;

- whether entrepreneurship is limited to organisation creation:
whether or not an organisation of any kind should be involved as
well as whether or not an organisation has to be created3;

- whether or not entrepreneurship is specifically about creating
value: this is the same kind of discussion as with innovation;

- whether it concerns only for-profit organisations or non-profit
organisations as well;

- whether entrepreneurship is about growth;
- what ownership has to do with it and
- whether or not entrepreneurship is about uniqueness.

A much-cited definition is the one by Shane & Venkataraman (2000)
who define entrepreneurship research as ‘the scholarly examination of how, by
whom, and with what effects opportunities to create future goods and services are
discovered, evaluated, and exploited’ (p. 218). Clearly, this is a very broad
definition. But in fact, ‘opportunity’ has become a key term in most
entrepreneurship studies and definitions; entrepreneurship (be it in terms
of organisation creation or not) starts from the onset of the opportunity.
Here again, there is dissent among entrepreneurship researchers. Some
(most) researchers – the ‘discovery camp’ according to Örge, 2007 –
conceptualise this opportunity in terms of something that is, something
that ‘exists’ and that can be discovered (by individuals or groups) – in

3 As far as this latter aspect is concerned: entrepreneurship researchers do not limit entrepreneurship to the
creation of an organisation when for example studying intrapreneurship – entrepreneurship within large(r)),
existing organisations.
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other words, ‘opportunities are objective phenomena and [...] they enjoy
an existence prior to and independent of entrepreneurial activities that
are geared towards exploiting them’ (Örge, 2007, p. 1). Some researchers
– the ‘emergence camp’ (Örge, 2007) – claim that there are no such
things as pre-existing opportunities, but rather that opportunities are
created, or enacted (cf. Fletcher, 2006, Johannisson & Serarols, 2007);
they emerge in the course of entrepreneurial action and inter-action.
Stances toward whether or not opportunities are ‘out there’, existing,
created through (market) imbalances or a relational and process-based
outcome are mostly a matter of implicit assumptions. More specifically,
they are a matter of perspective. One could say – in very general terms –
that the ‘discovery camp’ subscribes to a ‘being ontology’ (Örge, 2007,
Steyaert, 2007) whereas the ‘emergence camp’ subscribes to a ‘becoming
ontology’ (Örge, 2007, Steyaert, 2004, 2007)4. This thesis belongs to the
‘emergence camp’ and becoming ontology rather than the ‘discovery
camp’5.

One aspect of the eight listed by Gartner in 2004 - the discussion about
‘the’ entrepreneur’s identity and role in the process –needs to be
discussed more in depth in the context of this thesis. In 2001, Low
observed that ‘to date, most researchers have defined the field solely in
terms of who the entrepreneur is’ (Low, 2001, p. 218). This observation
is mirrored in the dominant idea of entrepreneurship, for in many (most)
cases, entrepreneurship is totally attributed to the entrepreneur as instigator
of the entrepreneurial process. In entrepreneurship research as well as
public opinion, opportunity recognition is indeed generally seen as a
specific act of the entrepreneur, and as something distinguishing
entrepreneurs from other people (non-entrepreneurs). Along with
recognising opportunities, risk-taking behaviour is attributed to

4 The ‘ontological debate’ has been explained by Steyaert (2007) as follows: ‘This ontological debate goes back
to the view of Nietzsche who conceived both the world and the self as becoming, not related to being or any
presence of stability. [ ...] Becoming does not aim at a final state, does not flow into ‘being’’ (p. 740). As well,
this debate is brought back to ‘a Heraclitus view of the world’ (Steyaert, 1998, Johannisson & Serarols, 2007):
‘Heraclitus viewed reality, not as a constellation of things, but one of processes. ‘All things flow’’ (Johannisson
& Serarols, p. 2).
5 Actually, it is more accurate to say that the thesis is moving towards a becoming ontology. This will be
explained later on.
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entrepreneurs; risk-taking and opportunity-recognition are generally seen
as the extraordinary things entrepreneurs (as opposed to non-
entrepreneurs) do. However, this study of entrepreneurship is not about
understanding ‘the’ entrepreneur, for such a category simply does not
exist (cf. Gartner, 2004). ‘An entrepreneur’ does not belong to a special
species that can be separated from the rest of mankind. Not in the sense
that entrepreneurs – as is often the case – can or should be seen as
heroic saviours of the economy (as illustrated in Chapter 1 of this thesis)
and not in the sense that ‘they’ have special qualities that apply to the
entrepreneurial category only. This opinion is supported by Swedberg
(1999, p. 32) and others, arguing that ‘the attempt to single out one or
several psychological traits as typical for the entrepreneurial personality is
generally considered to have failed’ and Hytti (2005), who argues that
‘the entrepreneurial career is not reserved for any special group with
superpowers and abilities’ (p. 605).

Instead, in this thesis, entrepreneurship is seen as a practice that can be –
temporarily or more permanently – adopted by various individuals
whether or not in collaboration with others. The individual – in this
thesis - is not so much of interest as is the practice itself and the contexts
in which it (continues to) take(s) shape. This practice is seen to be
coming into existence not so much in an economic (cf. Shane and
Venkataraman, 2000), or regional (Stam, 2003) context, but in a social,
cultural and temporal context. This thesis is ‘becoming-embedded’ (what
I mean by this will be explained a little later on) in a process-based view
of entrepreneurship predicated on emerging (or: becoming). This process
view of entrepreneurship can perhaps better be described by the term
‘entrepreneuring’ (see the call for papers for the ICSB 2007 Conference
Track called ‘Celebrating Curiosity’). In order to position the thesis more
clearly in the broader domain of entrepreneurship research, the next
section will provide an overview of streams in contemporary
entrepreneurship research.

0.1.2. Streams in contemporary entrepreneurship research

In 2001, Low reflected upon the progress of entrepreneurship research,
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defined special challenges for the field and discussed possible strategies
to be adopted by the research community. Low viewed the state of
affairs at that time (2001) as a potpourri strategy; according to Low, ‘the
field’ describes a broad range of subjects from a broad range of perspectives. The
consequence is an inclusive and eclectic arena, lacking focus. However,
this strategy creates ‘an environment of freedom of academic expression
and encourages the recruitment of new talent’ (p. 21). The debate
concerning the need for distinction within entrepreneurship research is
still ongoing: ‘… the search for a distinctive theory of entrepreneurship
continues’ (Phan, 2004, p. 617).

As far as the breadth of the range of subjects is concerned, in 2006,
Schildt et al. attempted to categorise streams in contemporary
entrepreneurship research. They defined the most frequently cited
literature in entrepreneurship, each reflecting a distinct research theme.
The ten most cited examples are:

- Entrepreneurial networks and resource accumulation
- Corporate entrepreneurship and venturing
- Conceptualisations of entrepreneneurial processes
- Value creation from corporate entrepreneurship
- Alertness, opportunity creation and creative destruction
- Psychological characteristics of entrepreneurs
- Qualitative research methods
- Entrepreneurial firm survival and growth
- Societal consequences of entrepreneurship
- Born-global firms

Obviously this is a very broad subject range, especially when considering
that the field has come from the much more narrow ‘entrepreneurship is
organisation creation’ definition. Corporate entrepreneurship
(‘intrapreneurship’) and ‘entrepreneurial networks’ provide clear
examples: it is no longer solely the appearance form (new organisation)
that drives interest. In terms of research themes the field has embraced
all sorts of forms of entrepreneurship, as evidenced in the broadness of
the entrepreneurship definition. There are two themes still preoccupied
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with ‘the’ entrepreneur, the first one being ‘alertness, opportunity
creation and creative destruction’, concerned with ‘how individuals spot
opportunities6 and evaluate the potential payoff from them’ (Schildt et
al., 2006, p. 405). The second one is the ‘psychological characteristics of
the entrepreneur’.

This thesis falls in line with two current themes as categorised by Schildt
et al. in 2006, namely with ‘the conceptualisation of the entrepreneurial
process’ and with ‘qualitative research methods’. As per the first
category, this thesis takes a different angle, and concerning the second,
this thesis employs a particular type of qualitative research.

Conceptualisations of the entrepreneurial process
As has been stated previously, this thesis is embedded in a process-based
view of entrepreneurship that is about emerging. Or rather, it is becoming-
embedded in such a view, for not all Chapters fit with this view. At first,
there was more of a social constructivist stance, with an emphasis on the
interpretive aspect of narrative (also see section 2 where the various ways
to adopt narrative are discussed). It was only later on, that my interest
and the thesis’ emphasis moved more towards entrepreneurial processes
as ‘forever becoming’, with more emphasis on practices of entrepreneuring
and on (local) particularities7. Chapter 4 and 5 are most notably
embedded in (and contributing to) a becoming-view on entrepreneurial
processes (see also Epilogue).

In order to shed more light on the becoming-view on entrepreneurial
processes (also see Figure 0.1), I will first return to Schildt et al., who
claim that studies belonging to this stream8 of entrepreneurship research
‘discuss the various stages of the entrepreneurial process (Shane &
Venkataraman, 2000) and the nature of ‘creative destruction’ that gives
birth to new firm creation (Schumpeter, 1934). Most of these studies
discuss entrepreneurs and what they do to differentiate themselves from

6 Please note the ‘discovery’ assumption: individuals ‘spotting’ pre-existing opportunities.
7 Or, perhaps, this stance became more explicit later on in the thesis process.
8 The ‘conceptualisations of the entrepreneurial process’-stream
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the rest of the population, as evidenced in the recognition and discussion
of entrepreneurial altertness (Kirzner, 1973).’ (p. 405). The direction
taken in this thesis obviously deviates from the description provided by
Schildt et al. Some scholars who aim to conceptualise the
‘entrepreneurial process’ discuss consecutive stages (Shane and
Venkataraman, 2000) or steps such as Step 1: ‘searching for ideas’, Step
2: ‘screening those ideas for business opportunities’ (opportunity
recognition), Step 3: ‘planning how to exploit the opportunity’, Step 4:
‘seeking finance’, Step 5: ‘setting up/starting the business’ and Step 6:
‘growing the business’ (cf. Timmons, 2007). A distinction is also made
between the process that leads up to the emergence of a new venture
(start-up activities) and the entrepreneuring that ‘happens thereafter’.
However, in ‘real-life’ such static, stepwise processes are seldom
observed. Consecutive stages or steps are not the way I conceptualise the
entrepreneurial process in this thesis. In 1979, Karl Weick discussed a
view of processes based on organisations (as well, entrepreneurial
organisations) that ‘deal with streams9 of materials, people, money, time,
solutions, problems, and choices’ (p. 42). These streams are ongoing and
not to be divided into steps. Whereas Weick refers to organisations and
organising, ‘dealing with streams of materials, people, money, time,
solutions, problems, and choices’ can as well be regarded as a general
description of entrepreneurial activity. Weick posits ‘stream’ to be a
useful metaphor for portraying the continuous ‘flux’ that comes with
organising. Flux is one of the terms that was ‘a meaningful description of
organisational life in the 1980s’ (Burrell, 1994, p. 165). Weick (1979)
contends that a stream is not a homogeneous flow and that it does not
move at a constant rate. Instead there are ‘multiple, heterogenous flows of
diverse viscosity moving at variable rates’ (p. 42).

9 Italics added by KV
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Heraclitus – flux metaphor
(panta rhei – everything flows)

Fig. 0.1. Sources of inspiration for the process-as-becoming-view, also within the entrepreneurship research
domain

Process-as-becoming view in entrepreneurship research
domain (Chia (1996), Steyaert (1997), Boutaiba (2003))

Various philosophers: Hegel, Nietzsche, Whitehead,
Bergson, Heidegger, Deleuze & Guattari

There is another reason why in this thesis I abide by another
conceptualisation of the entrepreneurial process (other than a process
described in terms of steps). For the conceptualisation of process
described in terms of steps is founded on the assumption that
entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial processes show similarities amongst
them (cf. Mitchell et al., 2000) and that these similarities – as common
denominators – can be generalised into steps. In 1985, however, Gartner
has already posited that there is significant variation among the population
of entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial situations: ‘a review of the
entrepreneurship literature suggests that differences among
entrepreneurs and among their ventures are as great as the variation
between entrepreneurs and nonentrepreneurs and between new firms
and established firms’ (p. 696). The observation that entrepreneurial
situations differ becomes obvious when taking the stance of the
‘everydayness’ (Steyaert, 2004) of entrepreneurship. ‘Everydayness of
entrepreneurship’ refers to the ‘actuality of becoming’. The actuality of
becoming is about entrepreneuring ‘as it happens’; the (small) steps that
are taken by entrepreneurs (Steyaert, 2004), also including those activities
that are or seem to be mundane, or ordinary. It thus means recognising a
broader range of entrepreneurial phenomena (not only heroic
entrepreneuring (Hytti, 2005), but also ‘small’ entrepreneurial
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endeavours, see for instance Lindh de Montoya (2004)). As well, in this
view, entrepreneuring is never ‘done’; it is never ‘finished’ (hence the
‘becoming’); it is ‘unfinalised’. Therefore, understanding entrepreneuring
in its everydayness is wary of reification (or ‘thingification’) for it is not
about ‘things as they are’.

So, the thesis fits within the research category ‘conceptualisations of the
entrepreneurial process’ as identified by Schildt et al. in 2006, but
deviates from most of the conceptualisations. It does so in three ways:

- As explained in the definitions section, this thesis belongs with the
‘emergence camp’ rather than the ‘discovery camp’ (Örge, 2007) as
far as the nature of opportunities is concerned. The kind of
entrepreneurial alertness as proposed by Kirzner is – in line with
the ‘discovery camp’ – concerned with economic (market)
imbalances. Again, this thesis operates from the perspective that
opportunities are not things that exist, as a consequence of for
example Kirzner’s disequilibrium conditions, but that opportunities
are socially constructed, enacted through social discourse.

- Furthermore, this thesis does not aim to contribute to the
understanding of ‘the’ entrepreneur and how (s)he differentiates
him(her)self from the rest of the population; it does not aim to
enumerate the extraordinary things the entrepreneur does as
opposed to other, more ‘ordinary’ persons. Instead, this thesis – as
previously stated – contributes to viewing entrepreneurship as an
ordinary activity performed by ordinary persons.

- The nature of ‘process’ as described by Schildt et al. (in terms of
various stages) is a different process-based conceptualisation than
is the process view of entrepreneurship about becoming.

As I announced earlier on, the thesis falls in line with two current themes
as categorised by Schildt et al. in 2006, the second one being ‘qualitative
research methods’.

Qualitative research
To return to Low’s (2001) observation: ‘the field’ describes a broad range
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of subjects from a broad range of perspectives. All sorts of disciplines
and theoretical concepts are adopted to understand entrepreneurship;
the field of entrepreneurship research is ‘a field with a divergence and
multitude of both theoretical assumptions and methods that are
grounded in very different ontological and epistemological assumptions’
(Hytti, 2005, p. 594-5). On the one hand, there is a recurring insistence
on the development of a single theory exclusively explaining
entrepreneurship (‘entrepreneurship as a distinctive domain’)10. However,
there are various reasons to retain the divergence and multitude. As
Jennings et al. (2005) contend, ‘The breadth and richness of knowledge
and understanding is surely enhanced by an acceptance of the need for
pluralism.’ (p. 148) Or, as Gartner phrased it in 2004, ‘As the edges of
entrepreneurship scholarship are pushed farther out to recognise a
broader range of entrepreneurial phenomena, ways of studying these
phenomena, and source ideas for connecting to these phenomena, one
can celebrate that entrepreneurship scholarship seems to be expanding
towards a cornucopia of variation.’ (Gartner, 2004, p. 252-3) This is
likewise in agreement with Low’s (2001) suggestion to abide by the
potpourri strategy for entrepreneurship research, creating an
environment of freedom of academic expression and encouragement of
new talent. Apart from the debate among researchers about whether or
not to develop a theory exclusively explaining entrepreneurship,
researchers argue about methodologies as well. Most of this debate
centres on the quantitative-qualitative dichotomy. Among those
researchers favouring a qualitative approach are Gartner and Birley
(2002) and Hindle (2004). Gartner and Birley (2002) state that a
qualitative approach is needed in order to capture the complexities of the
entrepreneurial process. Another, somewhat older, call for qualitative
research in entrepreneurship studies came from Steyaert (1998). He
proposed the narrative approach and form in order to understand
entrepreneurship as process-oriented, multiple perspectivistic and
contextual (p. 50). This thesis follows that proposition.

10 Dominant in this debate are, again, Shane and Venkataraman (2000) who have suggested a conceptual
framework for studying the phenomenon of entrepreneurship that is exclusive to the field. According to them,
the unique questions include: why, when and how do opportunities arise (‘discovery camp’) and why, when and
how do some people become entrepreneurs and others don’t.
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A debate about disciplines, theories and methodologies to be employed
in entrepreneurship studies (as well as a debate about a strategy for the
field) remains fruitless without considering the perspectivist stances
underlying research efforts. Based on findings by Grant and Perren
(2002), Jennings et al. conclude that the majority of research in the field
of entrepreneurship comes from the functionalist perspective;
functionalism is dominant within the domain of entrepreneurship
studies. Grant and Perren found that of ‘… 36 articles published in
leading entrepreneurship and small business journals in 2002, 32 were
broadly functionalist’ (Grant and Perren in Jennings et al., p. 147). Of
course, these are 2002 findings and in the meantime the numbers have
shifted somewhat. One example is provided by the ‘Movements of
Entrepreneurship’11 series, which seeks to introduce new ideas and
research practices to the existing field of entrepreneurship. These new
ideas and practices comprise narrative and discursive approaches to
entrepreneurship, as well as examining entrepreneurship in new
territories and the politics and aesthetics of entrepreneurship. Another
recent and ground-breaking example of a shift within the field is
provided by the September 2007 special issue of the Journal of Business
Venturing.

Nevertheless, the majority of the entrepreneurship research – as with
management and organisation studies in general - is still of a functionalist
nature. Again, though, entrepreneurship is a very diverse phenomenon
(cf. Gartner, 2004) that calls for divergence and multiplicity in any efforts
at understanding it. This brings us to the approach adopted in this thesis,
namely the narrative. This approach does not fit within the functionalist
perspective. The approach is introduced and explained in the sections
below. The perspectives and theories adopted in this thesis are in
keeping with the pluralism as proposed by Jennings et al. I wish to add
other, new insights to the existing body of knowledge about
entrepreneurship; I aim to explore and develop ways to understand the

11 This series includes four books, edited and published in association with ESBRI – Entrepreneurship and Small
Business Research Institute (http://www.esbri.se/forskninge.asp?link=movements).
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‘ordinary’ in entrepreneurship and I aim to do this by means of
entrepreneurial stories. These are introduced in the next section.

0.2. Narrative and entrepreneurship

'The narratives of the world are numberless. Narrative is first and foremost a
prodigious variety of genres, themselves distributed amongst different substances – as
though any material were fit to receive man's stories. Able to be carried by articulated
language, spoken or written, fixed or moving images, gestures, and the ordered mixture
of all these substances; narrative is present in myth, legend, fable, tale, novella, epic,
history, tragedy, drama, comedy, mime, painting... stained glass windows, cinema,
comics, news item, conversation. Moreover, under this almost infinite diversity of
forms, narrative is present in every age, in every place, in every society; it begins with
the very history of mankind and there nowhere is nor has been a people without
narrative. All classes, all human groups, have their narratives... Caring nothing for the
division between good and bad literature, narrative is international, transhistorical,
transcultural: it is simply there, like life itself'. Barthes (1977, p. 79) in Czarniawska,
2004, p. 1

A narrative approach has been associated with a linguistic turn (Hjorth
and Steyaert, 2004) as well as an interpretive one (O’Connor, 2002; Rae,
2000) and a cultural turn (Lounsbury and Glynn, 2001). In 2002, Smith
claimed the combination of narrative and entrepreneurship to be a small,
but resurgent trend in entrepreneurship research, whereas narrative
theory, methods and data have been used extensively in the field of
organisation studies for perhaps the past decade and a half - also see
Figure 0.2.

A narrative (or story) in its broadest sense is anything told or recounted
by an individual, group of individuals, organisation etc. Narratives and
stories can take many forms. They can be oral, written or filmed
(Barthes, 1977, but also Linde, 2001), fictional or non-fictional. Narrative
theory – or ‘narratology’ – emerged in the 1960s and 1970s as a way of
studying -primarily fictional- literature. Since then, narrative theory has
changed considerably. Today narrative theory not only pertains to the
literary and linguistic realm; it has been adopted by all sorts of disciplines
related to the human sciences as a way to understand how social and
cultural life comes into being.
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Linguistic turn (Saussure (1966), Wittgenstein (1953),
Chomsky (1964), Derrida (1976))

Narrative ‘turn’ (Barthes (1977), Bakhtin (1981), Bal (1997),
Fludernik (1996), Lachmann (1997), Newton (1995), Toolan
(1988, 1996)). Narrative ‘turn’ in social sciences: MacIntyre
(1981), Bruner (1986), Polkinghorne (1988)

Narrative ‘turn’ in management
and organization studies (Gabriel,
(1995), Boje, (1995, 2001),
Czarniawska (1997, 1998))

Narrative ‘turn’ in
entrepreneurship studies

Figure 0.2. A (non-conclusive) overview of sources of inspiration for the narrative ‘turns’ in
management, organization and entrepreneurship studies

According to Brockmeier and Carbaugh (2001), ‘there have been
extensive applications of the concept of narrative that have widened the
scope and consequently the very nature of the study of narrative’ (p. 8).
In effect, there are many different communities and cultures of narrative
study. The field of organisation studies is one of them. Linguistic,
semiotic and literary theory – and thus narrative – were introduced in
organisation theory because of the interpretivists’ interest in sense-
making, meaning and interpretation; language in the interpretative
respect is seen as indicative of sense making. Many researchers adopting
narrative theory and methods therefore claim that narrative belongs to
the constructivist perspective. Later on, linguistic, semiotic and literary
theories were adopted by the postmodernists as well because of, amongst
others, the ability of language to depict power relations (Hatch, 1997).
According to O’Connor (2002, p. 37-8), ‘two streams of work have
concentrated extensively on narrative in management and organisation
studies (MOS): postmodernism and critical theory; and organisational
behaviour, specifically the organisational culture movement that
culminated in the mid-1980s.’ However, ‘relatively little ‘narrative’ work
takes a postmodern or relational constructionist12 stance [...]. Instead,

12 Italics added by KV. The difference between (social) constructivism and constructionism has been explained
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investigators typically treat narratives as ‘mind stuff’ - as the other’s
subjective knowledge (some sort of cognitivist orientation prevails).’
(Hosking, 2004, p. 265). As has been explained before, this thesis
portrays an interest in both the more cognitive, sense-making aspect of
narrative as well as ‘beyond’; story construction as a process of creating
‘reality’ (Hosking, 2004).

In this section I will first define story, and narrative, and discuss various
aspects and emphases in research work adopting narrative. Secondly, I
will discuss narrative entrepreneurship research, including its
contributions to the field.

0.2.1. Defining story and narrative

What makes a story a story and not ‘just’ an account of events and facts
is a sequence of events, connected by a plot (see Van Eeten et al., 1996,
Czarniawska, 1998). The sequence of events is usually characterised by a
beginning-middle-end structure, and there is always some kind of
transformation. The plot moulds the story into a meaningful whole
(Czarniawska, 1998). I will return to the subject of plot later on, in
section 0.2.1.2.).

For a story to be told, a storyteller or author (in case of a written story)
and a listener/reader are needed. Polkinghorne (1988) states that stories
contain ‘narrative meaning’; the stories reveal how authors make sense of
something or, in other words, how the author organises elements of
awareness into meaningful episodes. Pentland (1999) refers to the author
as the ‘narrative voice’: a story varies depending on who is doing the
telling. The aspect of meaningfulness is connected with the premise that
the story is a sense-making device. Polkinghorne (1988) calls this the
‘mental realm’ of human existence (as opposed to the material realm and

by Hosking (2004, 2007). Constructivism is typically interested in linguistic representations of ‘reality’ whereas
constructionism is interested in how ‘acts (texts) ‘act into’ processes that are already ongoing (con-texts)’
(Hosking, 2007, p. 5). Whereas ‘sense-making’, as explained in this section, is indeed a verb typically associated
with constructivism (Hosking, 2004, p. 256), constructionism is less cognitivist in its outlook.
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the organic realm). Pitt (1998) elaborates on this by crafting a method
that makes it possible to ‘read’ entrepreneurs as texts. He argues that
narratives by and about entrepreneurs – when contextualised
appropriately – reveal important information about their motivation and
the workings of their minds. In other words (O’Leary, 2003), stories
represent ways of thinking. In spoken narratives, the teller uses elongated
vowels, emphasis, pitch, repetition etc. to indicate what is important.

0.2.1.1. Listener/reader
The listener/reader is not so important in the usual way of analysing
stories. Barry and Elmes (1997) therefore propose a communication-
based view of narrative and start from the reader’s point of view when
they state, ‘More than other approaches, narrative theory assumes that
subjective, heterogeneous interpretations of texts are the norm; different
readers are assumed to ‘get it’ differently, depending on their history,
values, or even which side of the bed they rise from. In their view,
narrative encompasses both the ‘telling’ and the ‘told’. Readership and
interpretations are both key elements.

So, a story has an author and a reader. They both gain comprehension by
means of the story, the reader through the practices of reading. The story
contains a sequence of events, brought into a meaningful whole by the
plot.

0.2.1.2. Plot
Plot is seen as one of the most important aspects of narrative. The plot
of a story has everything to do with the sense-making nature of
storytelling. People trying to make sense of something reduce
‘equivocality’ (Weick, 1995) until a tolerable level is reached. One way to
reduce equivocality is to link seemingly unconnected events together.
That is what plot does for a story.

A narrative thus is nothing more and nothing less than recounting a
sequence of events, featuring characters and a storyline or plot. ‘Plot’ couples the
events by means of recurring themes and/or chronology, and/or temporality
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and/or causal connections:
- Recurring themes form what in a literary sense is also called the

story’s ‘motif’ (a dominant idea in a literary composition, according
to the Oxford Encyclopaedic English Dictionary) or ‘leitmotiv’ (a
recurrent theme associated with a particular character, idea, or
situation). Kohler Riessman (1993) speaks of an ‘episodic’ narrative
when the narrative is stitched together by theme rather than by
time (chronology). She calls this the ‘thematic sequencing of
narratives’.

- Chronology concerns the order of the events (which event is
assumed/claimed to have taken place first, second etc.). In the
chronological narrative the order of events moves - usually in a
linear way - through time.

- Temporality is about framing events within time: when did/does
the event take place?

- The assumed causal connection in a narrative rests on the claim of
what automatically leads to something else. An example: ‘”The
company suffered unprecedented losses” and “the general manager
was forced to resign” are two events that call for interpretation.
“With the company suffering unprecedented losses, the general
manager was forced to resign” is a narrative. The difference lies in
the temporal ordering, and thus in a suggested connection between
the two.’ (Czarniawska, 1997, p. 18)

Whatever strategy (recurring themes, chronology, or causal relations) is
used, the plot is put in the story (Czarniawska, 1998). Boje (2001)
therefore makes a distinction between antenarrative, story and narrative:
the antenarrative is a ‘pre-narrative’, a story that is ‘not yet’.
Antenarratives are fragmented, non-linear, incoherent and ‘unplotted’.
According to Boje, story is the account of incidents and events as they
happened, but narrative comes after and adds more plot and tighter
coherence than ‘spontaneously’ present in the story. This is also what
Brockmeier (2001) refers to by ‘the retrospective teleology’ of life
narratives: a life, if told in hindsight, seems to have been lived towards a
goal. Antenarrative precedes and narrative succeeds story. Up till now story
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and narrative have been used interchangeably but from now on I will use
the term ‘narrative’ when referring to the plotted story (a focus of this
thesis). Also see Figure 0.1.

Antenarrative Story Narrative
‘Lived experience’ Account of events, facts

and incidents as they
happened

Events are sequenced
and plotted. Tighter
coherence.

Figure 0.1. Antenarrative, story and narrative

The coupling of (unlinked) events by means of plot results in storylines.
Czarniawska (1998) mentions four archetypal storylines: tragedy,
comedy, romance and satire. The romantic plot proceeds as follows: the
hero overcomes daunting obstacles to attain the object of his affections
(Schoenberger, 2001). In the tragic plot, the hero does not survive.
Gergen’s (1999) interpretation of the rudimentary storylines is:

- the happily-ever-after narrative (‘How after many difficult years, I
finally ended up in a profession that is rewarding’) – the way is
from down to up

- the heroic saga narrative (struggles lead to victory and again to
struggle)

- tragedy (someone in high position falls rapidly into failure)
- comedy-romance (positive states of affairs are interrupted by

calamities)

In their narrative analysis of narrative texts, researchers very often use
the role of the main character(s) as indicative of the storyline of the
narrative. An example can be found in the study of Watson and Bargiela-
Chiappini (1998): ‘The key narrative of People Management can be seen
as one in which personnel managers are modest yet heroic figures
travelling through a chaotic world, into which they bring both efficient
order and care for people which enables their employing organisations to
be winners in the highly competitive market in which they fight for
survival.’ (p. 292). The personnel practitioner in the narrative of people
management is a hero and a traveller. This implies that ‘the magazine’s
basic narrative, then, is effectively an odyssey with the personnel manager
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confronting endless dangers and valiantly overcoming them. Chaos is
fought off.’ (p. 293).

0.2.1.3. Characters

Apart from sequence and plot, a narrative contains characters (also called
actors or roles). These roles comprise heroes or protagonists, villains and
innocent victims. MacIntyre (1981/1990) explains the character as
having both a personality and a social role. An example he gives is that
of the leader. The leader has a strong personality, but also a social role.
This social role (also ‘flat character’; this is the function rather than the
personality) of the leader-character is static: a top executive or a
politician has to stay in his/her role, no matter what situation (s)he is in
(MacIntyre, 1981/1990, p. 27 in Czarniawska, 1997, p. 32-33). A
narrative has ‘round characters’: meaning that the characters can change.
They develop over time, intellectually and otherwise (Van Eeten et al.,
1996).

0.2.1.4. Narrative as research data and narrative research methodology
It should be noted here that there is a difference between narrative as
data and as method of analysis. Narratives are themselves sources of
analysis: narratives as data, as object of study, are the most common case
of narrative research based on narrative(s). Narrative as data invites
researchers to investigate a wide array of themes, most of them
concerned – as has been explained before – with sense-making aspects;
the approach or perspective adopted determines how the narrative is
perceived and ‘treated’. As well, narratives as data permit application of
several analytic methods. Methodologies employed in studying narratives
include for example metaphorical analysis, content analysis, narrative
analysis, deconstruction, critical discursive analysis, rhetorical analysis
etc. Not all of these methodologies are narrative methodologies; a
methodology can be called ‘narrative’ when it has ‘something’ to do with
the idiosyncratic nature of nature, as explained in the previous sections.
According to Elliott (2005) ‘there is no standard approach or list of
procedures that is generally recognised as representing the narrative
method of analysis’ (p. 36).
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Elliott (2005) uses Mishler’s (1986) framework to categorise the foci of
narrative analyses. The framework is based on the commonly understood
functions of language and includes three categories correlative to the
division made above:

1. Meaning (semantics): the content of the narrative (the actual
events and experiences that are recounted). The content of a
narrative ‘can be thought of as having two functions: one is to
describe past events, in other words to produce a chronological
account for the listener or reader, and the second is the evaluative
function, making clear the meaning of those events and
experiences in the lives of the participants’ (p. 38).
2. Structure (syntax): the way in which a story is put together (the
temporal nature of social life). Actually, this is the only narrative
analysis of narratives. In other instances, the narrative only serves
as data, not as analytic method.
3. Interactional context (pragmatics): the interactional and
institutional contexts in which narratives are produced, recounted,
and consumed.

Thus a narrative or story in its broadest sense is anything told or
recounted, by an individual or group of individuals. A narrative analysis of
narratives means analysing their idiosyncratic features, such as sequence
of events, plot, themes and characters. The next section discusses
narrative in entrepreneurship research.

0.2.2. An overview of narrative entrepreneurship research

As has been stated before, in 2002, Smith claimed narrative in
entrepreneurship studies to be a small but resurgent trend. At present,
this ‘stream’ is growing considerably. While Steyaert (1997), Pitt (1998),
Hyrsky (1999), Rae (2000), Lounsbury and Glynn (2001) and Smith
(2002) were pioneers in this area, more recent work has been added by
Hytti (2003), Downing (2005) and through the ‘Movements of
Entrepreneurship’ series, particularly the second ‘Movements of
Entrepreneurship’ book called Narrative and Discursive Approaches in
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Entrepreneurship. A recent contribution is the special September 2007
issue of the Journal of Business Venturing. In Figure 0.3 I present a
(non-conclusive) overview of narrative research in entrepreneurship,
excluding the JBV special issue (not for any other reason than a lack of
time given the ‘freshness’ of it in combination with the due date for the
thesis).

As has already been indicated in the introduction to this section and as
has become clear from the previous explanatory section, sense-making is
considered an important aspect of narrative: narratives are often seen as
sense-making devices. Yet they are not ‘only’ that. The proposition made
by Steyaert in 1997 was that a narrative approach is exceptionally well-
suited for understanding entrepreneurship from a process-based standpoint.
According to Steyaert, narrative is of particular use when it comes to
understanding process aspects of the phenomenon under review. It is
not merely that narratives relate of processes (sequences of events) that
makes them so useful, but more that the relationally constructing of
narratives is a process of creating ‘reality’ (Hosking, 2004). Even though
a narrative is a plotted story (made more coherent than messy ‘reality’, as
explained in the previous section), narrative methods exist to
‘recomplexify’ them (Steyaert, 2007). Or, in Boje’s (2001) terms, to tease
out the ‘antenarrative’ (see previous section and Chapter 4).

In terms of narrative entrepreneurship research we can indeed see a shift
from an interest mainly in (individual) sense-making aspects of a
narrative approach towards an interest in dynamics, in process, as was
proposed by Steyaert in 1997. From the overview presented in Figure
0.313 we can conclude that indeed some narrative entrepreneurship
research is interested in the individual entrepreneur’s cognition (sense-
making). This is the type of research that I have labelled ‘individual’ and
‘static’ in the focus column. This type of research delivers insight into an
individual entrepreneur’s cognitive processes, such as his/her
‘experiential knowledge’ or ‘theory of action’ (Pitt, 1998), or ‘the

13 Which is my overview of (part of) the narrative entrepreneurship research
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entrepreneur’s own perspective, aspiration or cognition of the
entrepreneurial process’ (Dodd, 2002). Moreover, it provides a ‘static’
analysis in the sense that it delivers an indication of cognitive aspects of
an individual at a given moment in time. Although one may contend that
the type of research as conducted by Hytti (2003) is also concerned with
the individual entrepreneur(ial identity), the (relational) process of identity
construction is pointedly taken into consideration. Research as
conducted by Boutaiba (2003, 2004) very explicitly looks at processes of
becoming (in this case the process of becoming an organisation). Together
with this inclination towards process, or ‘dynamics’, we can identify some
upcoming, emergent, themes such as a growing interest in identity (Hytti,
2003, Foss, 2004), legitimacy (Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001, O’Connor,
2004) and the entrepreneurial realm of experience (Rae, 2000, Lindh de
Montoya, 2004). It is this latter interest that I expand in this thesis and
then specifically within the context of ‘life as becoming process’
(Boutaiba, 2003, 2004). In 2004 Steyaert argued that this type of process-
based view of entrepreneuring is about ‘everydayness’: the everyday
unfolding of entrepreneurship. By this he means a conceptualisation of
entrepreneurship as seen to be enacted through daily activity and
interaction (Steyaert, 2004, p. 19) where it is the mundaneness – or
ordinariness – of entrepreneurship that should be emphasised.

To summarise, the contributions of narrative entrepreneurship research
thus far have been to:
- add to the understanding of entrepreneurship as enacted (a social,
relational process rather than an outcome of an individual’s sense-
making and actions)
- help shift the focus from the entrepreneurial personality to the
entrepreneurial identity
- understand processes of legitimacy building
- draw attention to the ‘everyday unfolding’ of entrepreneurship (also,
‘the entrepreneurial realm of experience’), emphasising mundane,
ordinary aspects.
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Who? What? How?
(methodology)

Focus is on:

Pitt (1998) Exploration of the context-
specific ‘experiential
knowledge’ of entrepreneurs.

‘Reading entrepreneurs as
texts’ through scripts,
templates, dilemmas and
role metaphors

Individual, static

Rae (2000) Understanding how people
develop entrepreneurial
capability through learning.

Discursive analysis Process

O’Connor
(2000)

The complexity and dynamics
of organisational change.

The ‘embedded
narrative’/intertextuality

Process, dynamic

Lounsbury and
Glynn (2001)

How entrepreneurial stories
facilitate the crafting of a new
venture identity.

Conceptual paper Process, dynamic

Drakopoulou
Dodd (2002)

‘The entrepreneurs’ own
perspective, aspiration and
cognition of the entrepreneurial
process’

Metaphorical analysis Individual
entrepreneurs, static

Hytti (2003) How does an entrepreneur
construct being an
entrepreneur (entrepreneurial
identity).

Content, format and
interpersonal function as
well as the general
economic and social
environment (contextual
setting) of entrepreneurs’
narratives.

Entrepreneurial
identity, process

Boutaiba (2003) The formation of
organisational culture in newly
started companies.

Emplotment and
temporality

Process, dynamic

Foss (2004) How do life-course experiences
matter in entrepreneurial
identity.

Autobiographical research Entrepreneurial
identity, process

O’Connor
(2004)

What stories do entrepreneurs
tell to build legitimacy.

Pentadic analysis (Burke,
1969)

Process, dynamic

Lindh de
Montoya (2004)

The entrepreneurial realm of
experience

Collecting stories
(anthropological research)

Process, dynamic

Smith and
Anderson
(2004)

How entrepreneurial tales
confirm ‘the righteousness of
entrepreneurial actions’ (the
morality in the entrepreneurial
narrative)

Conceptual paper,
supported by illustrations

Typical storylines,
static

Downing (2005) Development of a framework
for the analysis of narrative and
dramatic processes in
entrepreneurship

Storylines, emplotment,
narrative structure

Process

Figure 0.3: An overview of entrepreneurship research featuring narrative as data and/or methodology
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Narrative from a process-based view predicated on emerging, as
introduced and explained before, can be used to understand and describe
‘what is happening’ or ‘what has been happening’ with room for the
everyday, becoming quality herein. This means capturing detailed stories or
experiences of a single (local-cultural) entrepreneurial life (process) or of
a small number of entrepreneurial lives. In addition, it can be used for
understanding context: rather, stories or narratives can only be
understood within a context (O’Connor, 2000, de Graaf, 2003). To
understand the meaning of a narrative, space (locality) and time
(temporality) have to be taken into consideration. In this thesis – as
explained before – I employ more than one aspect of narrative:
- The static end-result (albeit not the individual angle) – Chapter 1, 2 and
3
- Narrative as enacted (a becoming process) – Chapter 4
- Narrative as enacted through daily activities and interactions (the
‘mundaneness’ of entrepreneurship, Steyaert, 2004) – as well, Chapter 4.

An overview of the thesis is provided in the next section.

0.3. Overview of the thesis

As has been argued throughout this Introduction, within the field of
entrepreneurship research there is debate about the definition of
entrepreneurship as well as whether or not there should be a distinct
theory of entrepreneurship, and what this theory should then contain.
The dominant perspective in the field of entrepreneurship research is the
functionalist one. Through this thesis, I look to add other, new insights
to the present wealth of knowledge about entrepreneurship (into the
‘ordinary’ quality of entrepreneurship) by adopting another principle:
entrepreneurship as story. In the previous sections I have further
explained narrative theory and defined narrative. I have made contended
that entrepreneurship is not about understanding ‘the’ entrepreneur but
about understanding entrepreneurship as a practice that can be –
temporarily or more permanently – adopted by various individuals
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whether or not in collaboration with others. In this thesis, the nature of
entrepreneurship (and ‘opportunity’) is understood to be about emergence.
In that respect, this thesis is a contribution to the current of
entrepreneurship research concerned with conceptualisations of the
entrepreneurial process, but not in the way described by for example
Schildt et al. (2006). As I have argued, there is more than one
conceptualisation of entrepreneurship-as-process in the field. Actually,
process is an often recurring term in entrepreneurship research.
Academic researchers discuss the process of setting up a business (cf.
Gartner, 1985), the growth process, but also the process of how
individuals spot and exploit opportunities (cf. Ucbasaran et al., 2001).
Embedding this thesis in a process-based view of entrepreneurship
emphasising emergence demonstrates the interest in dynamic aspects of
entrepreneurship as well as in ‘mundaneness’.

Which brings us back to the central research aim of the thesis which has
been defined as ‘To contribute to the understanding of the ‘ordinary’ in
entrepreneurship.’ Understanding the ‘ordinary’ in entrepreneurship means
that we enter the entrepreneurial realm of experience (the entrepreneurial
life-world). And thus that we look at all entrepreneurial activities, also
those activities that could be looked upon as (too) mundane, (too)
ordinary. And it means that we look at how activities are formed,
enacted, how they flow and change. In other words: the dynamics of
entrepreneurial activity; entrepreneurial life as becoming process (also see
Figure 0.4).
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Looking at the ‘ordinary’
of entrepreneurship

Looking at the ‘real-life’
quality of entrepreneurship,
the ‘everydayness’
(entrepreneurship as lived
experience)

Looking at entrepreneurship
as process, as ‘becoming’
(entrepreneuring)
(stream)

Looking at acts, the
‘performative’
(practice)

Figure 0.4: A tentative conceptual model for this thesis

Through this thesis I seek to add nuance to the dominant
conceptualisation of entrepreneurship, which is about special people
doing extraordinary things (entrepreneurs as a special category,
differentiated from the rest of the population). In itself there is nothing
wrong with a dominant idea. However, there are several arguments for
nuancing the dominant idea of entrepreneurship:

- Dominant ideas can be perceived as static. As has been explained,
understanding the ordinary in entrepreneurship means
understanding the dynamics of entrepreneurship and
understanding entrepreneurship as unfixed, in constant change, or
‘flux’ (indeed, as an ongoing process of becoming). This explains
this thesis’ positioning in the ‘emergence camp’ within
entrepreneurship research.

- There is danger in a dominant idea becoming an ideology (Ogbor,
2000): ideologies ‘privilege and reinforce the existing power
structure of the dominant groups in society’ (Ogbor, 2000, p. 607)
thus leading to discriminatory practices (for example when it
comes to seeking start-up capital). There is a need for ‘critical
review of how social structures ‘came to be’ and what alternatives
there are for the future.’ (Jennings et al., 2005, p. 147).
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- Dominant ideas – ideologies – thus tend to obscure (discriminate
against) some practices while favouring others: dominant ideas
tend to exclude. The whole idea of understanding the ordinary in
entrepreneurship means to aim at an understanding where nothing
is excluded. Again, an understanding wherein no act is too small, or
too mundane, or too ordinary.

- As well, there can be danger in the entrepreneur being seen as
extraordinary from the viewpoint that entrepreneurship is
something worth stimulating: ‘by portraying entrepreneurship from
the [...] non-heroic standpoint, [...] entrepreneurship is potentially
made more accessible for a larger number of people (Hytti, 2005,
p. 594).

Narrative – as has been explained before – is exceptionally useful when it
comes to understanding process-based aspects of the phenomenon
under review. This concerns the particular type of process study as was
introduced previously, namely the kind associated with the ‘messiness’
and dynamics of ‘real life’ (story construction as a process of creating
reality). Through the thesis, I hope to make the following contributions:

- To explore and ‘map’ societal understandings of entrepreneurship -
Chapters 1 and 3

- To add to a wider range of methodologies adopted in the field of
entrepreneurship research – Chapters 2 and 4

- Additional insights into entrepreneurship as an emergent process,
acknowledging the dynamics of particular entrepreneurial settings –
Chapter 4

- Demonstrating the usefulness of the entrepreneurial story in an
educational setting – Chapters 3 and 5

- Introducing ‘film’ as a means to teach for and ‘capture’ the
dynamic quality and everydayness of entrepreneuring – Chapter 5

Overall, evidently, I wish to contribute to understanding the ‘ordinary’ in
entrepreneurship, in other words to contribute to understanding
entrepreneurial life. The thesis consists of an introduction and five
research projects (see Figure 0.5). The thesis is about variety; variety in
terms of five stand-alone chapters, each dealing with different ‘aspects’
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of entrepreneurship (context, education and the ‘act’ of entrepreneuring);
as well as different aspects of narrative. In order to help the reader keep
track of where (s)he is at some point of time in this thesis and how each
Chapter contributes to the central research aim, each Chapter is
preceded by a preamble. The points made in the course of the thesis will
be repeated in the ‘after’-text (Epilogue).

Chapter Title Aim in the scope of the thesis

1 A Closer Look at the
Mythological Entrepreneur

Exploring the dominant (societal) idea (myth) of
entrepreneurship

2 ‘Deconstructing’ an
Entrepreneurial Myth’

To relate of an experiment in stimulating ‘critical’14

thinking in students by deconstructing an entrepreneurial
myth (entrepreneurial biography)

3 Changes in the Conceptualisation
of the Family Firm in the Media
in The Netherlands

To make a static conceptualisation more dynamic by
looking at its constellation of meanings15 and by adding the
temporal dimension

4 Rhythmanalysing the Emergence
of The Republic of Tea

Proposing ‘rhythmanalysis’16 in contributing to a process-
based view of entrepreneurship that is about becoming,
allowing room for its everyday and dynamic nature

5 Filming Entrepreneurship Film is proposed as a means to capture (and teach for)
entrepreneurship as a dynamic process and real-life
phenomenon

Figure 0.5: Overview of the chapters in this thesis

14 Meaning to stimulate students in realising that there is more than one version, more than one ‘truth’; in other
words, to find stories that are left out, and to be critical of the taken-for-grantedness of an account.
15 Or rather the ‘language game’ of this conceptualisation (Wittgenstein, 1953).
16 Lefebvre, 2004
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1. A Closer Look at the Mythological
Entrepreneur

Preamble

Chapter Title Aim in the scope of the thesis

1 A Closer Look at the
Mythological Entrepreneur

Exploring the dominant (societal) idea (myth) of
entrepreneurship

2 ‘Deconstructing’ an
Entrepreneurial Myth

To relate of an experiment in stimulating ‘critical’ thinking
in students by deconstructing an entrepreneurial myth
(entrepreneurial biography)

3 Changes in the Conceptualisation
of the Family Firm in the Media
in The Netherlands

To make a static conceptualisation more dynamic by
looking at its constellation of meanings and by adding the
temporal dimension

4 Rhythmanalysing the Emergence
of The Republic of Tea

Proposing ‘rhythmanalysis’ in contributing to a process-
based view of entrepreneurship that is about becoming,
allowing room for its everyday and dynamic nature

5 Filming Entrepreneurship Film is proposed as a means to capture (and teach for)
entrepreneurship as a dynamic process and real-life
phenomenon

This may seem to be a somewhat peculiar title for the first Chapter of a
thesis interested in the ordinary quality of entrepreneurship. After all,
myths are about characters and events that are larger than life. However, in
order to illuminate what I’m up against in this thesis – the dominant idea
of entrepreneurship that it is something extraordinary performed by
special people – I will first explore this dominant idea. This is formulated
in this Chapter in terms of the contemporary entrepreneurial myth. The
exploration in itself does not add too much to the existing bulk of
literature: other, comparable, previous contributions can be found in, for
example, Ogbor (2000), Schwabenland (2001), Nicholson & Anderson
(2005) and Perren & Jennings (2005).
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A Closer Look at the Mythological
Entrepreneur

‘[Myths] were invented to explain natural phenomena in a pre-scientific world, to
elucidate sites and rituals and names of which the original meaning had been lost, to
justify customs and institutions, to endow the gods with dramatic personalities and
careers, to glorify nations and tribes and families and hierarchies and priesthoods, to
fill out early history by inventive additions, to indulge wishful thinking by tales of
adventure and heroism and, sometimes, merely to amuse and entertain’

Grant & Hazel – Who’s who in classical mythology (2002)

1.1. Introduction

Entrepreneurship apparently poses a compelling career option for many
people; entrepreneurship has a positive image in society; it has ‘status’.
Or put otherwise: the entrepreneur of our times seems to have become a
mythological character that attracts a lot of followers. To economists,
this is a good thing: entrepreneurship is one of the pillars of a healthy
economy. Entrepreneurship is associated with growth, renewal and
progress. One could state that the entrepreneur can be seen as a hero, a
saviour even of our economy. The claim of this Chapter is that the
entrepreneur seems to have mythical qualities, more specifically: the
contemporary entrepreneur seems to be portrayed as a mythological
hero. This Chapter is of an exploratory and conceptual nature. It
theoretically explores the concept of myths and the entrepreneur as a
mythological hero. The ideas developed in this Chapter are illustrated by
means of an example: the case of Walt Disney.

First, myths – according to The Oxford Encyclopedic English
Dictionary (1991), a myth is a traditional narrative usually involving
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supernatural or imaginary persons and embodying popular ideas on
natural or social phenomena – are further explained. Furthermore I will
explore what the entrepreneurial myth looks like, argue that myths serve
several functions and illustrate that the Disney story indeed can be seen
as a modern myth. The entrepreneur as a mythological hero fits with the
symbolic understanding of organisations.

1.2. Myths

Myths are originally known as a premodern phenomenon, as heirloom of
the ‘Old Ages’. Nevertheless, myths still feature in our ‘Modern and
Postmodern Ages’ (Gabriel, 2004). Campbell (1968) can be seen as a
major contributor to the contemporary understanding of mythology. He
states that myths are a phenomenon as old as mankind, but the logic, the
heroes and the deeds of the ancient myths have survived centuries and
are indeed still valid in modern times: myths are timeless.
According to Campbell, myths cannot be ‘manufactured’, invented or
ordered and they cannot be suppressed. Mythology is the domain of the
unconsciousness (Jung found that recurring themes in world mythologies
returned in his own and his patients’ dreams, the domain of the
(collective) unconsciousness), not the explicit; myths are expressions of
our imagination. Myths are simply ‘out there’.

Essentially, myths are a way to make sense of ‘our universe’ (Scott
Littleton, 2002). The ancient myths tried to provide answers to the
‘universal questions’: the origins of the world and civilisation, the powers
of the universe. That is why Hegele & Kieser (2001) contend that as far
as the modern legends are concerned, that they are most effective when
they ‘fall back on themes that are anchored deeply in a collective
consciousness’ (2001, p. 301). Or, as Clark and Salaman (1998) phrase it:
one of the explanations of the appeal of the ideas of management gurus
(as modern myths) is their reference to national core values; the US
gurus speak of optimism, simplicity, the focus on a dream, an idealised
sense of possibility and individualism.
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People apparently need myths in order to give meaning and purpose to
their existence; they need ‘life supporting illusions’. Or, as Bowles (1997)
puts it: ‘The purpose of myth is essentially to establish a meaningful
relationship to the world in which we live, rather than experiencing life
as merely chaos.’ (p. 781). Myths seemingly provide direction,
identification and understanding (Scott Littleton, 2002). According to
Clark and Salaman (1998), modern myths compensate for the
uncertainties generated by the absence of ‘true’ expert knowledge and
the difficulty in establishing clear means-ends linkages. People need and
return to myths in order to understand themselves and the world they
live in. This has been so for centuries. Over time, the exact occurrences
do not have to be similar, but the underlying archetype17 is. In this
respect, we can even ‘think of Odysseus as a prototypical modern
manager, using subterfuge, trickery and disguise to pursue a goal,
downsizing his crew as situations demand and displaying a wide array of
leadership virtues and vices.’ (Gabriel, 2003, p. 619)

Last but not least, mythical plots are opaque. Myths are like horoscopes:
they are of an abstract and ambiguous nature, simple but vague. So they
can apply to almost any situation. No one knows exactly what has been
said, but everyone can read something into it. That is why Hegele and
Kieser (2001) try to find out why managers read texts ‘that praise the
uniqueness of a manager like Welch and yet do not contain precise and
detailed recipes for effective management’ (p. 298) and explain that
publications on modern heroes are not bought and read because of their
exactness or the knowledge they provide: publications on modern heroes
do not fulfill such a need.

So, myths are deemed a sense making device, not only in the pre-
scientific world, but also (still) in our current day and age. Myths – albeit
not precise and/or to the point – can provide direction, identification
and understanding; they explain phenomena. Mythical meaning is

17 In Jungian terms, an archetype is a primitive mental image inherited from man’s earliest memory, in more
general terms an archetype is an original model or prototype, a recurrent symbol or motif in literature (The 1991
Oxford Encyclopedic English Dictionary)
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something which is created by society. Or, in other words, myths reflect
the way society attributes meaning to a particular phenomenon. It is
society that creates and sustains myths, as well as it is society that creates
and sustains heroes.

Usually, when referring to myth and mythology, studies on
organisational phenomena focus on how to fight the myth: a myth is
often deemed to be essentially untrue but persistent and the study the
contribution to breaking down the myth (cf.: Nodoushani &
Nodoushani, 2000, Collins & Porras, 1994). Myth is generally treated as a
negative phenomenon (Bowles, 1989) and as opposed to fact and reality;
to treat myth as a ‘tool for serious consideration in the analysis of work
organisation is likely to invite the charge of ‘mysticism’ and ‘retreat’’
(Bowles, 1989, p. 406-7). In short: ‘modernity’ rejects the legitimacy of
tradition, mysticism, religion and witchcraft (Clark, 2000).

1.3. The entrepreneur as a mythological hero

Entrepreneurs ‘currently vie for the status of contemporary superheroes’
(Gabriel, 2004, p. 81). In the USA, the mid 1970s till the mid 1980s is
known as the entrepreneurial age: small was beautiful, entrepreneurship
in vogue and embraced by politicians and policy makers. This hype
connected entrepreneurship to small business and small business to the
innovativeness of the economy: the entrepreneurial age was also the
downsizing era (Nodoushani & Nodoushani, 2000). During the 1990s,
the larger businesses responded by breaking up their constellations into
smaller, more innovative (read ‘entrepreneurial’) units. Giant
corporations were compared to elephants and bureaucratic dinosaurs, in
other words, inflexible, heavy and slow. Staggering investments and
productivity coincided with the observation that the big firms were no
longer the biggest providers of employment. This ignited the ‘myth of
small firms as job creators’ (Nodoushani & Nodoushani, 2000, p. 8). The
entrepreneurial age celebrated the entrepreneur as an individual hero
establishing a small company: the entrepreneur was seen as a dynamic
revolutionary, obsessed with their nascent firm. Or, as Mitchell (1997)
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phrases it: ‘As the stork-like deliverer of new business, the entrepreneur
acts as a mythic character. Somehow s/he single-handedly ‘creates new
enterprise’ through the use of extraordinary powers. Mere mortals need
not apply.’ (p. 122). Entrepreneurialism in the US was anti-management,
in other words, anti-control, individualistic, pro creativity and growth.
This ‘glorification of the entrepreneurial hero is rooted in the ideology of
the avant-garde’ (Nodoushani & Nodoushani, 2000, p. 9). The term
avant-garde is described by the Nodoushani’s as an ideology of
adventure; any avant-garde representative is advanced for their time,
fighting against stagnation, the past and old thinking, in other words a
creative soul and free spirit. Note that entrepreneurs were not always
heroes; (American) economy has long been dominated by corporate or
managerial capitalism.

If we look at the Western-European context, as far as Thurik and
Risseeuw (2003) are concerned, in the last ten years or so, interest in
entrepreneurship and the SME firm is booming. In The Netherlands, the
‘old’ economic system is also called the ‘management economy’ (Thurik
and Risseeuw, 2003, p. 6). This economy of management is now said to
be followed by an entrepreneurial economy. According to Thurik and
Uhlaner (2003), twenty years ago globalisation, diversification and
automation were the key terms predicting future developments.
Consumers were expected to increasingly buy similar products
worldwide: the development of a world market: a global market where
global players would produce global products. According to them, this is
the reason why growth, job creation, innovation and the power to
compete were ascribed to the large firms. The US example as described
before nevertheless has not failed to open European and, more
specifically, Dutch eyes. Because unemployment rates were and are still
too high, the focus has shifted: politicians now view the SME firm and
entrepreneurship as the saviours of our economy. The focus on the
entrepreneurial firm did not do the US employment rate any harm: in the
years 1972-1995 25.000.000 new jobs were generated in the US. These
jobs are ascribed to entrepreneurship (Thurik and Uhlaner, 2003).
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Audretsch and Thurik (2001) give an overview of characteristics of the
managed economy vs. the entrepreneurial economy. Figure 1 shows
these characteristics per category.

Managed Economy Entrepreneurial Economy

Production results from the input of land, labour
and capital

Knowledge is the most important factor of production

Globalisation: standardisation of production reduces
the importance of regional-specific characteristics

Proximity and regions: localised production networks
embedded in innovative clusters

Continuity Change
Employment means lower wages High employment can be combined with high wages
Stability Turbulence
Specialisation: emphasis on low transaction costs Diversity: spill over of knowledge is an important source of

knowledge-generating innovative activity
Homogeneity is preferred Heterogeneity is preferred
Command and control as organising principles Motivation and participation as organising principles
Firm transaction Market exchange
Competition and Co-operation are substitutes Competition and Co-operation are complementary
Economy of scale Flexibility
Regulation Stimulation
Government policies target outputs Government policies target inputs (knowledge): creating an

knowledge-facilitating environment
National policy Local policy
Low-risk capital Risk capital
Figure 1.1: The managed vs. the entrepreneurial economy. Based on Audretsch and Thurik, 2001

The fact that entrepreneurship is being looked at as pivotal and the
entrepreneur indeed as a saviour is illustrated by means of current
government texts on the subject of entrepreneurship. ‘More chances, less
barriers for entrepreneurship’ is the subtitle of a 1999 report of the
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs18. This report states that the
Netherlands is regaining its entrepreneurial spirit. The elements of regaining
and spirit have rhetoric connotation: regaining implies that
entrepreneurship is ‘something we already know’; it refers to something
known and therefore attainable (could it be that entrepreneurship in the
Netherlands is linked to tradesman ship: the Dutch have always been
tradesmen; this is seen as the cause of the enormous economic
development in the Golden Age). The word ‘spirit’ energises. This word
in combination with ‘entrepreneurial’ turns the regaining of the
entrepreneurial spirit into something lost but now fortunately found
again. The report also states that almost 90% of the Dutch population

18 ‘The entrepreneurial society. More chances, less barriers for entrepreneurship’
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views entrepreneurship as a positive thing.

The attributes of entrepreneurship in this report are plentiful:
entrepreneurship provides flexibility and renewal, provides new jobs, is a
means to individual development, and to emancipation and integration.
As well, entrepreneurship can contribute positively to solving societal
bottlenecks. Therefore, entrepreneurship deserves More Chances and
Less Barriers. Growth and renewal are the key words. Indeed, the
contemporary narrative of entrepreneurship is a narrative of progress,
fuelled by entrepreneurship.

As has been explained in the Introduction, entrepreneurship is often
viewed as a combination of entrepreneurial opportunities and an
entrepreneurial individual (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). In this
Chapter, we stick with exploring the entrepreneurial individual and
his/her mythological qualities19. As has been argued in the previous
section, these include the entrepreneur as a dynamic revolutionary, a
stork-like deliverer of new business, someone who can go it alone, a
creative soul and a free spirit. And entrepreneurship is the saviour of the
economy, providing jobs, innovation, growth, flexibility and renewal.
Dodd & De Koning (2002), in their investigation of the cultural
differences in the portrayal of entrepreneurship, found that all over the
world mythical and magical traits are attributed to entrepreneurs. In
Australia, the entrepreneur is referred to as a legend, in Canada the
entrepreneur was said to have ‘invented his world, and then tried to
conquer it’ (Dodd & De Koning, 2002), his ego growing and growing till,
like Icarus, he got burned. In India, the entrepreneur has heroic, iconic
status. They can smell opportunity, have gut feeling and an ‘uncanny
ability to spot talent’ (Dodd & De Koning, 2002). In Ireland,
entrepreneurs are mythologised as no-nonsense heroes; the UK
provoked a David to Goliath and the US show the entrepreneurial
odyssey with holy grails. Other mythical qualities Dodd & De Koning

19 This is evidently not in line with what I have argued in the Introduction, namely that in this thesis ‘the
entrepreneur’ is not the focus of attention but that instead I aim to look at the practice – entrepreneuring – itself.
However, in this Chapter I aim to portray the dominant (societal) view of entrepreneurship which does place an
entrepreneur central in its conceptualisation of the phenomenon.
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found include the ability to see the future, being the patron saint of the
field and having the spirit of the entrepreneur.

The entrepreneur as a hero is not the only category found in
entrepreneurial stories: Smith (2002) investigated entrepreneurial
narratives and found recurring themes. Each single one can be seen as
one mythical entrepreneurial archetype and the hero-entrepreneur is only
one of them:

- The entrepreneurial child prodigy figure: a wonder-child that is
either blessed with one or more special gifts or has to overcome
difficulties like marginality, poverty, race discrimination etc.

- The ‘poor boy made good’: a variant to the first. This category
involves the mythical element of the ‘hegirat’ which stands for a
flight from oppression. A sub theme in this category is serendipity
(the gift to coincidentally discover value in things)

- The hero entrepreneur: the entrepreneur conquers crises, takes on
the establishment, creates value, builds empires etc.

- The villainous entrepreneur is a variant to the hero entrepreneur.
The entrepreneur is a ‘rough diamond’: bad, but likeable.

- The outsider entrepreneur is differentiated in the basis of class,
gender, ethnicity etc. This entrepreneur goes on struggling to
achieve legitimacy and/or hero status.

- The entrepreneur legitimised is ‘knighted’, turns into a magnate or
baron, (finally) gets societal recognition. In general: this
entrepreneur achieves a change in status.

- The entrepreneurs castigated learn a lesson: they overstretch
capacities and fall from grace (the Icarus narrative found by Dodd
& De Koning, 2002). They fly too high and are punished for it.
The type of story line where the audience takes pleasure in the
misfortune of the other.

- The criminal entrepreneur is like the villainous entrepreneur but
then – as the term already suggests – in a criminal sense.

- The invisible entrepreneur is usually a female entrepreneur: not by
means of the outsider status, but because the female entrepreneur
likes to be more or less invisible.
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- The socially conscious entrepreneur: this is an emerging category.
So, apart from the hero category, other (mythical) categories of
entrepreneurs can be found in both fictional and biographical account of
entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship is not only about heroism, it can
take the form of a tragedy as well. Or it can take the form of the ancient
Icarus myth where the entrepreneur has to learn a lesson.

As explained, in this Chapter, I remain with the hero entrepreneur.
Examples of mythological heroes include Parsival (the Legend of the
Holy Grail), Odysseus (the Odyssey) and Hercules (the most famous
Greek hero, son of Zeus and Alcmena). In the next section, more about
the archetypal hero.

1.4. The archetypal hero

According to Bowles (1997), a ‘hero or heroine has found or done
something beyond the normal range of experience’ (p. 795). Heroes
break new ground, they provide new insight and bring new
opportunities. […] The hero is not only and not always successful;
usually, the hero is from humble background (Hegele & Kieser, 2001).
Heroes have to fight their way up (Gabriel, 2004). And the way is not
only up: heroes encounter crises on their hero-path (Kavanagh &
O’Leary, 2004), they struggle their way through these crises and emerge
victorious. It seems as if the crises, accidents, disappointments,
deceptions etc. are nothing less than part of the road to hero status. Or,
as Campbell (1968) puts it: ‘The mythological hero, setting forth from
his common day hut or castle, is lured, carried away, or else voluntarily
proceeds, to the threshold of adventure. […] the hero journeys through a
world of unfamiliar yet strangely intimate forces, some of which severely
threaten him (tests), some of which give magical aid (helpers).’ (p. 245-
246) Crises contribute to the image of the hero as a better-than-ordinary-
person.

I have contended that a myth can be seen as a traditional narrative.
Following Jung’s thesis, this means that the mythological narrative has its
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roots in the ‘Old Ages’ and contains themes that are anchored deeply in
the collective unconsciousness. Myths are a way to make sense of the
‘universe’; myths reflect the way society attributes meaning to a
phenomenon (in the scope of this Chapter, the phenomenon is, of
course, entrepreneurship). And myths contain supernatural persons. The
supernatural person featuring in this Chapter is the entrepreneur.
Although there is more than one archetypal mythological category, I
remain with the hero-type entrepreneur. So far we have seen quite a
number of qualities attributed to the hero entrepreneur: s/he is a
dynamic revolutionary (entrepreneurs fight establishment and
suppression, they go to extremes to get what they want), a stork-like
deliverer of new business (they create new worlds, entire empires), s/he
can manage alone (the hero entrepreneur is a free spirit, s/he does meet
up with helpers, but essentially does not need them), s/he is a creative
soul (has striking new ideas), is extraordinary (superior to ordinary
people), from humble background (they have to fight their way up), and
they struggle and emerge victorious (hero entrepreneurs encounter
crises, accidents and deceptions on their way to hero status; these serve
as mere tests). The text box (Figure 1.2) lists a number of examples of
these supernatural human beings.

The mythological hero entrepreneur will be illustrated by means of an
entrepreneur known all over the world: Walt Disney. Actually, his hero
status is undisputed. Therefore it is not the fact that he is a hero that will
be contended in the following section, I want to portray how closely his
image fits the above described archetypal hero entrepreneur.
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Figure 1.2: Hero entrepreneurs – according to the ‘Guru Guide to Entrepreneurship. A Concise Guide to the Best
Ideas from the World’s Top Entrepreneurs’ (Boyett & Boyett, 2001)

1.5. Walt Disney

Walt Disney (1901-1966) was one of the founders of what is now known
as the Disney Corporation. Together with his brother, Roy, he claimed
to have started the Disney Brothers Studio in 1923. This was apparently
not Walt’s first company, he had already started Iwerks-Disney (with Ub
Iwerks) and Laugh-o-Gram films before 1923. After his death in 1966,
Walt was awarded the ‘Congressional Gold Medal’ (highest possible
American award). In the ‘Joint Resolution’ accompanying the award it is
stated that Walt received this award for the following reasons:

‘Whereas Walt Disney’s life personified the American
dream and his rags-to-riches story demonstrated that
the United States of America remains the land of
opportunity; whereas Walt Disney, ‘the most significant
figure in graphic arts since Leonardo,’ pioneered motion
picture cartoons, produced spectacular feature films,
and created fascinating nature studies bringing joy and

The ‘Guru Guide to Entrepreneurship. A Concise Guide to the Best Ideas from the World’s Top Entrepreneurs’ (Boyett & Boyett, 2001)
includes entrepreneurs such as: Paul Allen (Microsoft), J. Walter Anderson (White Castle), Marc Andreessen (Netscape
Communications), Mary Kay Ash (Mary Kay Cosmetics), James L. Barksdale (Netscape Communications), Phineas Taylor Barnum
(‘The Greatest Show on Earth’), Jeffrey P. Bezos (Amazon.com), Arthur Blank (Home Depot), Richard Branson (Virgin Group),
Charles M. Brewer (MindSpring Enterprises), Warren Buffett (various investment companies), Washington Atlee Burpee (Burpee Seed
Company), Tom Chappell (Tom’s of Maine, Inc.), Jim Clark (Silicon Graphics and Netscape Communications), Ben Cohen (Ben &
Jerry’s Ice Cream), Finis Conner (Conner Peripherals), Joshua Lionel Cowen (Lionel Manufacturing Company), Cecil B. Day (Days Inn
of America, Inc.), Michael Dell (Dell Computers), Anthony Desio (Mail Boxes Etc.), Roy Disney (Walt Disney Prod., Ltd.), Walt Disney
(same), Charles Ferguson (Vermeer Technologies, Inc.), Debbi Fields (Mrs. Fields Cookies, Inc.), Bill Gates (Microsoft), Earl Graves
(Black Enterprise), Robert Greenberg (L.A. Gear), Jerry Greenfield (Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream), Bud Hadfield (Kwik Kopy), Wilson
Harrell (various companies), Frank Hickingbotham (This Can’t Be Yogurt), Soichiro Honda (Honda Motor Company, Ltd.), Wayne
Huizenga (Waste Management, Inc.), Masaru Ibuka (Sony), Edgar Waldo Ingram (White Castle), Ken Iverson (Nucor), Steven Jobs
(Apple Computer, Inc. and NeXT), Howard Johnson (Howard Johnson Company), Herb Kelleher (Southwest Airlines), Phil Knight
(Nike, Inc.), C. James Koch (Boston Beer Company), Ray Kroc (McDonald’s), Edwin Land (Polaroid), Chris Larsen (E-Loan), Charles
Lazarus (Toys’R’Us), Bill Lear (Lear Jet), Bernie Marcus (Home Depot), Konosuke Matsushita (Matsushita Electric Industrial
Company), James W. McLamore (Burger King), Edward Miller (Spic and Span, Inc.), Tom Monaghan (Domino’s Pizza), Robert
Mondavi (Robert Mondavi Winery), Akio Morita (Sony), David Packard (Hewlett-Packard), Ross Perot (Electronic Data Systems and
Perot Systems), Anita Roddick (The Body Shop), Bill Rosenberg (Dunkin’ Donuts), Pleasant Rowland (Pleasant Company), Harland
Sanders (Kentucky Fried Chicken), Howard Schultz (Starbucks Coffee Company), Ricardo Semler (Semco, S.A.), Fred Smith (Federal
Express), Thomas Stemberg (Staples, Inc.), R. David Thomas (Wendy’s International, Inc.), Ted Turner (Turner Broadcasting System,
CNN, Turner Network Television), Jay van Andel (Amway), Lillian Vernon (Lillian Vernon Corporation), Sam Walton (Wal-Mart Stores,
Inc.) and An Wang (Wang Laboratories, Inc.). All of them can be seen as contemporary heroes. The guru guide covers topics such as
‘should you do it?’, ‘the perfect idea’, ‘attracting customers’, ‘dealing with people’ and ‘keeping customers’. The plots of the guru stories
serve as ‘a script of how to behave’ (Boje, 2001, p. 27).
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pleasure to children of all ages; and whereas Walt
Disney developed one of the wonders of the modern
world, Disneyland, a fabulous park where happiness
reigns and where one can relive the Nation’s past as well
as step into the future; and whereas Walt Disney was a
great humanitarian, a ‘teacher of human compassion
and kindness,’ a master entrepreneur, a great
conservationist; and whereas Walt Disney's masterful
touch contributed so significantly to the success of
exhibits of the United States, including those at the New
York and Brussels World's Fairs; and whereas Walt
Disney, always an outstanding patriot, during World
War II devoted 95 per centum of the production of his
studios to the armed services; and whereas Walt
Disney's vision and work with the Coordinator of Inter-
American Affairs did so much to create international
friendship and mutual understanding with our
neighbours in Latin America; and whereas Walt Disney
received an unprecedented number of Academy
Awards, citations, and honours from governments the
world over, industry, civic groups, and universities,
which when listed total nearly a thousand; and whereas
Walt Disney’s greatest gifts to mankind were laughter,
his steadfast faith in future generations, and his belief
that good will ultimately triumph over evil.’20

This Joint Resolution alone could serve as the ultimate proof of Walt’s
mythological hero status. A myth, as has been explained, contains
themes that are anchored deeply in the collective consciousness. In other
words: they refer to national core values. US values include: optimism
(‘his belief that good will ultimately triumph over evil’), the focus on a
dream (the American Dream), and an idealised sense of opportunity (‘the

20 http://www.congressionalgoldmedal.com/WaltDisney.htm, January 14th, 2005
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United States of America remain the land of opportunity’). The hero
featuring in the myth is of extraordinary quality: ‘the most significant
figure’. He is a creator: he ‘created fascinating nature studies’ and he
‘developed one of the wonders of the modern world. The hero comes
from humble background, he has to fight his way up: Walt’s ‘rags to
riches story’. We will elaborate on this aspect.

As far as the humble background is concerned: ‘Walter Elias Disney was
born into a modest Chicago household on December 5, 1901’ (Finch,
2003), son of Elias and Flora Disney. In Chicago, ‘Elias and Flora were
unsettled by the raucous, saloon-centered nature of their
neighborhood’.21 Because of this, the family moved to Missouri, to the
farm of Elias’ (Walt’s father) brother. ‘They lived in a square, small house
[…]’22. The Disney web-site is even more elaborate in trying to describe
and prove the humbleness - albeit happiness - of Walt’s origins: ‘Walt
and Ruth, as the babies of the family, had few tasks on the farm, and
those they had weren't overly strenuous. Their memories of the farm
were almost entirely favourable -- with the possible exception of the time
they got into deep trouble for doodling on the barn with black sticky tar.
The same wasn't true of his older brothers, who laboured mightily to
help Elias squeeze a decent living out of the land.’23 After Walt’s father
had become ill, the family had to sell the farm and they moved to Kansas
City where dad bought a newspaper route. Now, Walt and Roy were his
staff. They had to rise at 3:30 a.m. and work every free hour. ‘In the
winter, crawling up icy steps with heavy bags of papers more than once
drove Walt to cold tears. As a result, Walt's schooling was characterised
by intermittently successful efforts to stay awake.’24 The setting becomes
a little less happy now: according to Finch (2003) ‘eight years older than
Walt, Roy was soon in a position to escape this drudgery, but he stayed
in close contact with his younger brother, offering good advice that
included telling Walt he need no longer stand for the beatings Elias was
in the habit of administering.’ (p.10). So it was not only humbleness but

21 http://disney.go.com/disneyatoz/waltdisney/maincollection/waltsstoryepisode01.html - December 2004.
22 http://disney.go.com/disneyatoz/waltdisney/maincollection/waltsstoryepisode01.html - December 2004.
23 http://disney.go.com/disneyatoz/waltdisney/maincollection/waltsstoryepisode01.html - December 2004.
24 http://disney.go.com/disneyatoz/waltdisney/maincollection/waltsstoryepisode02.html - December 2004.
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(physical) oppression as well that Walt had to fight (Smith’s ‘poor boy
made good’, 2002). In the summer of 1918, Walt left his home to join
the Red Cross Ambulance Corps. Walt is generally seen as the farm boy
who ‘revolutionised the motion picture business’ (Smoodin, 1994, p. 6).

Not only is a hero from humble background, having to fight his way up,
the hero-path is paved with tests; crises, accidents, deceptions and the
like. The hero struggles, but emerges victorious. What about Walt?
Walt’s success did not come on a gold platter: the above-mentioned
Iwerks-Disney and the Laugh-o-Grams companies both went bankrupt.
Upon starting the Disney Brothers Studio, Walt was so poor; he could
hardly afford his food. Fortunately, he found a client for his first
cartoon, Alice’s Wonderland by the name of Margaret Winkler. After a
while, Walt had to find a replacement for ‘Alice’s Wonderland’. This was
Oswald the Lucky Rabbit. In the mean time Margaret Winkler had
married a man called Charles Mintz. Walt’s contract with Winkler had
been transferred to Mintz, who also happened to have a deal with
Univeral Pictures. Legally, the concept of Oswald was Mintz’s. Mintz
persuaded a number of Walt’s staff (by offering them more money) to
come and work for him and continue the Oswald series. Another crisis
born: no Oswald and no staff. But hero entrepreneurs are not so easily
put down: in times of crises, they simply keep faith and bounce back.
Walt did this by inventing Mickey Mouse, the character that really started
of the Disney fame (Finch, 2003). Another large crisis occurred when
almost all the company staff went on strike, in 1941. Walt did not see
this coming and was claimed to be very shocked by it. The Disney
website reports this event as one of the major tragedies in Walt’s life.25

The US government – in their Joint Resolution – is not alone in its praise
of Walt Disney. Many, many biographies have been written about Walt
in the course of the years. A recent example is the text ‘How to be like
Walt. Capturing the Disney Magic Every Day of Your Life’ by Williams
and Denney (2004). And the Disney Corporation is trying hard to keep
the memory of Walt alive: Disney texts are larded with references to

25 http://disney.go.com/disneyatoz/familymuseum/resources/faq.html#9, January 17th, 2005
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‘what Walt would have wanted’. And newly hired employees meet with
Walt in so-called ‘orientation seminars’: the rooms of the trainings centre
are plastered with pictures of Walt (Collins & Porras, 1994). And ‘Disney
archives treasure Walt’s history for cast members [employees] to enjoy’
(p. 129) With all this praise, it is no wonder Diane Disney (one of Walt’s
two daughters) states in a letter on the Disney web-site: ‘It is our fondest
hope that this Museum will help you better understand Walt Disney as
the man behind the myth,’ because ‘so much has been written about
Walt Disney that I sometimes wonder if people forget that my father was
simply a human being, like all of us.’26

Yet another aspect of the hero entrepreneur: he is advanced for his time;
he is a creative soul and a free spirit. What about Walt? The very fact that
he added sound and color to the cartoon can be seen as revolutionary: as
we have already seen, Walt ‘revolutionised the motion picture business’
(Smoodin, 1994, p. 6). Walt definitely was a loner: he stood out of the
crowd. It was Walt people looked at for appreciation and confirmation.
He presided over the creative ‘sweatbox sessions’ and was a typical
autocratic leader. And when his brother Roy did not want to go along
with Walt’s plans to build Disneyland, Walt simply formed a new
company (WED Enterprises and Retlaw) and started merchandising the
name Walt Disney (up till then it was still the Disney Brothers Studios).
With this action he not only cut off Roy, but his wife Lily as well. The
resolution that was finally formed was totally on Walt’s terms (Lewis,
1994, p. 97). Finch (2003) refers to Walts ‘readiness to gamble everything
on an idea’ (p. 40). Walt let nothing get in the way of what he wanted to
achieve and can easily be referred to a visionary, creative soul, taking
risks that sometimes became crises, but mostly made him advanced for
his time.

There is another side to Walt as a hero of mythological stature. Apart
from the success stories and the ‘official’ stories initiated and
broadcasted by the Disney Corporation, other analyses can be found as
well. An example is Boje’s (2001) analysis of Walt: ‘This is what I did in

26 http://disney.go.com/disneyatoz/waltdisney/letterfromdiane.html, January 14th, 2005.
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my Disney analysis […]. I argued that Walt is depicted in official
corporate stories as the essential character of the creative genius and
entrepreneur, who personifies the American Dream. […] In more local
stories Walt was Der Fuhrer, Mr Fear, Simon Legree, Ebeneezer
Scrooge, Beelzebub the Devil and Mickey Mou$e. Essentialising
narratives present Walt as saintly, and on Disney Sunday Theater as an
easygoing, grandfatherly character. But, by many alternative accounts,
Walt was intense, moody, vengeful, and used scare tactics in his story
meetings. He would drum his fingers on his chair to intimidate a
presenter to speed up or slow down a presentation. By including both
essentialist and counter-traits you get a more balanced rendering than in
official tales.’ (p. 39). Boje’s analysis can however be seen as a ‘counter-
legend’, of which Hegele & Kieser (2001) have contended that they
belong with and even fortify the strength of the hero. The biography by
Eliot (1993), ‘Hollywood’s dark prince’ is a typical example of the
opposition, an ‘anti-narrative’ of Walt. Eliot comes up with documented
affiliations with the FBI, for example. And he portrays Walt as not so
much of a family man as he liked himself portrayed. Eliot claims that
Walt’s marriage with Lillian was a catastrophe and he neglected his
children: ‘Most evenings after leaving the studio, Disney liked to stop at
one of his favourite watering holes, the bar at Hollywood’s Musso and
Frank, or Chasen’s in Beverly Hills. As Lillian rarely cooked, after a few
cocktails he often took a table for himself and had his dinner...’ (Eliot,
1993, p. 130) In this Chapter, the issue is not ‘who Walt really was’, not
even to reinterpret reality as dynamic, heterogenic and non-dichotomous
(Boje, 2001), but to tune into the general understanding of Walt as a
hero.

1.6. Conclusion

Entrepreneurs are seen as contemporary heroes who conquer crises,
create new worlds (mostly: business empires), fight establishment, are
dynamic, revolutionary, creative and innovative as well as individualistic.
According to this view, they are not like ordinary people. Successful
entrepreneurship serves as a contemporary myth. Myths are produced by
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societies; they reflect the way society attributes meaning to a particular
phenomenon. This has been illustrated by means of the Walt Disney
myth. Walt’s story fits perfectly into the five characteristics of a myth: a
myth features an ‘up-on-a-pedestal’ hero, a character almost too good to
be true. A myth knows counter-stories, a myth features the conquering
of crises, the hero doing his own thing and being from humble
background.
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2. ‘Deconstructing’ an Entrepreneurial Myth

Preamble

Chapter Title Aim in the scope of the thesis

1 A Closer Look at the
Mythological Entrepreneur

Exploring the dominant (societal) idea (myth) of
entrepreneurship

2 ‘Deconstructing’ an
Entrepreneurial Myth

To relate of an experiment in stimulating ‘critical’
thinking in students by deconstructing an
entrepreneurial myth (entrepreneurial biography)

3 Changes in the Conceptualisation
of the Family Firm in the Media
in The Netherlands

To make a static conceptualisation more dynamic by
looking at its constellation of meanings and by adding the
temporal dimension

4 Rhythmanalysing the Emergence
of The Republic of Tea

Proposing ‘rhythmanalysis’ in contributing to a process-
based view of entrepreneurship that is about becoming,
allowing room for its everyday and dynamic nature

5 Filming Entrepreneurship Film is proposed as a means to capture (and teach for)
entrepreneurship as a dynamic process and real-life
phenomenon

‘Step 1’ of the thesis was to explore and illuminate a dominant
conceptualisation of entrepreneurship; in this case the entrepreneurial
myth. Chapter 2 provides and discusses a means for ´deconstructing´ an
entrepreneurial myth, or in other words, for ‘replotting’ a narrative. It
introduces and discusses an experimental entrepreneurship course in
which students had to choose an entrepreneurial biography (arguably
containing entrepreneurial myths) and apply an (ante)narrative research
method. The Chapter also discusses the results of the experiment and
the potential contribution of such a course set-up in the context of
entrepreneurship education.
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‘Deconstructing’ an Entrepreneurial Myth

2.1. Introduction

This Chapter reports the results of an experiment in the use of
(ante)narrative research methods to analyse entrepreneurial biographies
in order to help students develop the kind of thinking that can be
deemed ‘entrepreneurial’. Whereas a classical entrepreneurship course
educates about entrepreneurship and enterprise (Kirby, 2004), the
experimental course presented in this Chapter aims to teach for
entrepreneurship. A course about entrepreneurship will typically make
sure that ‘in 14 chapters and 450 pages, the student learns about the
entrepreneurial process, opportunity recognition, entry strategies, market
opportunities and marketing, creating a successful business plan,
financial projections, venture capital, debt and other forms of financing,
external assistance for start-ups and small business, legal and tax issues,
intellectual property, franchising, harvesting, [and] entrepreneurship
economics.’ (p. 514). These skills, according to Rae (1997) are ‘essential
but not sufficient to make a successful entrepreneur.’ (p. 199). In
addition to learning about entrepreneurship, the participant should learn
for entrepreneurship. By this is meant 1) to make students (more)
enthusiastic about entrepreneurship as a career option and 2) to appeal
to and develop the kind of thinking that is intuitive, lateral and
unconventional. According to Kirby (2004) it is precisely this type of
thinking the entrepreneur needs. Intuitive, lateral and unconventional
thinking implies realising that there is more than one ‘truth’, more than
one ‘right’ answer. A multi-voiced or ‘critical’ perspective is expected to
stimulate such thinking (Tsoukas & Hatch, 2001). The means by which I
have wanted to achieve this in the experimental course introduced and
discussed in this Chapter is by deconstructing an entrepreneurial story.

‘Every once in a while someone interrupts the flow of experience and
asks you to give an account of what is going on. Your mind races,
experiences come to mind, a plot thickens, and you begin to speak, and
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a story is told. You are living experiences before narrating it, before
someone requires you to provide a story with the coherence of beginning,
middle, or ending. And then it is out there, but you know it is only one
way to tell the story.’ (Boje, 2001)

It is not the whole story, and the story never ends. The creator of the
story goes on experiencing and, if asked, narrating the story. But the
story keeps unraveling, keeps getting ‘restoried’ (Boje’s term). In this
experiment, biographies of famous entrepreneurs are used. The reason
biographies have been chosen is their accessibility and the fact that they
appeal to students (and not only to students; these entrepreneurial
biographies are quite popular and tend to sell well). According to Phillips
(1995), biographies and other forms of ‘narrative fiction’ can help
motivate students to learn the theories in classroom settings. He states
that ‘while we may find our models and theories of organisation
intrinsically interesting and believe that they are tremendously useful for
our students, we may also find it is difficult to motivate our students to
be equally enthusiastic’ (Phillips, 1995, page 635). The biography can
mediate between the abstract organisational analysis and the subjective
world within which the student lives.

The biographies can be seen as ‘the’ story the author has collected and
put down to paper to be read by a diverse public. But it is not the whole
story. In some occasions the story has been told from different
perspectives, with different voices, but still they are never conclusive.
The students were asked to find stories that were left out, to discern the
author’s voice from other voices. Apart from never being conclusive,
there is another aspect to these biographies: they have become reified, in
other words taken for granted by their audience. They are read to be ‘the’
story, the way it happened, the ‘real’ account of events, or at least as
complete as they could be. They appeal to the universal consensual
validation on entrepreneurship: they appeal to and draw from the general
understanding of entrepreneurship. In other words: they contain
entrepreneurial myths (see Chapter 1).

Finding stories that are left out and questioning the taken-for-granted
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ness of the biographies are instrumental in the quest for a more multi-
faceted picture of entrepreneurship. The students’ exposure to stories of
entrepreneurship was expected to make them more aware of and
enthusiastic about entrepreneurship because of the stories’ portrayal of
the entrepreneur’s life-world.

An (ante)narrative approach and (ante)narrative research methods
(section 2.3) provide a framework suitable for ‘teasing out’ other possible
accounts of the same events thus providing students with a multi-voiced
perspective. In the next section (2.2) I will provide the reader with
background on the experiment’s content, set-up and context. In section
2.4 I will present the students’ conclusions. This will be followed by an
extensive evaluation of whether or not the learning goals have been
achieved and the lessons I have learned in teaching the course and
evaluating the experiment (2.5).

2.2. The experiment’s content, set-up and context

The experimental course ‘Entrepreneurial Myths’ is an optional course
for senior business students. All of the optional courses are open to a
limited, small number of students and an important aspect is conducting
a self-supporting research project. Students can choose among a number
of courses with different subjects and titles27.

The students in the ‘Entrepreneurial Myths’ course have to 1. form small
groups (3-4 students), 2. choose a biography (as a group), 3. read the
book, 4. write an initial analysis of the book (individual), 5. form their
own research question (as a group), 6. choose a (narrative) method of
research (as a group), 7. conduct the analysis (as a group), 8. hand in a
(group) paper with the results and 9. hand in an individual reflection on
the course.

27 In the period during which this specific course was taught, students could choose from as many as 11 courses
with subjects such as ‘Human Resource Development as competitive advantage’, ‘Change Management’,
Electronic Human Resource Management’, Strategic Management’ and ‘Electronic Government’. There was one
other course featuring entrepreneurship
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The students chose their own book, as a team. The rationale behind this
was that their own interest and curiosity were very important ingredients
if this course was to inspire them. A list of possible books was provided,
but any additional title was welcomed. The initial analysis of the book is
meant as a means to get the students in a more evaluative frame of mind
when reflecting on what they have read, at the same time providing the
lecturer with a good possibility to differentiate between the students’
stories before and after the analysis. The course manual described the
initial analysis as follows: what stood out in this book for you? What did
you find ‘hard to believe’, in other words, what made you skeptical?
What did you like? Students are asked to include example passages of the
book.

Narrative methods of research were new to these students who had been
brought up in the tradition of quantitative research, having to proof
some beforehand-conceived statement or answer a question with the
preferred conclusion in mind. To them, narrative analysis meant
searching, working with no plan. An introductory class and initial
literature were provided, as well as examples of narrative research carried
out by various researchers. This introductory class was taught after the
students had first read the book and had handed in their initial analysis.

2.3. (Ante)Narrative research methods

The constructing of both story and narrative can – in Boje’s (2001) terms
– be seen as ‘mythologising’ of the pre-story (also see: Figure 2.0).
Narratives as data and as a method of analysis were chosen for this
course because of my intention to have the students ‘uncover’ or ‘tease
out’ the myths of entrepreneurship. This aspect of uncovering needs
elaboration.

‘Uncovering’ myths is not the same as ‘uncovering the truth’. A narrative
is not a deception of any kind. Even though a narrative is plotted and plot
is a sense making device used to give an account more coherence, it does
not make the narrative ‘untrue’. Antenarrative, story and narrative are all
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seen as accounts containing authors’ voices. ‘Uncovering’ the myths (plots
pertaining to common understanding) in the entrepreneurial biographies
is about finding stories that are left out and about being critical of the
taken-for-granted ness of an account. Deconstructing the narrative – or
uncovering the myths – then means delivering more stories about the
same experience(s), the same event(s). And – as well – delivering more,
other myths. So, when a narrative is analysed – as the students in the
course ‘Entrepreneurial Myths’ have done – other, new stories emerge.

Antenarrative Story Narrative
Fragments of story,
incoherence, no plot.

Account of incidents and
events as they happened.

Plotted story (tighter
coherence).

Table 1 – Story, narrative and antenarrative

As has been explained in the Introduction of the thesis, there are many
ways to analyse narratives. One way to categorise these is to divide them
between the more ‘traditional’ and the more ‘critical’ methods. These
latter methods all revolve around some way of deconstruction. To
deconstruct is to analyse the relations between the dualities in stories
(Boje, 1995). Examples of dualities include: a happy as well as a dark
side, central and marginal stories, essential and inessential stories.
Deconstruction ‘reveals’ how one side of the story masks other sides,
since there is no such thing as ‘the’ version of a story. When
deconstructing, the story elements remain the same, however the readings
are different. In order to be able to deconstruct a dominant story, one
needs to collect official accounts as well as the subversive stories
(another side of the same story) and other (outsider) stories.
Deconstruction analysis (Boje, 2001) consists of 8 possible activities:
duality search (dichotomies like male domination etc.), reinterpreting the
hierarchy (the dominant interpretation is marginalised), find rebel voices,
reversing the story (by ‘putting the bottom on top, the marginal in
control, or the back stage up front’, Boje, 2001, p. 21), denying the plot
(changing the plot from romantic to tragic, for example), find the
exception, trace what is between the lines and – the most important step
– resituate all these, for the aim of deconstruction is a resituation of the
narrative so that there are no more ‘centres’ that marginalise or exclude.
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Another method to deconstruct a narrative – and obtain an antenarrative
proposition – is microstoria analysis. From this perspective, a narrative is
said to contain a – so to speak – ‘grand’ narrative: the dominant story
line or story interpretation, but will contain ‘micro’ stories as well. These
micro stories are exceptions to the grand narrative. Sometimes they are
explicit in the story (a reference to another possible interpretation),
sometimes implicit. Micro stories are what appear to be ‘minor details’. If
put together, they show an altogether different picture than the grand
narrative.

In general, students in my experimental course could choose from the
total range of narrative analysis methods. Their source of data was the
narrative (the biography they had chosen), the topic was
entrepreneurship, and the research question could be plentiful, as has
been explained in the previous section.

2.4. An overview of the students’ conclusions

The experiment discussed in this Chapter was conducted in the spring of
2003. The biography chosen by the students was: ‘Heineken, a life in the
brewery’ by B. Smit (1996)28. As far as the analysis methods are
concerned, two teams chose a critical, narrative method and one team
chose a more traditional method (content analysis).

The ‘traditional’ team had the following research question: ‘What
influence did Heineken’s personality have on the Heineken Company?’
They based their research on the work of Kisfalvi (2002). She explored
the relationship of strategic decisions and priorities in entrepreneurial
firms and the entrepreneur’s character as expressed through the
associated life issues (‘thorny’ issues and experiences). Kisfalvi based her
choice on the psychodynamic school of thought, where the individual’s
early experiences are seen as shaping their characters and life issues are
played out in both their personal and professional life. The categories

28 For those readers who do not know Heineken: he was a successor in the Heineken beer brewery firm (one of
the largest in the Netherlands) and a well-known, illustrious public figure.
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(the entrepreneur’s life issues and the strategic orientations of the firm
over time) were divided in a number of themes relevant to the data. For
Heineken (according to this team), life issues included the following
categories: survival, pleasure, manipulation and creativity. Strategic
priorities included: marketing, European beer market, control, brewery,
innovation and chances. By counting the number of times the themes
were discussed in the book and relating them to each other they found
weaker and stronger themes and weaker and stronger relationships
between the life/personality issues and the company’s strategic priorities
(Table 2.2).

Based on the findings as presented in Table 2.2, this team posited that in
the biography, no direct connection between the life issues ‘survival’ and
‘pleasure’ and the strategic priorities of Heineken could be found. At the
same time, they concluded that Heineken’s manipulative personality was
of influence on the company’s marketing policy, its expansion on the
European beer market and its innovation. Heineken’s creativity
influenced the marketing policy and innovation.

Survival Pleasure Manipulation Creativity
Marketing 0 0 ++ ++
European
market

0 0 + 0

Control 0 0 ++ 0
Brewery 0 0 0 0
Innovation 0 0 ++ +
Chances 0 0 0 0
Table 2.2: Relationship between strategic priorities and life issues of Heineken according to team
1. Horizontal axis: life issues. Vertical axis: strategic priorities. 0=no influence, +=a little
influence, ++=a strong influence

According to this team, their analysis did nothing to ‘break’ the
Heineken myth. Evidently, their methodology (categorising the themes
as proffered by the biography without questioning their possible one-
sidedness or taken-for-granted ness) does not reveal mythical qualities
just like that. Being creative and manipulative form supposed traits of
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Heineken. In order to find out whether these are actually traits of a
mythological caliber, they should be questioned.

And that is what the second ‘Heineken-team’ did. They had a similar
research question: they were interested in how Heineken’s character and
charisma influenced the success of the Heineken Company. This second
team of students chose to uncover the microstoria. The micro stories
were complemented by various quotes of the entrepreneur himself, thus
presenting the character as expressed by himself and as perceived by
others and not constructed into coherence, as the author of the
biography did. The microstoria portray:

- a manipulative side, but in relation to humor
- they show creativity, but of a multifaceted nature
- they portray Heineken as intimidating, but thoughtful as well

This team concluded that to many of the micro voices as uncovered by
their analysis, Heineken indeed was a charismatic person. People
apparently felt overwhelmed by him. He always made an impression,
whether positive or negative.

The third team discussing the Heineken biography chose a bifocal
question: the degree of ‘tolerance’ in the personality as presented by the
narrative (to be compared with the grand narrative of the personality)
and the deconstruction of the ‘presence’ of the author in the narrative.
They chose Boje’s (2001) deconstruction analysis.
What this team did was first filtering the book for all aspects connected
with Heineken’s character, then show the character as dominantly put
down in the narrative, and then search for all exceptions to this
dominant character description. After this they searched for the
contradictions (rebel voices) and dualities. Then they replaced character
traits to see if the dominant narrative would still ‘hold’ (‘reversing the
story’). These steps led to the margin in the personality as well as an
overview of the author’s point of view in the story. They showed that
Heineken’s proclaimed extravagance, sense of humor,
creativity/innovative side, and vulgarity showed significant tolerance.
These traits were exactly the traits the author of the story encountered in
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some (negative) way in her contacts with Heineken, so these items can
also very well be indicating the ‘color’ of her writing, in other words, her
presence in the biography.

These are the teams’ conclusions concerning the Heineken-myths and
their analyses. Now I will move on to the next section where I will
discuss the students’ interpretations, what they have learned, the
usefulness of the chosen methods, whether the students have learned for
entrepreneurship and whether the demystification of stories about
entrepreneurs made the choice of an entrepreneurial career more
attractive to the students.

2.5. Results and evaluation of the Entrepreneurial Myths course

I will start by restating the aim of the experiment which is providing
students with a heterogeneous picture of entrepreneurship and
stimulating in them the awareness of and enthusiasm for
entrepreneurship. Biographies are a way to access the entrepreneur’s life-
world, but the story provided by the biography is not conclusive.

In evaluating this experiment we should look at whether the students
have come to think differently, more evaluative and ‘critical’ (realising
that there is more than one ‘truth’) and whether they have become more
enthusiastic about entrepreneurship. In other words: did this course
indeed make a contribution to students learning for entrepreneurship?
Apart from that I will include a more general evaluation: what did I learn
from this experiment? And how can it be improved?

The experiment was evaluated in two ways: by comparing the initial
analysis and the individual reflection and by a questionnaire. The
questionnaire contained the following questions: 1. Do you think you
will ever start your own company? 2. Why (not)? 3. What, according to
you, is entrepreneurship? 4. Who, according to you, is a successful
entrepreneur? 5. Why? The questionnaire was filled in before and after
the course. The after-questionnaire contained questions about the course
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in itself and possible suggestions for its improvement.

The first question I am going to answer in this evaluation section is: Did
the students become more enthusiastic about entrepreneurship as a
career option? In other words: do entrepreneurial biographies inspire
business students as to their entrepreneurial inclination? The results of
the questionnaire (11 students, all male) show that – before as well as
after the course – all students claim they want to start their own
company in the future; one of them has even already started. It appears
that they already had an above average interest in entrepreneurship (and
were most probably triggered by the course’s title containing the term
‘entrepreneurship’). As far as the question if stories in educational
settings can indeed inspire/stimulate entrepreneurship is concerned, this
course does not provide a clear answer since the students – according to
the questionnaire – were already interested in entrepreneurship as a
career option and still were after the course. The fact that students were
still interested in becoming an entrepreneur after the course does at least
suggest that a critical reading of entrepreneurial stories does not alienate
the students from entrepreneurship as a career option.

On the other hand, I as teacher of this course observed that the group of
students generally consisted of highly motivated, above average students;
except for one team. This team was notably less motivated than the
other teams. This was so at the beginning and this was still so at the end.
So I cannot conclude from this experiment that the course in this set-up
is a way to – in general terms – motivate students.

The second question I will answer is whether the students have come to
think ‘differently’, more evaluative and ‘critical’ through this experiment.
The students’ initial analysis and individual reflection (the ‘what I have
learned’ narrative) are the basis for answering this question (for the full
initial analyses, see Appendix 1, for the individual reflections, see
Appendix 2).

As stated before, the students had no previous experience with narrative
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analysis. At first they were puzzled by it. To them, narrative analysis was
like a journey with no clear destination and it took them some time to
get used to this kind of research. In Kirby’s (2004) words, the students
were more used to the kind of thinking that is focused and systematic,
requires hard facts and aims for single conclusions.

In the initial analysis almost all students came up with a summary of the
biography they had read. Although the assignment for the initial analysis
was accompanied by questions such as: what stood out in this book for
you? What did you find ‘hard to believe’, in other words, what made you
skeptical? What did you like? and the students were asked to include
example passages of the book, a summary was apparently all some
students could come up with. Some of them went as far as to describe
what did and did not appeal to them in the story. These descriptions
were very much ‘face value’, in other words, without ‘critical’ insight:
‘what amazed me was that he [the entrepreneur] did turn out so
successful after all. After all he has been through he definitely deserves
recognition’, ‘what I didn’t like so much about Heineken as a person is
his arrogance’, ‘I did not really like Chapter 5 and 9 because in these
chapters not so much was told about Heineken’s entrepreneurship’ etc.

Whereas the ‘before’-narrative or initial analysis was dominantly about
the students taking the Heineken-narrative at face value, the ‘what I have
learned’-narrative or individual reflection is dominantly about nuances
and differentiations (‘after taking a closer look at the book, it appeared to
be not quite like that’ and ‘I now have a more balanced understanding of
Freddy Heineken’). Dominant storylines or plots are: ‘narrative analysis
leads to more insight’ (‘reading more consciously, more thoroughly’) and
‘I have gained a more critical understanding’. The individual reflection
sometimes even takes the form of an ‘I have learned so much’-
propaganda, marginalising or excluding the ‘before’-narrative (‘I think that
in the future I might take a more critical stance towards any book or
newspaper Chapter and not take what has been written for granted’ and
‘I used to take for granted what was written in newspapers and books’,
implying ‘but now I won’t make that mistake anymore’). The individual
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reflections seem to imply that the ‘before’-understanding is ‘wrong’ and
the ‘after’-understanding is at least ‘more right’. What was understood
and written before was not as ‘true’ as what is understood in the after-
narrative. An exception is formed by the members of the team that
chose for content analysis. Their narratives claim that ‘there has been no
real difference in their understanding of the book before and after the
analysis’, ‘an analysis such as this one has in itself no true value’ and ‘the
Heineken myth has perhaps even become stronger through the analysis’.
As well, the narratives of the ‘traditional’ team show more ‘centeredness’
than the narratives of the other teams (‘this, to me, is still the essence of
entrepreneurship’ and ‘I perceive taking initiative and risks as essential
characteristics of an entrepreneur’).

Yet another part of deconstruction is the ‘rebel voice’, or as Boje (2001)
phrases it: who speaks for the trees? The rebel voice in all the students’
narratives is Freddy Heineken himself. He is the absentee. What would
he have had to say about the conclusions drawn and reflections
described by the students; since he is no longer alive, we cannot ask him
directly, but the fact remains that in all the students’ efforts to collect and
present alternative voices, no one has even wondered what he would
have had to say about it.

What now can be concluded from all this? What have the students
learned? First of all, they have evidently learned to conduct a narrative
analysis as well as to read a book thoroughly. But these were only
instrumental aims of this course. They have gained a more critical
understanding of Heineken as an entrepreneur. They have come to
question any account of what Heineken must have been like as
potentially one-sided, too dominant or just simply ‘colored’. Through
their analyses they have come to find proof of the actual one-sidedness,
dominance or colored ness of a given account. To conclude that they
have gained a more critical outlook ‘on life’ and entrepreneurship in
particular might go a bit far; there is still evidence of centeredness and
one-sidedness in the students’ own accounts, albeit more so in the
traditional team than in the other two and less so than in the initial
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analyses.

And have the students practiced their imagination and intuition, or, as
Kirby (2004) phrased it, their lateral thinking? Since the students had no
experience with narrative analysis and were brought up in the rigorous,
logic-centered type of research, based on sound arguments and tight
analyses, they were puzzled by the course’s assignment to just pick a
biography, ‘find’ a problem definition to guide them and conduct a
narrative analysis. All their accounts narrate of puzzled ness, and this was
obvious from the face-valued ness of their initial analyses as well. Their
researches were journeys where they had to let go of their desire to plan
the outcome beforehand and just had to ‘go with the flow’. They had to
follow their suspicion and hunch instead of hypotheses. To encourage
them in this was my most important task as supervisor during the
process.

2.6. Discussion

As far as the general evaluation of the experiment is concerned, I can
make the following observations:

- In order to find out if this course set-up makes students more
enthusiastic for entrepreneurship, I could consider simply teaching
the course far more often (thus collecting a much larger sample)
and see if I can find shifts in their intentions. Nevertheless, these
are still intentions as provided by the students at that point, during
this course. Their answers could just as well be their distant hopes
or even attempts at pleasing me as supervisor instead of actual
intentions. And at the same time, these intentions might very well
never materialise since starting an enterprise depends on so many
other factors (cf. Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Tracking the
students throughout their life-course for a longer period of time
might be a solution.

- In this experiment – the first time that I have tried this course
format – my approach has included a trial-and-error component.
For example, students in this experiment could choose from the
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total range of narrative analysis methods: the traditional as well as
the critical, antenarrative ways of analysing text. One of my
‘ulterior motives’ was to see which analysis method would work
best. In consecutive courses I have and will only advise students to
conduct an antenarrative, deconstruction-type of analysis in order
to fully reach my learning goals.

- In this Chapter, only one undergraduate ‘Entrepreneurial Myths’
course is discussed. This course was chosen because of 1. the fact
that all teams chose the same biography and therefore, a
comparison could be made, and 2. the fact that this course’s
evaluation provides a clear example of an enhancement of critical
insight. This course was taught more often, but not with all teams
analysing the same biography. The evaluation results were not as
comparable. Nevertheless, in order to advance the understanding
of the effectiveness of entrepreneurship teaching techniques and
the content of entrepreneurship education courses, more than one
course should be analysed and compared with other courses.

- Is it possible that while the narrative analysis of entrepreneurial
biographies puts some issues to the fore, it simultaneously hides
other issues? As can be observed by the problem definitions the
students chose, the biography stimulated questions about
Heineken as a person, thus focusing on the entrepreneurial
personality. A biography deals more with personality-related issues
than for example the entrepreneurial process. If I would use
autobiographies, the text could include more background on the
entrepreneurial process; how one event leads to another, what
decisions are made and why.
Another issue – more related with the fact that it is a narrative
analysis that has to be conducted – concerns the fact that a
narrative analysis is about sense making and – in its critical outlook
– deconstruction. The fact that it does not and cannot take the
biography at face-value means losing most of the learning effects
of the literalness of the facts in the biography. Since this is a course
about learning for entrepreneurship, it is definitely not about
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entrepreneurship. This is something the narrative analysis of the
biography obviously shadows.

In conclusion, in further improving the course, I suggest to use only the
antenarrative methods and to use autobiographies. For evaluation
purposes it is best to have the teams work with the same
(auto)biography. This has the advantage of comparison between the
teams and thus an even more heterogeneous picture of an entrepreneur
and entrepreneurship.

2.7. Conclusions

In this Chapter I have introduced, evaluated and discussed an
experiment conducted in the form of an undergraduate entrepreneurship
course called ‘Entrepreneurial Myths’. The aims of this experiment were:
making students more enthusiastic about entrepreneurship as a career
option and stimulating in students the kind of thinking that is intuitive,
lateral and unconventional. It is this type of thinking the entrepreneur
needs (Chia, 1996, Kirby, 2004). This type of thinking implies realising
that there is more than one ‘truth’ and this requires a multi-voiced
perspective, or in other (Boje, 2001) words, an (ante)narrative
perspective.

As far as the first aim is concerned, I have had to observe that it is hard
to conclude from this experiment whether or not the entrepreneurial
biography and an (ante)narrative analysis of it inspire students as to their
entrepreneurial inclination. In the discussion I have retrospectively
wondered whether the entrepreneurial inclination of the students can be
assessed based on a course such as this at all, for all I can ‘measure’ is the
students’ intention. One could argue that a life-course approach is more
suitable to reach insight into intentions materialising into action. What I
can conclude from my experiment is that as far as intentions are
concerned, the experiment at least did not alienate the beforehand
entrepreneurially inclined students from entrepreneurship as a career
option.
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As far as my second aim is concerned, I can draw much stronger and
more interesting conclusions. In the results and evaluation-section I have
indicated that the students have gained a more critical understanding of
Heineken as an entrepreneur, questioning any account as potentially one-
sided. The results indicate that the students indeed show a shift towards
a realisation of the one-sidedness, dominance or colored ness of a given
account.

And did they gain greater insight in entrepreneurship? As I have
contended in the discussion section, not in the sense of learning about
entrepreneurship. The experiment in itself was an exercise in learning for
entrepreneurship; it was an exercise in ‘mental agility’, in lateral thinking
and using intuition – and thus in entrepreneurial thinking. And the
students have managed to go through and complete this exercise.
Whereas their initial analyses voiced their puzzled ness as well as a
capacity to only understand the biography at face value, they have
proven able to produce a narrative analysis of Heineken. And they have
shown the capacity to be reflective – not only about Heineken, but about
their own process and work as well. Although there is still evidence of
centeredness and one-sidedness in the students’ accounts, this is more so
in the traditional team than in the other two and less so than in the initial
analyses.

So, in more general terms I can suggest that narrative as research data
and antenarrative as method in entrepreneurship education stimulates
lateral, imaginative and critical thinking in students. As far as the
implications of these findings for entrepreneurship education theory and
practice are concerned: based on the results of this experiment, I would
like to encourage and stimulate entrepreneurship educators to embrace
narrative in their teaching as well as reflect on their experiences as I did
and build on my findings.

Of course there are certain limitations to these findings: they are based
on an experiment involving a limited number of students and – as I have
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already suggested in the discussion section – a number of improvements
could be made when the format is to be adopted for repetition. These
improvements include: in the future I will not have the students choose
any narrative analysis method they want; I will only advise the students to
conduct a deconstruction-type of analysis and I will use autobiographies
instead of biographies.

I feel that a narrative approach to and in entrepreneurship education can
serve to build on the propositions made by Kirby (2004), Rae (1997) and
Chia (1996) to add to the learning-about-perspective on
entrepreneurship education the learning-for-entrepreneurship-
perspective. Perhaps not so much in the sense of inspiring students to
pursue entrepreneurship as a career option, but definitely in stimulating
their entrepreneurial imagination; their skills in lateral, intuitive and
unconventional thinking.
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Appendix 1. Initial analyses

Initial analysis Menno van den Berg

The book

The corporate biography Heineken, A Life in the Brewery by Barbara Smit
describes, as the genre suggests, not only the life of beer magnate Freddy Heineken,
but also the complete history of the beer concern.
In a pleasantly straightforward way, Smit discusses the history of the Dutch beer
industry, allowing for better understanding of more recent developments. This
extensive treatment of the history of Dutch beer, the Heineken concern and the
reasons behind international developments are quite interesting, though it detracts
from Freddy Heineken’s story. Only a small portion of the book is devoted to him
as such. In my view, Barbara Smit might have dedicated more pages to her subject.

The first two chapters recount a fairly chronological tale of the takeover of the
original Heineken brewery in 1863, through the takeover of Amstel and ultimately
Bols in the 1970s and 1980s. Freddy Heineken is hardly mentioned in these
chapters.

Chapter 3, about building the global Heineken brand, and Chapter 4, about the
conquest of America, give a more chaotic impression. Various subjects are handled
out of order, so one must pay close attention to when events are in fact taking
place. Although these parts are also very interesting, Freddy Heineken barely
appears within the narrative.

The fifth chapter, entitled “Ambitions of a Pretender to the Throne”, is the only
one that actually explores the character and life of Freddy Heineken in depth, along
with Chapter 9, “The Style of the Head Honcho”. Barbara Smit offers an overview
of the most important steps Heineken took to rise to power within the company,
and the influence he had upon the company in the subsequent period. However,
even the chapter discussing Heineken’s kidnapping tells more about the kidnappers
and the police case than about Freddy Heineken himself.

All told, a good read, but to my mind it pays too little attention to the most
important person in the book, Freddy Heineken.

The life of Alfred Henry Heineken
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Alfred Henry Heineken was born on November 4, 1923 as the second of three
children. The premature death of his younger brother and his older sister’s lack of
interest in business affairs made it apparent early on that Fred would become an
important figure in the Heineken company.

To teach him something about the business, but designed to scare him out of
joining it, he was sent to America by Heineken in 1946, to learn about sales from
the successful Munching corporation. The implicit hope was that he would throw
in the towel. Despite the ill wishes, Freddy performed admirably, and also met at
this time the woman he would later marry, Lucille Cummins.

When he returned to the Netherlands two years later, he was hired for an entry-
level position in the credit department of the Netherlands Trade Commission. In
the same year, his father began selling shares in Heineken to the sitting board of
directors, under the pretext that it was for the company. In actual fact, the deals
were extremely lucrative for the board members personally. When Freddy realised
this in 1949, he made it very clear he would not tolerate this “treason” and
concentrated in later years on acquiring sufficient shares to once again yield formal
power over the company.

In 1951, he assumed the first high-level function within Heineken. He became
commissioner of HBM (Heineken’s Beer Brewery Company). From that point on,
his power continued to grow; both formally, through his position and stock
holdings, as well as informally, by his conduct within the company. After he joined
the board of directors in 1964, he was elected chairman in 1971. This move
solidified his position of power. Although his position was not president (this did
not exist within Heineken), Freddy was a force to be reckoned with. Even while he
sat on the board of directors, Freddy was an important figure in the corporation.
He was the one who, one weekend in 1968, engineered the takeover of Amstel,
after hearing on the Friday that a British brewery had bought a Dutch interest.

The year after becoming chairman, Freddy scored a congenial coup in acquiring the
French brewery group Brasserie de l’esperance in a friendly takeover. In this move
one may see how cunningly he arranged his affairs. It also demonstrates how he
viewed the conquest of the European market as a priority.
On November 9, 1983, Freddy Heineken was kidnapped, together with his driver,
Ab Doderer. For three weeks, they were imprisoned in cramped, dank cells. The
police, meanwhile, had no clue who the perpetrators were, and where they may
have been holding their captives. Once the ransom had been paid, the kidnappers
escaped, and it was dumb luck that Heineken and Doderer were even found. The
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police had been keeping a warehouse under surveillance, where it turned out the
two were being held. However, they were so well hidden behind a double wall that
with slightly less luck, they would have been found much too late.

After his kidnapping, Freddy continued to work hard for the company. Only in
1989 did he step down as chairman, and was succeeded by Gerard van Schaik.
Even after his resignation, Heineken remained in the wings, active on behalf of the
company. Alfred Henry Heineken died in January 2002.

Freddy Heineken, the man

Throughout the book, Barbara Smit creates a varying image of Freddy Heineken.
On one page, he is extremely shrewd, strategic and charming, but then is suddenly
seen as a power-hungry ball of raw ambition.
Although the image may certainly be coloured by the personal confrontations
between Barbara Smit and Freddy Heineken, the many anecdotes certainly do
indicate what kind of person Freddy could be.

Freddy was a big personality who enjoyed being both friend and foe. One can see
that in the fact that the importer of Heineken in America, van Munching,
commented in retrospect that he would never have been able to secure his contract
had Freddy had more power and sway at that time. His contract, incidentally,
guaranteed his sole right to import Heineken to America for the rest of his lifetime,
and his son’s lifetime. This is notable since van Munching was a seasoned
businessman and hard-line negotiator, since he had made Heineken big in the U.S.,
and he could break it as well.
Yet Freddy also is happy to see himself as a big personality. For instance, he
embellishes upon stories to make them better and bigger than the truth. Some
examples are his exaggeration of his role in wartime resistance movement; his
“poverty-stricken” life in the US working for Van Munching; “his” pioneering of
the laughing E; his claim to the ad slogan “Heerlijk Helder Heineken”(“Crisp Clear
Heineken”); and so on. In addition, he gladly portrays himself as a multifaceted and
intellectual soul. This is shown in his dealings with the Dutch art world.
Furthermore, he freely expressed his “appealing” ideas on such diverse subjects as
wheelchairs, aftershave, films, and even a solution to the global problem of
homelessness – by building houses from old bottles specially designed for this
purpose.

Freddy Heineken was also a cunning strategist with a pitch-perfect sense of
marketing and advertising. That knack regularly surfaces in the book, though the
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emphasis is squarely upon the dictatorial veto Freddy exercised on proposed
campaigns. The clever strategic side of Freddy is stressed when discussing the
successful, painstaking conquest of the European market, the ingenious takeover of
Brasserie de l’esperance, and the dismissal of a loan on a rented limousine.
However, here too there is often a nod to his callous and stubborn qualities. For
example, retaining a poorly performing friend in the board of directors is termed
headstrong, whereas it was a crafty way to keep an extra advocate on the board.
Moreover, Freddy’s direct way of tackling his goals is seen as blunt. The goal
justifies the means. For instance, by using his power to ensure that the book would
not be published. I see such things as evidence of an overly negative portrayal by
Barbara Smit. Perhaps her own confrontations with Freddy Heineken are to blame.
Personally, I think that it is exactly these kinds of moves that made Freddy
Heineken the rich, almost legendary, figure he is.

Initial analysis Mark Hagen

I will construct this analysis as follows. I will summarise the book briefly, but select
items which struck me during my reading, and I will focus upon these more in
depth.

The book begins with a gripping prologue. Alfred “Freddy” Heineken is visiting an
advertising agency. After the presentation, all he says is, “Totally awful.” (p. 15) In
my view, this typifies Freddy’s way of doing things. He is preoccupied with the
advertising for Heineken, deeply involved and intolerant of any opposition. Awful
is awful, period. Another example is when the agency had made several mock-ups
of crates, but “the crates needed to be yellow, with the Heineken black bar logo on
the side. End of story.” (p. 132)
Chapter 1, Beer Barons, recounts the history of the Heineken concern. It is already
apparent that insight into the markets is extremely important. A good example is
the beginning of the Heineken empire under Gerard Adriaan Heineken. He had a
good market perspective, shown in his decision to switch to pilsner. He gathered
expertise from the outside world to bring into his brewery. The chapter also
illustrates how, without a bit of luck, no one gets far, and if you want to expand,
you need to be ahead of the rest of the market, as with the takeover of the Leopold
breweries. Freddy came from a less than ideal family. Later, he would attend
boarding school in Bloemendaal. Following this was the trying war situation where
the then leader, Stikker, manoeuvred craftily alongside the Germans. During the
war, Freddy averred he had performed acts of resistance. This is perhaps the first
time Freddy gladly takes undeserved credit for things. Freddy was a difficult guy.
After the war, the power of advertising was first utilised on a large scale, with the
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slogan “Beer is back on top.”
Chapter 2, Duel on the Amstel, explores the long battle between Heineken and
Amstel. The breakthrough came when Heineken, with its great speed and grocer-
driven distribution network, went outside the norm. Heineken was the first major
brewer to do that, and rapidly gained on the competition. Once again it appears
that the first one in gets the most benefit out. Amstel did not fully invest in this
market, as it was afraid of a confrontation with its representative agents. This is the
political aspect of doing business. The ultimate end for Amstel was its takeover by
Heineken in 1968, with the seething resentment of its staff. People wanted to
strengthen their presence in the drinks sector. They then would buy several
distilleries and a soft drinks manufacturer. This exemplifies how you may earn
synergistic advantages by being a strong market player.
Chapter 3, A Global Brand, discusses the expansion of Heineken beyond Dutch
borders. There were more companies doing this also, but Heineken was already
one of the biggest players. This chapter likewise demonstrates that you need to be
quick, and have a bit of luck. German beer brewers were very strong prior to
WWII, also abroad. During the war they needed to withdraw from foreign
branches and their domestic production capacity was destroyed. Heineken has
never experienced anything similar. It was the vision of CEO Stikker who first
propelled Heineken to expand. To survive, you need to be big, and the Netherlands
is a tiny market compared with, say, the US. Another point where Heineken was
often strong was in foreign markets, with their proven recipe for success: enter into
a joint venture with a local manufacturer to position Heineken as the premium beer
in the market. In this chapter it is also abundantly clear how important politics is.
At the end of the 1950s, protectionism among African countries increased, and
Heineken was barred from imports. Later, many manufacturers were nationalised
and this cost Heineken its prior strong position. Freddy ascribes much of the
foreign success to the “Can you drink the water?” syndrome. (p. 93)
Chapter 4, The Conquest of the States, tells of Heineken’s expansion within the
US. While the European market is strongly fragmented, the American market is
relatively homogeneous, and thus offers major synergistic advantages. The
expansion in the US was led by Leo Van Munching. He was a hard worker and
wanted to establish Heineken as a status symbol in the market. It helped that
Heineken was an import. Heineken was the first beer to enter the country legally
after the repeal of Prohibition. It was even in the New York Times. Amstel was
swept aside through several “dirty” manoeuvres. (“Find Amstel, clear it out and
dump it.” (p. 100) Van Munching quickly became enraged and was very blunt.
(“My son is a bum!” (p. 106) Van Munching kept Heineken from brewing in the
United States. Lowenbrau was doing so, and this would later prove fatal. But it was
Van Munching’s vision that made Heineken big in the US.
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Chapter 5, The Ambitions of a Pretender to the Throne, traces the development of
Alfred Heineken. By all accounts Heineken was a very difficult person. For this
reason the board decided to have him do an internship at VMCO in 1946. Here
Heineken learned the ins and outs of selling beer and later married Lucille
Cummins. In 1948 he returned to the Netherlands to an entry-level post at the
Netherlands Trade Commission. He noticed that his father was being taken for a
ride, and that this in turn could jeopardise his birthright to the Heineken fortune.
Through several tricks and ruses he uncovered the “traitors”. He attained control
of his sister’s stock holdings and bought back shares on the market. Through a
clever loophole, he could regain effective control over Heineken. Freddy
understood from his time in the US how important advertising could be. If one
wanted an international brand name, one needed to begin with neon signs, for
instance. Freddy’s biggest coup as regards packaging was making green Heineken’s
signature colour (p. 131). In the 1960s he began upgrading the brand name. Once
this was accomplished, he started on the logo. It seems here that Heineken
recognised that image in this industry is critical. Freddy was happy to be seen with
artists, performers and intellectuals. Yet he had strong opinions of his own,
especially in terms of politics. According to a friend from that era, Freddy was
effortlessly able to be annoyed with some guests’ liberal thinking – he thought it
was all “hippie claptrap from the gutter.” (p. 137) However he could also be
extremely narrow-minded. At the time he had a relationship with Nan Los. She
acted in one of the Heineken-sponsored films. When she married someone else, he
axed the film. If he had an idea, nothing could dissuade him from it. For example,
he once dreamt up square bottles that could be used by the poor to build houses.
Over 100,000 were actually produced.

Chapter 6, Fort Europe, comments upon the expansion of the Heineken concern
on the European mainland. The European market is complicated due to its many
smaller markets, and high degree of segmentation. There were several larger players
with plans to conquer Europe. Heineken applied his tried and true formula here as
well: buy a local brand and position Heineken above these in the market. To
succeed you needed to be smart and ruthless. This was shown in the takeover of
the French Akbra. Freddy made an open bid in August 1972 since he knew
France’s economy essentially comes to a halt in that month, and it would be
considerably easier. His move succeeded, to the great chagrin of the Elzassers.
Throughout Europe Heineken was known as a status symbol, except in Great
Britain. Here, Heineken was forced to abandon its usual modus operandi.
Ultimately though it did succeed. It proved that you could not rely on blanket
techniques. In order to not compromise the status of Heineken beer, the Amstel
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brand was used to differentiate between them.

Chapter 7, The Kidnapping, tells of Freddy Heineken and his driver Ab Doderer
being kidnapped on Wednesday November 9, 1983. Heineken made a valiant
attempt to make the best of the situation; which, generally speaking, he did.
Doderer, however, was weakened by the ordeal and had a nervous breakdown after
being freed. Heineken tried to negotiate a deal with his captor, but this proved
useless. The police had enlisted much manpower to solve the case. To emphasise
Freddy’s shrewdness even more, Smit write, “Even during his captivity, he was
aware of publicity. The tycoon stayed feisty, afraid that photos of a dirty, unshaved
Heineken would be printed in the paper.” (p. 202) Even the gangsters were
impressed with the self-control, composure and humour Heineken exhibited during
this trial. Finally they were freed, and the perpetrators were apprehended except for
one. Heineken had always found it excessive to walk with bodyguards on the street
or be with them in a bar. After his kidnapping, however, he had to make this
concession, and he started the Proseco company. The Proseco men follow him
wherever he goes.

Chapter 8, A Dozing Market Leader, discusses the organisation’s slide into
nonchalance after enduring success, both domestically and abroad. The
competition did not abate, however, and the market does not always remain
favourable, so a moment was bound to come when things went less swimmingly.
The standard beers slowly lost ground to the rise of specialty brews. Differentiation
was not an option for Freddy, since it went counter to everything Heineken stood
for: Heineken means every beer is a good one; don’t mess with the Heineken
brand. (p. 224) For differentiation purposes, Heineken bought up several smaller
breweries and used the Amstel brand name. To illustrate once more how important
image is in this sector, the “Buckler jerk” incident is a good example. Youp van ‘t
Hek had smashed Buckler in his New Year’s Show (Buckler was Heineken’s
alcohol-free brand), by portraying Buckler drinkers as buffoons. The result was that
no one dared order Buckler anymore, which led to a sharp decline for the brand.
Paul Snoep, a former general director, was known at Heineken as the “traitor”.
Freddy didn’t like him, and openly expressed his disapproval. This was also the
reason for his later departure, as he was a proud man. Three years after leaving
Heineken, he went to Grolsch. His successor, Alger Oostra, was a Freddy
favourite. He was very arrogant and wanted to shake up the existing order, which
was sorely needed. He did not accomplish much more than stirring up turmoil. He
owed his job to Freddy, which shows that Freddy sometimes let emotions take
precedence over rationality. He could make or break someone. (p. 235-7) This
tendency occasioned many problems later on with CEOs from Heineken and
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reorganisation issues.

Chapter 9, The Style of the Head Honcho, explores Freddy and his manners.
Freddy was the embodiment of his company. He was a distinctive man. A top
executive from rival Carlsberg once said, “Freddy may be completely mad, but he
certainly is no fool.” (p. 250) He always let himself be led by instinct and common
sense. He was somewhat dictatorial, but always in command. Now meant now, and
not later, and he could not tolerate opposition. He also had a strange way of
recruiting people. They had to be forthright, stylish, good-looking and laugh at his
jokes. He even followed the horoscopes of his team members. (p.252) Freddy was
always preoccupied with everything having to do with advertising and often proved
irritating to his employees. “He was always involved, always butting in. He had a
razor-sharp brain that kept spewing out ideas and thoughts.” Another ideal Freddy
fostered was relationships with people from “higher” social classes. He held right-
wing political views and disliked the Labour Party. He once advanced his idea for a
United States of Europe, a hopelessly impossible plan. He had only one child,
Charlene, but viewed the company as his baby.

Chapter 10, The International Beer Wars, outlines the many battles waged in the
beer industry worldwide, among numerous parties. The opportunities and threats in
the beer world and the unstable political situation in Asia are also mentioned. In
addition, missteps and strong competition in the US are discussed, as well as the
privatisation of many companies in Eastern Europe. Heineken’s standard operating
procedure worked well in this area too.

To give a short summary, I will list the most important things contributing to
Heineken’s success below:

- A clear philosophy
- Understanding the influence of advertising
- Consistent quick and timely seizing of new opportunities
- Wholehearted striving for expansion
- Bravery
- Not afraid to be hard-line if needed
- Strong leader in the figure of Freddy Heineken

Initial analysis Vincent Degewij

For the Myths-course I read the book “A Life in the Brewery – Biography of
Freddy Heineken” by Barbara Smit.
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The reason Barbara Smit wrote this book is, she says, that people were always
“…seemingly intrigued by the figure of Freddy Heineken. Remarkably, there had
been no in-depth journalistic work written about the man and his beer, and no one
was planning to either. Barbara Smit discovered two reasons for the reluctance. The
type of corporate biography which commands a separate bookshelf in a respectable
English or American bookstore is an underdeveloped genre in the Netherlands.
Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, Freddy Heineken and the Heineken
concern appeared to be more or less untouchable in the Netherlands.”

Barbara Smit also describes how difficult the book’s research was: “Becoming
acquainted with him was dreadful. Heineken greeted me in his most blunt manner:
‘We’ll see each other in court.’ All told Smit spoke five times with Freddy
Heineken. She constantly had to repress the urge to whip out her notepad, as that
was forbidden during her talks with Heineken. “He avoided questions about
matters which were common knowledge, but with disarming candour revealed the
most intimate details from his life. In the beginning the tycoon seemed to believe
we …could create a good story together. (…) However, he continually kept
rubbing me the wrong way. When it became clear to him that it was going to be my
book, he became completely unpleasant to deal with.” This unwelcome
confrontation gave Barbara Smit insight into Freddy’s way of doing things. “In
person he’s charming, but enjoys manipulating people and is highly vindictive.
Freddy’s prominent role in the building of Heineken was one of the most uplifting
aspects of my (Barbara’s) subject. The magnate is seen in wider circles as someone
who guided Heineken’s success from its infancy. This idea is obvious if only
because his name is the one on all the beer shipped around the world. But it is also
undeniably true that for eighteen years, he led the concern with unfailing intuition
and enormous drive. His off-handed way of speaking, his idiosyncrasy, his
unimaginable wealth, all distinguished him from the others in Dutch top industry
circles.” The reservations Freddy Heineken expressed regarding the compilation of
this book ultimately hampered Barbara Smit’s work. Many of those whom Smit
approached as potential sources hesitated to cooperate if she answered honestly the
question repeatedly put to her: “What does Heineken think of all this?” “Most did
it out of loyalty, a value deeply ingrained in the Heineken culture. They also weren’t
comfortable with the type of independent journalistic corporate biography, and
assumed it would be a character assassination. But other people simply admitted to
being scared, and even tried to persuade me to abandon the project.” This group
included “employees or former employees, who left willingly or under duress; they
all spoke proudly about the Heineken company.”

In the prologue, Smit describes how contacts with the advertising agency
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proceeded. Heineken is portrayed as someone with a strong sense of creative
advertising. He is seen as “a totally captivating personality whose business talents
had been used to ensure a huge Dutch success story.” Those who worked more
closely with him, though, were sometimes shocked by his bluntness and the
arrogant display of power. One example: “At the moment Freddy Heineken
stepped down as chairman of the board of commissioners at Heineken, he said he
would never be able to detach from the destiny of the beer empire – he was too
deeply attached to the concern, which he viewed as his child. Privately however he
had other opinions. He was more truthful when describing Heineken as his
favourite game.”

The first chapter, Beer Barons, describes the development of the beer company
through the years, beginning with Gerard Adriaan Heineken (Alfred’s grandfather),
through Henry Pierre Heineken, to Freddy Heineken. Freddy Heineken is
described as a poor student, and someone whose haughtiness alienated him from
others. During the German occupation, Freddy was captured and was slated for
execution. The way he recounts it, the shadow of the impending execution gave
him a changed perspective on his life. The role of Heineken during the wartime
years remains fuzzy. Freddy likely embroidered upon his personal role in these
affairs. His high school teachers predicted that Freddy Heineken might grow up to
become an intelligent leader.

The second chapter describes the role played by Pieter Feith. He was the one who
achieved Heineken’s supremacy in the Netherlands. The struggle between Amstel
and Heineken is also discussed. Heineken became the preferred choice. Amstel was
able to be used as an effective buffer against potential price wars. The chapter also
touches upon the development of Heineken into a full-fledged beverage concern,
which began to produce soft drinks, wine and liquor in addition to beer.

Chapter 3, “A Global Brand”, outlines the global beer market situation after the
war, and Stikker’s success in making Heineken an unparalleled export success in the
early post-war years.

The fourth chapter tackles the conquering of the US market, the influence Van
Munching had in this endeavour, and the blunder Heineken made in trying to brew
pilsner for the American market in the US itself. Notable here is that Heineken still
kept looking for potential production opportunities in the US even after this
debacle.

The fifth chapter, entitled, “The Ambitions of a Pretender to the Throne”, portrays
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Heineken in his early years at the company. Smit describes his lifestyle at the time,
and how he related to his fellow managers at the company. At this point, Heineken
changed the beer brand’s image into a worldwide name. The catchphrase “Heerlijk,
Helder Heineken” was claimed by Freddy, but many advertising people doubt he
actually came up with it himself.

Chapter 6, “Fort Europe”, describes the further expansion of Heineken in Europe,
and the mistakes made with the premium beer brand Aquila on the Spanish market,
which initially did well before becoming an unsalvageable failure.

The seventh chapter, “The Kidnapping”, outlines how the kidnapping of Freddy
Heineken and his driver Ab Doderer took place, and what the consequences were
for Freddy’s way of dealing with his surroundings after the kidnapping. Cor van
Hout, one of the kidnappers, said of Heineken, “He had real personality, a kind of
psychologist.” Freddy Heineken is depicted as cool-headed and humorous. About
the food served during the kidnapping: “He said he wanted a multiple-course
menu. But it that wasn’t available, then a fried egg was fine.”

Chapter eight, “A Dozing Market Leader”, describes the company in the 1980s ,
when its market share figures began to decline.

The ninth chapter, “The Style of the Head Honcho” shows how the myth of
Freddy Heineken may be explained. It was created by his leadership style and the
way he maintained a formal distance from the outside world. In this chapter,
various people state that the actual creative influence of Heineken upon the brand
is incredibly exaggerated. The mythical figure of Freddy Heineken did however
contribute to the way in which the brand was positioned.

Chapter ten, the conclusion, explores the continuing competition between
Anheuser-Busch and Budvar. It also introduces the new Heineken board chairman,
Vuursteen. The final words are dedicated to a description of the current situation in
the beer market.

Several things stood out for me in the book:

- The poor contact between the writer and Heineken, and Freddy’s vocal
opposition to the book’s publication. What did he think of the book? Is the
reason for the poor cooperation perhaps his dissatisfaction with Barbara
Smit? There must have been some reason for him to say, “We’ll see one
another in court.”
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- Were employees very loyal, or afraid to say the wrong thing during
interviews?

- Heineken exaggerates his role as a wartime hero. Was he really?
- Freddy’s teachers predicted he could grow up to be an intelligent leader; isn’t

that more or less a given if your family consists of (successful) businessmen?
- Heineken failed in efforts to produce beer in the US. Why did he keep trying

to make it work?
- To what extent was Heineken truly an “intelligent, creative, advertising-

savvy, cool-headed, humorous man with flawless intuition and enormous
drive” as Barbara Smit avers?

- Are all employees really proud of Heineken as a company/person?
- Did Heineken take the company seriously or was it his plaything?

Typical themes for entrepreneurship recurrent in the book are Heineken’s
determining personality traits: a go-getter, creative, smart, risk-taker, manipulative,
with strong willpower and personality.

What struck me in the book was the enormous wealth, the dynamic life, and the
recognition that Heineken achieved in his lifetime. In addition, the book itself is
written engagingly, extremely detailed and often critical. This does not however
preclude the fact that several topics should have received more attention, in my
view. (See above bullet points.) These are likewise the less-appealing issues for me
with this book.

Another thing which detracted from my view of Heineken as a person is that he
was described by Barbara Smit as a haughty man, who kept great distance from
others.

Initial analysis Edwin Veenstra

“Spontaneous report”

This initial analysis will briefly summarise the biography, as well as describe those
things which stood out for me as a reader. I will also address my expectations for
the book and comment on its content.

Summary

It was Gerard Adriaan Heineken, grandfather of Alfred (Freddy) Heineken, who
convinced shareholders in the prominent Amsterdam brewery Den Hoyberch
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(established in 1592) to sell him their stock packages in 1863. He financed the
takeover with funds from his mother, Anna Gertruida van der Paauw, widow of
Cornelis Heineken.
Gerard Adriaan knew nothing about brewing beer, but was convinced that with
firm leadership he could successfully run the company. At the time, beer was
popular due to the poor quality of tap water. The heating process in beer-making
eliminated some of the nasty bacteria. Gerard Adriaan Heineken appeared to have a
real flair for business, and began exporting casks to France and the Dutch colonies.
Still, he mainly concentrated on the domestic market.
Since Gerard Adriaan lacked the required technical expertise, he recruited a
German brewmaster, Wilhelm Feltmann Jr. It proved the perfect pair to ensure the
Heineken name got more recognition. The two also realised that a new kind of beer
coming out of Austria had potential, and switched to brewing this clearer, more
stable type. In 1873, Heineken’s Beer Brewing Company (HBM N.V.) was
founded, later called Heineken N.V. In the years that followed Heineken invested
heavily in the production process so that he could finally grow his own, pure yeast.

The Heineken-Feltmann years ended abruptly with the sudden death of Gerard
Adriaan on March 18, 1893. Heineken’s wife, Mary Tindal, held onto her share
package, despite Feltmann’s repeated attempts to get her to sell him her majority
interest in HBM. Feared and respected though she was, within the brewery she was
dubbed “Her Majesty”, and she ensured that Heineken remained a family business.
Her son, Henry Pierre Heineken, became chairman of the HBM board in 1917.
After studying chemistry, he applied great technical expertise to developing
successful brewing techniques. After World War I, Heineken began serious
international expansion. Under his chairmanship, strong long-term relationships
arose with partners in the Far East, the West Indies and the United States.

On November 4, 1923, Alfred Henry (Freddy) Heineken was born. He had a
difficult childhood but still earned his HBS degree (in literature and economics) in
1942. Although Henry Pierre still held formal control of HBM until 1940, the
actual leadership had already been in the hands of board member Dirk Uipko
Stikker for some time. The rather absentee chairman Heineken had slowly
delegated the company’s leadership tasks to him. Once Freddy Heineken returned
from a type of long-term internship with an importer in the US, he smelled a whiff
of treason. According to Freddy, his father voted for sale of his HBM shares in
order to absolve financial obligations. Henry Pierre believed his shares would be
funneled back into HBM, and never would have agreed to the sale had he known
that the package would be divided up and sold privately to the Heineken board
members.
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To wrest the funds back, which he needed to hold a controlling interest in HBM
once more, Freddy bluffed his way into banks and pension funds. He unmasked
those people dealing behind the family’s back in acquiring shares, by using
middlemen to request and offer them packages of HBM shares. Freddy’s financial
control over the brewery was finally assured through Heineken’s Investment and
Management Company N.V. (HBBM), a holding company with slightly more than
half of HBM’s shares. As such, Freddy held effective control over the company
with a mere quarter of the original shares in hand. Freddy became an HBM
commissioner in 1951, when his father stepped down as delegated commissioner.
Henry Pierre died in 1971.

Once the family inheritance was secured, Freddy applied himself to the Heineken
concern with enormous drive. He clearly sought the chairmanship of Heineken
N.V., but the betrayal of some shareholders remained fresh in his memory, and as
such he chose to wait on the sidelines. From 1954 on, he attended board meetings
as an observer, and at the same time strengthened his grip on matters affecting the
senior management. In 1964 he was officially named to the board and charged with
seeing to financial matters. When the chairman suffered a heart attack, Freddy
became chair of Heineken N.V. in 1971.
He quickly built up credit through laying the groundwork for changing Heineken
beer’s image. With impeccable instinct and unflagging consistency he handled every
last detail of the proposed building of a beer brand with a prominent image in all
parts of the world. His American experiences had convinced Freddy Heineken
earlier and more convincingly than others of the power of advertising to build a
strong brand. Under his leadership, the management worked consistently and
diligently on building a brand identity. For all these years, Freddy Heineken, third-
generation beer magnate, held onto his controlling interest in the exponentially
booming concern. By his own admission, he always let instinct and common sense
guide his management style. In 1991, he appointed Freddy Karel Vuursteen as his
successor.

Freddy officially resigned from his Heineken N.V. functions at the annual
shareholders’ meeting in April 1995 when he, just shy of the legal age limit of 72,
stepped down from the board of commissioners. According to Freddy himself, the
independent continuation of the company is assured in his will, which provides for
a company comprised of all issued shares. When author Barbara Smit asks Freddy
about the future of the Heineken company, he reaches into his pocket and pulls out
a photo of his grandchildren.

Structure
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This broad outline is what I see as the essence of this biography. The book also
details how Heineken muscled its way into Amstel, how the brand took the US by
storm, and how Freddy Heineken built his “Fort Europe”. Barbara Smit skips
around chronologically in her book, keeping the reader on her toes. Certain events
receive extensive treatment, with highly detailed descriptions and quotes, and then
Smit quickly brushes over other events. This ‘slow motion’ and ‘fast forward’
writing style is very appealing. It definitely helps one develop an image of Heineken
while reading. The way Ms. Smit writes admiringly about him, despite Freddy
Heineken’s obvious objections to the biography, is a surprising conclusion.

Theme of entrepreneurship

A recurrent theme in this book is how the Heineken concern always manages to
keep one step ahead of the competition, and remains one of the winners. It is
important to note that profits were ascribed to only a few people at the top, of
whom Heineken was of course at the helm. If not for the fact some successes
might have owed something to luck, then the reader would get the impression that
Heineken had the Midas touch. For instance, on page 51 Smit writes, “…the
leadership at Amstel made it very easy for Heineken, through a series of missteps.”
Another example is the paragraph entitled “A German Blunder”, pages 107-112.
One crystal clear citation is perhaps this: “Freddy Heineken readily admits that he
can trade upon his family name.” (p. 17)

The “success theme”, to express it as such, is one I feel typifies (successful)
entrepreneurship. Given this paper concerns the biography of Freddy Heineken, I
will note several passages which clearly describe this top entrepreneur’s strong
points. “But he also indisputably led the company for 18 years with flawless
intuition and enormous drive.” (p. 9) “Perhaps the most important factor in this
success was Freddy’s patience and decisiveness.” (p. 189-90) “The guy had real
personality, kind of a psychologist.” (p. 203)

All these passages struck me because they seem to capture exactly the essence of
what constitutes a successful entrepreneur. First and foremost, absolute
commitment to the company. If your heart isn’t in it, then you can never sell it; that
seems clear to me. Secondly, the drive to get to the top. I think part of this must be
wanting to be a winner. That desire usually accounts for that extra bit of
perseverance, which Heineken often called upon to emerge victorious from long-
term alliance negotiations. If you have expertise, an obvious necessary ingredient,
coupled with personality, charisma, you are more or less assured of success. Freddy
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Heineken had all of these.
A perhaps unconsciously emphasised moral in this book is that the nice guy does
indeed finish last, since at the top it’s dog eat dog. A good example is Freddy’s
father. His compliant and trusting nature led him to lose his shares. Only through
Freddy’s “bravado and cunning” (p.125) did the shares once again end up in the
family’s hands.

In addition to all Heineken’s qualities, another aspect is important to success,
namely networking. Freddy describes himself as a kind of homo universalis (p. 136).
By having wide-ranging interests you also come into contact with various types of
people, and you develop a diverse circle of acquaintances. These people may later
prove useful in a business setting. This image of the “complete man” also
contributes to his personal charm, in my view.

I expected to gain better insights into the man behind the company, Freddy
Heineken. I would have appreciated reading more about his contributions during
his leadership years. But maybe I should also realise there is only a small amount of
public knowledge on this topic.

Admiration

“He is swayed by nothing and no one, absolutely follows his own course.” (p. 30)
So said young Freddy’s teachers in his high school days. Personally, this is what I
admire most about Freddy Heineken after reading his biography. I understood
clearly that his idiosyncratic nature allowed him to always believe in himself, and his
intuition. My own philosophy is that everyone must follow his or her own path in
life, and that is exactly what Heineken did, if I am to believe this study by Barbara
Smit.

I would like to conclude by saying that I enjoyed reading this biography and found
it interesting. Certain chapters or paragraphs I even re-read to grasp completely
what had precisely occurred. In particular, the passages about the takeovers and
alliances with other major industry players. Hats off to Barbara Smit.

Initial analysis Jasper Robelus

Summary

Heineken & Co. was established in the winter of 1863 in Amsterdam by Gerard
Adriaan Heineken, grandfather of Alfred Henry (Freddy) Heineken. Gerard
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Adriaan Heineken had absolutely no knowledge of beer brewing, but thought it
was high time someone produced a viable alternative to challenge jenever (the most
popular drink in the nineteenth century). With money borrowed from his mother
(Anna Gertruida van der Paauw), Gerard Adriaan was able to purchase the
Amsterdam brewery Den Hoyberch, in existence since 1592. Heineken & Co. was
born! On January 11, 1873, the founding of the Heineken Beer Brewing Company
N.V. (HBM), later Heineken N.V., was a fact.

After the sudden death of Gerard Adriaan Heineken on March 18, 1893, his son
and later successor Henry Pierre was only seven years old. Following his father’s
death Henry Pierre began studying chemistry, graduating in 1914. Three months
later he joined the HBM board of directors. In 1917 Henry Pierre became
chairman, and under his leadership HBM did good business, since successful
brewing at that time was in large part determined by technical expertise. After an
extremely difficult period during World War I (importing yeast from central
Europe was impossible), HBM became the undisputed market leader in 1921. This
was also the point where Heineken embarked upon serious international expansion.
Henry Pierre did not only wish to export, he also wanted a foreign brewery. His
first major acquisition was the Leopold Breweries in Brussels in 1927.
Until the end of the 1940s, Dutch brewers sold nearly all their product through
taps in cafes and restaurants. This began to change starting in 1948, once it became
evident that Heineken was going to start distributing to retailers through grocery
stores (“Our beer…at the grocer’s”). The wide-reaching changes in Dutch society
during the 1950s and 1960s played a critical role in the immediate popularity of
beer sales through grocery store outlets. The two most important reasons for this
were increased prosperity and the advent of refrigerators in Dutch households. In
prior years, bottled beer had a short shelf life. With refrigerators, this problem
disappeared. This was also the period when Alfred Henry (Freddy) Heineken
succeeded his father Henry Pierre as commissioner at HBM, in 1951 to be exact.
Freddy had been baptised into the beer fraternity during an internship at the
Heineken importer in the United States. When he returned to the Netherlands with
his bride Lucille in 1948, he knew the fine points of beer selling, but needed to
master the rules of corporate finance. He was put in the able hands of the
Netherlands Trade Commission, better known now as the ABN AMRO bank. In
1971 Freddy became chairman of Heineken N.V.

Amstel, a major competitor, lagged behind Heineken in terms of sales. Heineken
benefited much more from sales in retail outlets than did Amstel, which led to
difficulties. Takeovers in the Dutch market by two foreign breweries (the British
Allied Breweries and the Belgian Stella Artois) put Heineken on the trail of a
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takeover candidate. On Wednesday August 26, 1968 the “merger” finally happened
(in fact it was a takeover by Heineken, nearly twice the size) between Heineken and
Amstel. In an instant, Heineken was on a par with the largest European breweries,
and furthermore Heineken became the undisputed market leader in the
Netherlands with a market share of around 60 percent. But Freddy wanted
Heineken to be more than the market leader in the Netherlands. He wanted a “Fort
Europe”. He tried to realise this by large-scale takeovers or strategic alliances in,
say, France (Brasserie de l’Esperance), England (Whitbread) and Spain (El Aguila).

In the late 1970s, Heineken had developed into more than just a brewery. It had
become a true beverage concern, marketing not only beer, but also liquor, wine and
soft drinks. Heineken had managed to do this through effecting a number of major
takeovers, such as Vrumona in 1968 and the Frisian Bokma in 1971. In the early
1980s the tide began to turn a bit for Heineken. Market share for normal pilsner
declined, imported specialty brews and cheap house brand supermarket beer
stormed the domestic market. There was only one way to recoup market share, and
that was through diversification. Freddy did not agree that this should occur under
the Heineken name, so the marketing men at Heineken used the Amstel brand
instead. This allowed new beer types to be introduced with the names Amstel
Gold, Amstel 1870 and Amstel Light. In addition, the Heineken concern took over
the Royal Brand Beer Brewery in 1989 to strengthen its grip on the Dutch beer
market.

Freddy Heineken behaved a bit like a playboy with his fleet of sports cars, luxurious
homes, over-the-top parties and private jets. For instance, he had a stunning villa
on the Cote d’Azur in Cap d’Antibes, various yachts in the marina there, and even
started his own airline company, N.V. Sportair Amsterdam in 1960. There were
also persistent rumors about Freddy’s love life, claiming his penchant for long-
legged women. He was known for having the odd affair or two, one of which was
with Els de Laat.

Things were going well for the concern and Freddy both, and Freddy even proved
himself to be an advertising virtuoso. He had already apprehended while in the US
how important advertising was in order to build a strong brand name. For example,
he was responsible for the Heineken logo we know today, with its distinctive green
color and black border. Outsiders saw Freddy as a playboy, but when it came to the
brewery he played his cards very wisely. Freddy’s motto was: “You don’t just get
power handed to you. You have to seize it.”

The blackest page in Freddy Heineken’s history is likely when he and his driver, Ab
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Doderer, were kidnapped in 1983. They were held in dismal circumstances for
three weeks in a warehouse in the western docks of Amsterdam by five criminals.
The kidnappers demanded a ransom of 34.6 million guilders, to be paid in four
currencies. Despite the kidnappers’ brilliant plan (chiefly attributed to Cornelis van
Hout), they were unable to enjoy the ransom money once three of the five
kidnappers were captured and arrested shortly after Freddy and his driver were
found. After his ordeal, Freddy lost a good deal of his personal freedom, and was
permanently surrounded by bodyguards.

On April 27, 1989 Freddy stepped down from his duties as chairman of the
shareholders meeting, which he had performed for eighteen years. He remained
active behind the scenes for years after.

What struck me about the book is that Freddy Heineken and his concern were able
to exercise enormous power, both on the domestic and foreign beer markets. This
was only possible, of course, due to the exorbitant wealth of both Freddy and his
company. It appeared as simple as buying a crate of beer in the supermarket, so
effortlessly did takeovers occur such as that of Amstel in the Netherlands and El
Aguila in Spain. I also got a strong impression that Freddy thoroughly enjoyed his
power to the hilt. Within Heineken, he did not speak of staff, but of disciples.
Inside the company his word was law, and people had to be careful not to
undermine his authority or confront him directly. Freddy did not shy away from
exercising his power every so often, and would simply approach a takeover
candidate and make an offer just like that. Moreover, he moved both in the highest
social circles in the Netherlands and in France. A recurrent theme in the book is
the continual, unceasing competitive nature of the beer world. The largest
breweries in the world were (or are) like vultures circling above takeover candidates
wherever they may be. No country or continent is safe; the beer concerns keep
grasping for power in the hope of becoming even bigger, or earning even more.
Heineken was a prime proponent of this tactic, concentrating its expansionist drive
first on the Belgian and American markets, and in a later stage moving into the
British and Asian spheres. Everywhere, acquisitions were arranged or cooperative
agreements made in order to gain market share in a particular country.

In my opinion, Freddy’s cunning nature was typically entrepreneurial. He tried to
earn money wherever he could; wherever he saw opportunities to do so in another
country he seized them with both hands. For instance, he not only wanted to
export Heineken beer to other countries, but also to own breweries abroad. Freddy
also relied upon a certain intuitiveness, which led him to disavow proven,
practicable economic models for solving a specific problem.
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In the book there are occasional hints that the success of the company lay solely
and completely on Freddy. However I cannot dismiss the fact that Freddy came
into a relatively ready-made success story. When he took the helm from his father
in 1951, Heineken was already a smooth-running organisation, with enormous
expansionist aims to boot. It was simply Freddy’s task to develop these plans more
thoroughly and discover new markets for his company.

An appealing aspect of the book is its enormously detailed description of how
Heineken N.V. was built. How a relatively small brewer grew into one of the largest
breweries in the world, through exporting beer and creating a high-status brand, is
very precisely explained. Merely exporting beer is too absurd for words, because
producing it within the country is so much cheaper. But much cheaper did not
mean much more profitable, in Heineken’s specific example.

I strongly disliked the book’s lack of specific focus on Freddy Heineken the man,
and its emphasis on the corporate history of the Heineken concern. The book was
unpleasant to read for this reason, since occasionally it seemed as though clumps of
words were thrown at you with far too detailed information. This was sometimes
irritating, as when discussing the threats facing all brewers and their holdings
around the world.

Initial analysis Dennis Bloot

For the myths in entrepreneurship course, chose the book “Heineken, A Life in the
Brewery” (1996) by Barbara Smit. In this book, Freddy Heineken, the brand and
the company are key figures. The journalist devoted several years of intensive
research and conducted numerous interviews with people and leaders from the
Dutch and international beer world. She was able to penetrate into the inner circles
of the company and Freddy Heineken’s acquaintance, so that she might deliver a
comprehensive picture of the man and the company.

Summary

In the Prologue, Barbara Smit outlines why she wrote this book: “People always
seemed intrigued by Freddy the man, the seasoned entrepreneur who pulled all the strings;
extravagant and down-to-earth at the same time; sometimes brusque, but indomitable; worshipped
by the one, dismissed by the other. Notably, there had been no extensive journalistic work about
the man and his beer ever written, and no one was planning to either. I realised there were two
reasons for this. First, the corporate biography genre was new to and poorly developed in the
Netherlands book market. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, Freddy Heineken and the
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Heineken concern appeared to be more or less untouchable.”

She also notes how her research proceeded: “Becoming acquainted with him was dreadful.
Heineken greeted me in his most blunt manner: ‘We’ll see each other in court.’ All told I spoke
five times with Freddy Heineken. I constantly had to repress the urge to whip out my notepad, as
that was forbidden during my talks with Heineken – the talks were supposed to be informational
– whenever critical issues about events in the company’s or his family’s history arose. He avoided
questions about matters which were common knowledge, but with disarming candor revealed the
most intimate details from his life.
When it became clear to him that it was going to be my book, he became completely unpleasant to
deal with. This unwelcome confrontation gave me insight into Freddy’s way of doing things. In
person he’s charming, but enjoys manipulating people and is highly vindictive.
Freddy’s prominent role in the building of Heineken was one of the most uplifting aspects of my
subject. The magnate is seen in wider circles as someone who guided Heineken’s success from its
infancy. This idea is obvious if only because his name is the one on all the beer shipped around the
world. But it is also undeniably true that for eighteen years, he led the concern with unfailing
intuition and enormous drive. His off-handed way of speaking, his idiosyncrasy, his unimaginable
wealth, all distinguished him from the others in Dutch top industry circles.
Freddy’s expressed reservations against the writing of this book severely compromised my work.
Many people whom I approached as potential sources declined to cooperate if I honestly answered
the question they always asked: “What does Heineken think of it?” Most did that out of loyalty,
a deeply entrenched value in the Heineken corporate culture. They were also unfamiliar with the
type of independent corporate biography and assumed it was about a character assassination. Yet
others admitted they were simply afraid, and even tried to talk me out of writing the book. But I
was particularly shocked by the persistence with which he tried to undermine the book. He
showered me not only with the most absurdly laughable threats – he went through with them. For
a man who had always dealt so well with journalists in order to shape his own mythology, this was
surprisingly incomprehensible behavior. He might have recognised that a credible biography of a
man and his company, however critical, would never be viewed as a negative contribution to his
image.
The most challenging aspect was, however, that people whom I managed to convince to be sources,
were always so enthusiastic about the Heineken saga. Employees or former employees, those who
left of their own accord or were dismissed: everyone spoke proudly about the Heineken company.
Even people whom Freddy encountered in his less pleasant dealings were still always filled with
admiration for his personal flair.”

In the Prologue, Freddy’s personality is once again emphasised in discussions
between Smit and representatives from the FHV advertising agency.

Chapter 1, “Beer Barons”, tells the story of Gerard Adriaan Heineken, Freddy’s
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grandfather, whose daring, initiative and strong leadership style saved Heineken
from going under. Since Gerard Adriaan did not have the necessary technological
expertise for beer brewing, he recruited Wilhelm Feltmann Jr., who approached the
craft of brewing with fanatic fervor and diligence. This occasionally led to explosive
conflicts in Heineken’s management, but the combination worked perfectly. The
chapter also discusses Henry Pierre Heineken, Freddy’s father, who later became
chair of HBM; and the rather odd domestic situation at the Heinekens. The
tensions between his parents made Freddy a recalcitrant pupil. His report cards
were horrendous, and he alienated others with his assumed hauteur. During the
German occupation, he was captured and threatened with execution. After several
days he was released unharmed, but in his own estimation the shadow of
impending death changed his perspective on life. The role of Heineken in the war
years remains foggy; he may well have embroidered upon his personal role (in the
resistance). When he earned his HBS-LE diploma, teachers predicted that Freddy
might well grow into an intelligent leader. The chapter concludes with a description
of the beer market during and immediately following the war.

Chapter 2, “Duel on the Amstel”, begins by outlining the role played by board
member Pieter Rutger Feith. His quick and nimble brain led him to be seen by
many as the man who led Heineken’s rise to supremacy. He had turned the entire
Dutch brewing industry on its ear when he introduced beer sales through grocery
outlets. The duel between Amstel and Heineken is also discussed. After a century
of unrelenting rivalry, in 1968 Amstel was finally forced to concede to the might of
its major Amsterdam rival; it was sold to Heineken. Freddy’s motives in conquering
Amstel were highly practical and prophetic – he recognised that a stronger Amstel
could be utilised as an effective buffer to protect Heineken against a potential price
war waged by smaller markets. Nonetheless it would be several years before Amstel
found its place in the Dutch market, and Heineken actually implemented its two-
brand strategy. In the late 1970s, Heineken had developed itself into a full-fledged
beverage concern (beer, soft drinks, wine and liquor). The period was also
characterised by a bitter takeover conflict. Heineken wanted full control of Bols. In
1988 a merger was agreed. All told, Heineken had overshadowed all competing
parties in the Netherlands.

The situation on the post-war international beer market is described in the third
chapter, “A Global Brand”. German breweries lay in ruins. Danish companies
limited their efforts to the European market, and other powerful brewers were
completely subsumed by their enormous domestic markets. Stikker, who made
Heineken an unparalleled export success story in the early postwar years, was not
only the perfect Heineken ambassador, but also a consummate networker.
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Before the war, the foundations for “The Conquest of the States” (Chapter 4) were
laid. This occurred under the guidance of Van Munching, by establishing a
distribution network covering the entire country. He was at the same time one of
the major Heineken bosses, and some felt that he could make or break anyone; his
management style had tyrannical overtones. Production on-site remained
Heineken’s preferred solution to the skyrocketing demand and considerable
shipping costs, and as such the possibility of on-site brewing became increasingly
debated in the 1950s and 1960s. Van Munching encountered Freddy Heineken at
this time and was able to convince him that production stateside would prove
unprofitable. For Freddy, Lowenbrau’s experience reminded him of a spectacular
failure in trying to brew pilsner for the US in the US. Shockingly, though, even
after the Lowenbrau debacle Heineken still sought opportunities to produce pilsner
in the US.

The fifth chapter, “The Ambitions of a Pretender to the Throne”, portrays a
difficult Freddy in his early years at Heineken. On one hand, he had rapidly
developed into a shrewd man, and no one could deny his inheritance of the
Heineken family’s controlling interest. On the other hand, though, the Heinekens’
influence had drastically declined since Henry Pierre handed the reins over to
Stikker and Feith. This, combined with the fact that Freddy had never studied
business, led the board of directors to decide to send Freddy to Van Munching for
tutelage. Freddy was an industrious and hardworking salesman-in-training, and took
marketing classes. After he returned from the US, Freddy realised his inheritance
was in jeopardy, since his trusting and overly gentlemanly father’s way of doing
business had almost ruined the family fortune. Once he had secured his birthright,
Freddy and his wife Lucille could settle into the enjoyment of a life lived by the
happy few. Freddy threw himself wholeheartedly into it, but in his wild years did
little to dispel the image of a rich playboy: a sports car collection, luxurious homes,
over-the-top parties, private jets and flirting with society beauties. His contributions
were primarily the result of his own idiosyncratic way of laying the groundwork for
changing the image of Heineken beer and advancing the beer brand onto the world
stage. The tagline “Heerlijk, Helder Heineken” was claimed by Freddy for a time,
but hotly contested by a slew of other would-be advertising geniuses. He had
correctly foreseen that he would rule uncontested as long as he held control over all
legal and financial matters. The rest of the board could only sit impotently by while
he pursued the leadership of the company. In 1971, Freddy assumed the
chairmanship of Heineken N.V., and within a year effectively named himself
president, which gave him even more of an air of commanding authority. Besides
the company, Freddy was keenly interested in building houses, collecting paintings,
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music and film.

Chapter 6, “Fort Europe”, reports on Freddy’s strategy for positioning Heineken in
first or second place in every European country, under the adage “Think globally,
act locally.” Heineken’s problems in Great Britain and Spain are a central focus.
Toward the end of the 1980s, Heineken had an insurmountable lead on its
international competitors in Europe in terms of volume and coverage. Perhaps the
most important factor in this success was Freddy’s patience and perseverance.

Chapter 7, “The Kidnapping”, gives a detailed description of when Freddy and his
driver Ab Doderer were kidnapped, and the resulting consequences. Several people
– including Freddy and the kidnappers themselves – tell their version of how the
1983 kidnapping unfolded. A portrait of Freddy emerges as a laconic man with
great self-control, values and humor.

The eighth chapter, “A Dozing Market Leader”, tells of the concern and its
declining market share figures in the 1980s. Product diversification was the answer
to changes in the market, but Freddy did not want to mess with the Heineken
brand. Under the inferior Amstel brand, diversification could occur. In addition,
the takeover of the Royal Brand Beer Brewery, the demise of the Buckler brand in
the Netherlands, a trio of malcontents (Snoep “the traitor”; Oostra “the wild dog”;
and Van Soest “the Irishman”) and the strike by Heineken personnel are all
discussed.

“The Style of the Head Honcho” – Chapter 9 – once more addresses the figure of
Freddy Heineken, and how the myth surrounding him came into being; the keeping
of distance. Freddy’s love-hate relationship with the advertising industry is also
clarified. Several inside sources claim that Freddy’s actual contributions to the
creative side of Heineken advertising were grossly exaggerated; that he was little
more than a stick-in-the-mud rather than a catalyst. Still, all those interviewed
concur that Freddy’s inspirational efforts had a salutary effect. Not only thanks to
the large advertising budget, but also the creation of a legendary leader, in itself a
highly effective publicity tool. Finally, Freddy’s high-level connections and the
discontent in the post-Freddy period are discussed.

The last chapter, “The International Beer War”, recounts the battle between
Anheuser-Busch and Budvar, and Vuursteen’s role as Freddy’s personal choice to
lead Heineken in this international beer war. Extensive attention is given to the
situation on the global beer market.
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Noteworthy points

More than half the book is devoted to the brewery’s history and the international
beer market. Relatively few pages are devoted to the entrepreneur Freddy
Heineken, while the expectation is that the book is indeed about him, certainly
given the title and his cover photo. Freddy’s personality as described in the
Prologue is analysed in full (explaining too the expanded summary in this analysis)
and in the rest of the book, it is only referred to and explained through examples a
handful of times.

Recurrent themes in the book include:

 Freddy Heineken’s personality (Foreword, Prologue, Chapters 5 and 9)

 The history of the brewery and the international beer market (Chapters 1,
2, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 10)

 Freddy’s marketing vision (Foreword, Chapters 5 and 9).

Typical entrepreneurial themes

Smit advances several arguments for claiming Heineken grew to world prominence
under Freddy Heineken’s leadership:

 His marketing vision (“People don’t drink beer, they drink marketing”)

 His long-term vision (Fort Europe).

 His financial, executive and legal control.

 His drive, patience and resolve.

(Un) realistic

The book is written convincingly, given that the majority of the book tells the story
of the brewery’s history and the international beer market. This is supported
through historical data and discussions with (former) employees, among others. If
doubts could possibly arise regarding the veracity of a certain story, Smit handles it
within that chapter. The Foreword clearly outlines the conditions surrounding the
book’s publication. Certain stories later in the book (for instance about Freddy and
the wartime years, and Freddy’s role in the payoff “Heerlijk Helder Heineken”)
show both sides of the story. The reader could draw her own conclusions about
what was written. Still, this last point may be debated, as to whether Smit – in her
depiction of Freddy in the Foreword – may suffer preconceptions clouding her
view of Freddy (an interesting topic!).
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(Un)appealing

The chapters on the history and the international beer market did not appeal to me,
since there is little or no discussion of Freddy Heineken’s entrepreneurial role. The
chapter on the kidnapping is interesting to read, but likewise gives no real picture
of the businessman. Chapters 5 and 9 do grant one perspective of the ambitions of
a pretender to the throne, and the style of the head honcho respectively. Yet in
Chapter 5 there is too much emphasis placed on Freddy’s personality, and in
Chapter 9 the myth surrounding him remains untouched, without actually saying
something definitive about Freddy’s entrepreneurship.
Typical themes for Heineken’s entrepreneurship – as named above – are in fact
already detailed in the Foreword. This raises the expectation that – besides the
brand and the company – the book will chiefly address Freddy Heineken. As a
reader I was disappointed. Nonetheless, in the Foreword there is space and
explanation given to discussing the reasons for this, though I do not see the
relevance of the other 300 pages. The myth is preserved and upheld by the book
and perhaps even enhanced; I do not think that was Smit’s intention.

Initial analysis Remco Duiker

Summary:

Below I will give a short description of each chapter and the subjects treated in the
book.

Chapter 1 Beer Barons
This chapter describes the Heineken “family tree”. Additionally the chapter gives
some insight into the competition facing the concern (within the Netherlands and
Europe). The establishment of various production companies and a hierarchy
within the concern itself are mentioned as well.

Chapter 2 Duel on the Amstel
This chapter discusses the duel between Amstel and Heineken and how this battle
eventually resulted in Heineken taking over Amstel. It also recounts how beer
distribution in the Netherlands occurred (from breweries directly to cafés and
restaurants) in the 1960s.
Power struggles between Bols and Heineken are also discussed, which ended in the
establishment of a joint venture called Bols Benelux.

Chapter 3 A Global Brand
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The way Heineken built a brewery network, and the growing reputation of
Heineken beer as an export item are the topics covered in this chapter. It also
outlines the problems during World War II concerning beer export and production.
Furthermore the chapter explores the strategy employed and consequent problems
in exporting the brand worldwide. It is evident that every continent and country
presents particular problems.

Chapter 4 The Conquest of the States
Building upon Chapter 3, the book focuses here on efforts to promote the brand in
the United States. Contrary to the previous chapter, there is more in-depth analysis
of the various aspects leading to the success of the Heineken brand in the foreign
market, in this case the American one.

Chapter 5 The Ambitions of a Pretender to the Throne
This chapter sketches out the stock holdings within HBM (Heineken Beer Brewery
Company). It names the largest shareholders and the resulting issues. It also
recounts Freddy Heineken’s experiences as a young man in the United States.
At the end of the chapter, Smit discusses the company’s advertising efforts and
Freddy Heineken’s keen awareness of its effect.
The success of the well-known slogan “Heerlijk Helder Heineken” is further
explained.

Chapter 6 Fort Europe
This chapter details the export of the brand within Europe. The applied strategy,
stumbling blocks, problems and ultimate success of the brand within many
European countries is outlined.

Chapter 7 The Kidnapping
This chapter describes the kidnapping of Freddy Heineken and his driver in
November 1983. The strategy and the goal of the kidnappers, as well as Freddy
Heineken’s ordeal and experiences, and the eventual freeing after 3 weeks’ time are
recalled.

Chapter 8 A Dozing Market Leader
A general description of how board meetings were conducted is given in this
chapter. In particular, the general manager position (filled by various people) is
emphasised. The different leadership styles and associated difficulties for those
assuming this post are discussed by those who served the company in this role.
The takeover of the Brand Brewery and the strike resulting from a social conflict
are also discussed.
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Chapter 9 The Style of the Head Honcho
This chapter is dedicated to the figure of Freddy Heineken.
His management style, personal character, lifestyle, material possessions and his
“advertising hobby” are central topics.

Chapter 10 The International Beer War
The international beer war resulting from stiff competition on the world market is
treated in this chapter. The takeovers and interests of the different international
breweries are discussed. Insights are given into the way Heineken had to utilise
every ounce of its capacity to retain its market share in the world market during this
competitive period.

Initial analysis:
After reading Freddy Heineken’s autobiography there are five issues which stood
out for me.

1) In comparison with the person himself, there is much more written about
the Heineken concern as a whole. The market strategy, the Heineken brand
and the company receive enormous attention, but descriptions of Freddy
Heineken the man are somewhat cursory. Only Chapter 5 (The Ambitions
of a Pretender to the Throne) and Chapter 9 (The Style of the Head
Honcho) are actually devoted in full to Freddy Heineken as a person. In the
other chapters the main character appears too infrequently in my opinion, if
the book is supposed to be an autobiography of the figure of Freddy Heineken.

2) There is no logical chronological progression between the chapters. The
chapters themselves often have an integral timeline, but once you read the
next chapter, the book skips back and forth in quantum leaps. This makes
following the story confusing to a reader.

3) Freddy Heineken enjoys great respect from people around him for his
leadership style and his advertising savvy, despite his “hard and often
brusque nature”. Almost everyone appearing in the book held Freddy in
high esteem, notwithstanding his despotic self-confidence, bluntness and
arrogance with which he often wielded his power.

4) The book is in fact a success story, meaning that every story ends on a
positive note for the company. Setbacks or missteps are certainly described
in the book, though in every case the concern emerges “victorious”.

5) In recounting a success story of the Heineken brand on a foreign or
domestic market, there is always a link drawn to the competition.
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I find two recurrent themes in the book.

1) the successful strategy on the foreign market. The proven strategy was used in
nearly every foreign market and may be summarised as follows: The
Heineken concern buys interests in local companies and manipulates the
market with their standard beer, thereby creating a demand for premium
beers through importing Heineken. Once the market has been primed, local
production of one of the Amsterdam concern’s international brews follows.

2) The company’s advertising efforts throughout the years (the successes but also the
miscues) and Freddy Heineken’s sharp mind for creative advertising.

I see the proven, successful strategy on the foreign market as typically
entrepreneurial. Continual awareness, capitalising on market shifts and daring to
take risks, thus staying a step ahead of the competition, are typical entrepreneurial
moves.

The “strong” stories I discovered in the book concern the main character himself.
Freddy Heineken the man is quite charmed by himself and sometimes seeks
affirmation he does not (always) receive. In the book there are two clear examples
of this.

Firstly, Freddy Heineken avers that he was in the resistance during the war years,
while in all probability this is not the case.
Secondly, in one of the stories about the concern’s advertising efforts, discussing
the positioning of the Heineken brand name, specifically the positioning of the
letter E in the logo. The way this letter is “placed” in the logo was thought up by ad
men, but Freddy Heineken gives himself the credit for this idea.

The most realistic story for me was the “duel on the Amstel”.
The competitive feeling existing between these two Amsterdam breweries and
emotions unleashed when Amstel is taken over by its major competitor, Heineken,
are understandably and realistically portrayed in Chapter 2 of the book.

There are three chapters which stood out for me in particular. These are Chapter 4
(Conquest of the States), Chapter 7 (Kidnapping) and Chapter 8 (A Dozing Market
Leader).

*The first chapter cited was appealing in its elegant description of how export
manager Van Munching essentially travelled to the US with a couple of crates of
Heineken, and ultimately succeeded in seizing a huge share of the market. This
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export manager’s techniques are described extensively and this man’s
entrepreneurial spirit is very compelling.

*Chapter 7, discussing the kidnapping, is a stand-alone chapter in the book, but has
two strong points. First, I had never before read an account of the actual
kidnapping and the reasoning behind it, while of course I knew of its occurrence.
Secondly, the kidnapping has resonance today given the recent liquidation of Cor
van Hout (the brains behind the kidnapping).

*Chapter 8 was appealing due to its discussion of the various management styles of
different general directors for the company. Each person had his own way of
dealing, and his own issues, which I found interesting to read.

There are two matters I felt detracted from the book.
First, the stories concerning the Heineken family (family tree) and the hierarchical
set up within the company, and second, the many brief stories on strategies (to win
market share) on the foreign market. The strategy employed is applicable to nearly
the entire global market, and this is repeatedly discussed without going in depth,
leading to repetitiveness. The reason why the chapter on the conquest of the States
is so compelling is that the strategy in that country, compared to others, was
explored and discussed in greater detail.
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Appendix 2: Individual reflections

Individual reflection Jasper Robelus

After I read the book “A Life in the Brewery” by Barbara Smit, I did not think it
was a biography of Freddy Heineken, but rather of the Heineken concern.

While reading I got the impression that the story almost exclusively and solely dealt
with the Heineken company. On closer inspection that proved not to be the case.
As I delved deeper into the book, I did uncover many passages devoted to Freddy
Heineken the man. The book hides such a wealth of information that in a
preliminary reading, this specific information about Freddy Heineken can slip past
unnoticed.

Using deconstructive analysis, in my case Boje’s technique, you arrive at a different
view of the book. We had to first filter through to find passages specifically dealing
with Freddy Heineken and then assemble a character portrait. Then, we sought
contradictions to these character traits. It became somewhat apparent that the
author had a tainted view of Freddy Heineken. This led us to reevaluate the most
important character traits to test and see whether they would still fit within the
context of the story. We concluded that the author was not completely objective in
her work, and had instead allowed her personal opinion to influence the story.

Previously, I always unquestioningly accepted what was written in newspapers and
books, without realising for one moment that the author could put a particular spin
on a story. As our research progressed, I increasingly came to the conclusion that
the writer here, Barbara Smit, did add her own layer of bias to the portrait of
Freddy Heineken.

I think that I will approach books and newspaper articles more critically from now
on, and not simply assume the truth of everything I read. It should make me better
able to form an independent opinion on specific topics without feeling compelled
to accept a certain viewpoint.

Individual reflection Remco Duiker

The goal of this personal reflection is to compare the initial analysis with the final
report.

Initially, I set out five issues which struck me as significant upon finishing the
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book. The most striking of these was the abundant information given about the
Heineken concern as compared to the person himself. I wondered whether this
book could honestly bill itself as a(n) (auto)biography of Freddy Heineken, the man?

Now that we have thoroughly immersed ourselves in the personal character of
Freddy Heineken I should amend that viewpoint. Through the act of examining
this person’s characteristics, I must conclude that indeed there is much written
about the man in the book. However, it repeatedly occurs in short passages, which
in turn do not immediately stand out on first glance.

Furthermore, after reading the book I still did not actually understand what a
narrative analysis entails, and what the ultimate goal of the seminar was.

I do recognise now that focusing upon a specific theme in a book and performing a
study using narrative analysis will help you arrive at deeper insights than you might
first assume. Using narrative analysis allows you to unravel a certain theme in a
book, and thus draw more out of the story. This enhances the insight I have
received.

If I were to make a link between my initial analysis and the end report, I should say
that the initial analysis was strictly geared to the story as a whole, primarily those
matters dealing with the company (as I thought then there was little to say about
the person), and that the end report has become an in-depth study of the personal
character of Freddy Heineken; proving that there is in fact much to recount about
him as a person.

Conclusion: In my opinion the book may rightfully call itself an (auto)biography of
Freddy Heineken, the man, although narrative analytical methods were needed to
change my opinion.

Individual reflection Vincent Degewij

For the seminar in corporate psychology, “Myths Surrounding Entrepreneurship”,
I read the book “A Life in the Brewery – A Biography of Freddy Heineken”, by
Barbara Smit. In my initial analysis I noted several points which stood out for me. I
would like to return to these here (after the analysis is concluded).

One of the points cited concerns the poor contact between the writer and
Heineken. In the analysis I termed this a “research limitation”. The fact that several
(key) figures neglected to lend full cooperation to the study means the data
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necessary for sold content analysis is incomplete. This also is evident in the
analysis.

Another point deals with Heineken’s experiences in surviving World War II. The
book raises doubts about his role as a resistance hero. The analysis shows that the
war had no direct consequences on the strategy Heineken later followed.

A third point asks: “To what extent was Heineken truly an “intelligent, creative,
advertising-savvy, cool-headed, humorous man with flawless intuition and
enormous drive” as Barbara Smit avers?”
Following the analysis it appears that Freddy Heineken’s manipulative nature and
creativity had the largest influence on the Heineken brand and company.

I wonder to what degree it is possible to minimise the subjective aspect of
categories chosen for the content analysis.

Prior to compiling the analysis but after reading the book, I had several ideas about
the impact of certain of Heineken’s character traits on the company. After the
analysis had been performed, these proved well-founded. I began from the
viewpoint that the “Life Issue: Survival” should have had a larger impact on
strategic priorities than was indicated by the analysis result. I thought this was quite
noteworthy.

I am curious to see how Heineken’s recent death will influence possible future
strategic shifts for the company and the continuation of the Heineken brand.

Individual reflection Mark Hagen

Our group of three attempted to unravel the book “Heineken, A Life in the Brewery”
using content analysis. The question in this individual reflection is whether insight
into the book, and the subject of entrepreneurship, has changed as a result.
First I would like to address the first part of this assignment. I have indeed changed
several of my initial insights. My view of the book and the figure of Heineken has
changed on certain points, and on others not, although a strengthened perception
has resulted.
Actual analysis of the book required more conscious reading of the text. By this I
mean that one does not read as normal, but rather with more concentration and
focus. This approach enhanced the book’s impact upon me and changed my
viewpoint, though not significantly so. Also, reading theory on (ante) narratives has
sharpened my awareness of many written works. I was actually completely ignorant
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of this literature and this made it all the more interesting to do something about it.
Becoming more aware that a writer convinces you in one way through her style and
(sometimes hidden) intent is something one does not often realise, thus falling prey
to whatever the message is.
My view of Heineken as a person changed slightly as well. Originally I only looked
at his performances. These are of course exceptional, and afford him respect. This
image was promoted by the book, and as such strengthened my own opinion.
However, the way he conducted himself and his business was at times utterly
bizarre. During the analytical process, certain elements of his character were
specifically highlighted. After a first reading it is already apparent, but once one
details all the occurrences, as happens in a content analysis, the feeling only grows.
In particular, his humor, stubbornness and bluntness stood out. When you start to
look closely you see exactly how often he used these as a weapon. My view of the
content did not appreciably change thanks to the analysis, in comparison to my first
reading. However, my view of Heineken did change from that I held prior to
reading the book.
Besides the book, I would also like to address the theme of entrepreneurship. My
first thoughts when considering the word entrepreneurship were actually about
starting a business. I still see that as the essence of the term. Yet you get a totally
different image in the book about Heineken. He did not start the company, but did
begin from almost nothing, due to his father’s naiveté and trusting nature. Through
taking risks and showing initiative, he regained ownership of a large number of
shares. These two actions are what I see as essential entrepreneurial qualities, and in
this light Freddy Heineken certainly fits the description. He did not found a
company, but he did make it successful. My view of what constitutes an
“entrepreneur” thus changed from someone who starts up a company to someone
who takes initiative, is creative, dares to take risks and emerges as a frontrunner.
My conclusion is that my opinion when reading texts has changed, but toward this
book my view has not actually changed much from the position I held prior to the
analysis. It is only that several points have become more clearly emphasised.

Individual reflection Dennis Bloot

In comparing the initial analysis and the final report I have noted the following:

 Content analysis forces you to read the book in a completely different way,
in itself interesting and educational. One must keep in mind the limitations
of this analytical method, as we have noted in our report. I feel that this
analysis should rightly serve to support other analyses, since a qualitative
approach such as this – definitely when solely focused on a book which in
itself is limited – does not have much stand-alone value. We were thus
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extremely cautious in drawing conclusions, and possibly did not propose
those connections which you may have expected. In our view these were not
sufficiently supported by our analysis, though they may be advanced when
using additional research methods.

 In the initial analysis, I summarised the book and offered my general
opinion, while in the end report more emphasis was given to a specific topic.
Despite this discrepancy, as far as content is concerned I did not receive
different impressions of the book. This is likely because we chose a topic
recurring throughout the book. You concentrate on a specific topic, but that
topic is found everywhere. Even parts of the book I initially found
uninteresting (chapters dealing with company history and the international
beer market) did not become more interesting on second consideration.

 In the initial analysis I indicated that: “Typical themes for Heineken’s
entrepreneurship – as named above – are in fact already detailed in the
Foreword. This raises the expectation that – besides the brand and the
company – the book will chiefly address Freddy Heineken. As a reader I was
disappointed. Nonetheless, in the Foreword there is space and explanation
given to discussing the reasons for this, though I do not see the relevance of
the other 300 pages. The myth is preserved and upheld by the book and
perhaps even enhanced; I do not think that was Smit’s intention.” We have
managed to identify and name those typical themes for entrepreneurship,
but the relationship between personality and strategic priorities is – as noted
previously – not simple to deduce. I had thought before that this would be
easier. On that score, I find the kind of analysis used for this book – as a
result of its (many) shortcomings – inadequate, in the sense that you can
draw complete conclusions from it. That is not to say it was not interesting
or educational. On the contrary, by not only critically appraising the book,
but the analysis itself and our own conclusions as well, I feel this seminar
was definitely worthwhile.

Individual reflection Edwin Veenstra

In the earlier compiled spontaneous analysis, one issue was struck me in reading
the book “Heineken – A Life in the Brewery”, by Barbara Smit. In addition, I
offered my expectations of the book and which things I found compelling. In the
final report, we discussed the chosen analytical method, with the resulting
conclusion being to continue unraveling the book. The research question posed by
the final report concerns how Freddy Heineken, with all his personality and
charisma, made the Heineken company into a world player. The numerous
examples from the final report form the basis of the insight into how Freddy
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Heineken could leave a deep and lasting impression on both his friends and his
foes alike. In this reflection, a comparison will be made between the initial analysis
and the final report.

When our group chose the Microstoria method I knew nothing of this analytical
format. In retrospect, I did use this method to some extent in writing the initial
analysis. In particular, I address several times how various sources approached the
subject of Freddy Heineken. I also discovered that a much better image is created
when one stops to consider people’s opinions in the book, which people are not
even significantly described. When the book is read as one big story, then you do
not focus on these details, and quickly gloss over them. I did note in the initial
analysis that I would have appreciated reading more about Freddy Heineken’s
contributions during his formative years. By working with the Microstoria method,
I have now realised that I gleaned much more from the text. I see this as an
unequivocal enhancement of my insight. Analysing the strength of Freddy’s
influence on some people or situations lets you step into the shoes of those people
or situations, permitting greater comprehension of their impact.

Another notable point is that the final report’s conclusion more or less agrees with
my observations from the initial analysis. Freddy’s drive in combination with his
talents and unpredictability, humor and intelligence make him the charismatic man
he was. His multifaceted nature is also noted in both reports. His homo universalis
persona garnered the respect of many.
Freddy himself swore that his solid common sense and intuition set him apart from
the rest. I see this as meaning that he followed his own path and believed in
himself. I realised that in reading the story as a whole one misses a great deal, and
taking time to consider the “smaller” stories gives enormous additional insight.
There is much more to be gained from the book than one might consider present
initially. In the initial analysis I thought it was a surprising conclusion that Barbara
still wrote about Heineken admiringly despite his opposition. I no longer find that
surprising. The analysis in the final report only confirms, in my view, Freddy
Heineken’s congeniality and his undeniable charisma.

Individual reflection Menno van den Berg

In this personal reflection, my intent is to describe how my insights have changed
throughout the course, and to analyse the differences between my initial analysis
and the definitive report.
These two things go hand in hand of course, since through changed insight the
final report has taken the form it has.
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My initial analysis is predicated on the grand narrative, the broad story of Heineken.
Not so strange given I had never heard of narrative analytical methods before. My
first conclusions were that, comparatively speaking, too little of the book actually
was about Freddy Heineken. But after close reading using the Microstoria method,
and once again going through the book with the method in mind, I recognised that
in fact there was a great deal, though in small sections, of stories which said
something about Heineken.

First off I also had the impression of several chapters being rather chaotic. This
was due to the chronological skipping around of topics and events, forcing the
reader to concentrate on when something was taking place, and which of the
previous stories may or may not have already occurred. This chaos was itself made
more logical through the course of the study. Yet this may be attributable to the
fact that I read the book various times front to back and then back to front. One
important critical point named in my initial analysis was that Barbara Smit was fairly
negative about Freddy Heineken. Closer examination led me to add nuance to that
criticism. Most recounting of Heineken’s exploits is totally neutral. Only a few
times does Smit allow her personal negative feeling about Freddy Heineken to be
expressed. These expressions, though, complete the image of Heineken. The
vengeful lust for power that she portrays is in fact the image he could project at
times. In the initial analysis I cited Freddy Heineken’s personal influence on the
company. Ultimately, the influence of his personality on the company became a
guiding theme for our study. I gained no new insights on that score, but the image
has only become clarified.

I experienced huge developments in the area of narrative methodology. Prior to
this seminar I had never heard of this. Yet especially after reading Boje’s book, I
recognised that one can look at stories in many different ways. It is both useful and
pleasant to do so if you wish to draw out more from the text than the story alone.
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3. Changes in the Conceptualisation of the
Family Firm in the Media in The Netherlands

Preamble

Chapter Title Aim in the scope of the thesis

1 A Closer Look at the
Mythological Entrepreneur

Exploring the dominant (societal) idea (myth) of
entrepreneurship

2 ‘Deconstructing’ an
Entrepreneurial Myth

To relate of an experiment in stimulating ‘critical’ thinking
in students by deconstructing an entrepreneurial myth
(entrepreneurial biography)

3 Changes in the
Conceptualisation of the
Family Firm in the Media in
The Netherlands

To make a static conceptualisation more dynamic by
looking at its constellation of meanings and by adding
the temporal dimension

4 Rhythmanalysing the Emergence
of The Republic of Tea

Proposing ‘rhythmanalysis’ in contributing to a process-
based view of entrepreneurship that is about becoming,
allowing room for its everyday and dynamic nature

5 Filming Entrepreneurship Film is proposed as a means to capture (and teach for)
entrepreneurship as a dynamic process and real-life
phenomenon

Chapter 3 does not fit the ‘becoming’-perspective as introduced in the
Introduction of the thesis; ‘becoming’ combines knowledge and action
(knowledge is action and vice versa), whereas in this Chapter knowledge
is viewed as to come before action. In Chapter 3 I take the viewpoint of
wanting to understand the ‘meanings underlying behaviour’ (as suggested
by Tsoukas, 2005) – in this case specifically the meanings as presented
through the business media about the family firm29. Chapter 3 is about
(changes in) the conceptualisation of the family firm in some Dutch
business media. It is the aspect of change that makes the Chapter have a
contribution in the main research aim, or rather in the proposed
conceptual model; by means of the analysis presented in this Chapter I

29 Making the analysis actually rather one-sided, taking only the media side into consideration. A relational
constructionist approach as suggested and explained by Hosking (2007) would have at least considered the ‘other
side’ instead of assuming that as to actually remaining a ‘black box’.
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aim to bring in the process angle – making a static conceptualisation
more dynamic by adding the temporal dimension.

In the Chapter I introduce and use the notion of the ‘language game’
notion as proposed by Wittgenstein (1954) for introducing and
explaining the fact that the term ‘family firm’ does not have one single
meaning, but is instead rather a ‘constellation of meanings’ and that it is
not a fixed constellation, but rather a moving constellation of meanings. It
is not the locality, the ‘particular forms of life’ aspect (Hosking, 2007) of
Wittgenstein’s language game concept that I build upon in the Chapter.

What this Chapter contributes in the thesis is to look at how a
conceptualisation changes, flows, over time, thus making the
conceptualisation more dynamic.
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Changes in the Conceptualisation of the
Family Firm in the Media in The Netherlands

‘What do we talk about when we talk about the family firm?’
(Freely rendered from Gartner, 1990)

3.1. Introduction

This Chapter presents and discusses a research concerning the media
discourse on family firms in The Netherlands. Family entrepreneurship
has recently come into fashion in many Western countries, including The
Netherlands. It is, of course, not a new phenomenon (the oldest family
firm in The Netherlands has already been founded in 1660) but its media
attention has grown phenomenally in recent years. Sharma (2004)
distinguishes four levels of analysis in the field of family business
research: individual, interpersonal/group, organisational, and
societal/environmental. While the first three have received a fair amount
of research attention, the role of family firms in their environment and
their collective impact on society are not so well-documented (apart
from the collective impact of family firms on the economy, cf. Flören,
2002). This Chapter fits the last category: it aims to explore and ‘map’
(part of) the societal understanding of the family firm. More to the point:
it explores what constitutes the meaning attributed to the phenomenon
of the family firm in Dutch media articles (business magazines and
business/economics sections of daily newspapers), and if and how this
attributed meaning has changed from 2001-2005.

The aspect of meaning has not received much attention among family
business researchers (a notable exception is provided by Fletcher, 2002),
even though it is concepts that inform actors who act on the basis of
these concepts: ‘We cannot understand human behavior unless we grasp
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the meanings informing it’ (Tsoukas 2005, p. 98). But why the (business)
media discourse? The media play an important role in the dissemination
of information because they control both the channel (magazine,
newspaper) as well as the content of it (Rindova et al., 2006). The media
inform a public about issues and events (Chen & Meindl, 1991,
Deephouse, 2000) and thus they influence stakeholders (Abrahamson &
Fombrun, 1994, Deephouse, 2000, Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001, Pollock &
Rindova, 2003). Knowing what constitutes the business media discourse
on family firms – as well as knowing if and how it moves – is both
interesting and relevant because this discourse is part of the business and
societal context in which family firms operate. (Bank) Managers and
(other) entrepreneurs (such as competitors, potential partners as well as
potential successors) are informed by the business media.

Why the media as a source of information are important may be further
illuminated by means of Flören’s (2002) investigations. He discerns both
internal (such as family conflicts) as well as external barriers for family
firm success: the top three external barriers are: job market, financing,
and government (p. 28). These are hard, if not impossible, to influence
by individual family firms. Whereas the governmental barrier is mostly a
matter of legislation, image is an important aspect when it comes to the
job market and financing. The image potential managers have construed
of working in a family firm does not fit ‘reality’ and financiers have
limited knowledge of specific characteristics of family firms (again,
Flören, 2002). This Chapter contributes to insight in (changes in) the
image the Dutch media construe of the Dutch family firm.

Since ‘specific meanings […] may ebb and flow in the shifting sea of
context, time and place’ (Nicholson & Anderson 2005, p. 154), three
timeframes were investigated for their meaning content and analysed for
possible shifts between them. Before elaborating on how I will
investigate the meaning attributed to family entrepreneurship in The
Netherlands and what the results of this investigation are, I will first give
an overview of key concepts within family entrepreneurship research.
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3.2. Family entrepreneurship

‘A firm is a family firm if it meets at least two out of three criteria: more
than 50% of the shares belongs to one family; one family has a decisive
influence on the firm’s strategy or succession; a majority or at least two
members of the board come(s) from one family’ (Flören, 2002, p. 11).
Family firms are on average older than non-family firms, experience
longer management terms, and have more employee enthusiasm, pride,
commitment, dedication and loyalty (Flören, 2002). They are usually seen
as more reliable (Flören, 2002), but also as less innovative; the general
opinion seems to be that when family and firm are interrelated, a less
effective business enterprise results (Ward, 1997, Litz & Kleysen, 2001).
Compared to non-family firms, family firms are more coherent, but they
also show more conflicts (Kellermans & Eddleston, 2001, Flören, 2002).
These conflicts are not in the last place of an intergenerational nature (cf.
Levinson, 1971, Davis, 1982, Schoenberger, 2001) and often are
associated with succession: ‘the transfer of a family firm from one
generation to the next and the leadership change this entails often is a
difficult process’ (Flören, 2002, p. 25). Family firm succession is not only
difficult because of intergenerational conflicts: directors very often
postpone succession – for all sorts of (emotional) reasons – and/or do
not arrange the succession process very well (again: Flören, 2002).

Morris et al. (1997, p. 388-389) have conceptualised the family firm as a
‘total system’, consisting of ‘a number of subsystems, including the
business as an entity, the family as an entity, and the founder as an
entity’. Each of these subsystems has a unique (and potentially
conflicting) set of identities and cultures, and contains subsystems of its
own. To understand the family firm we must consider the various
subsystems’ interactions. Tagiuri and Davis (1992), contend that a ‘three-
circle model’ of family firms includes family, firm and ownership. The
three-circle model can be seen as an extension of Morris et al. A founder
is usually the owner until a succession takes place; the broader term
‘ownership’ is therefore applicable as of the second-generation takeover
because it covers a broader range of family firms. The three-circle model
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by Tagiuri and Davis is seen as an important conceptual model of family
organisation. It helps provide an overview of key concepts within family
entrepreneurship research, which include:
- The extent of family involvement and interrelatedness of family and
firm (in other words, the overlap of family and firm).
- Succession and involvement of other generations.
- Ownership (shares, voting control) and percentage of shares belonging
to (members of) the family (level and mode of family ownership).
- The (number of) management positions occupied by family members
and governance; family influence introduces idiosyncratic problems.

3.3. Research design

This Chapter is about a research investigating what constitutes the
meaning attributed to the phenomenon of family entrepreneurship in
business magazines in The Netherlands, whether this attributed meaning
has changed from 2001-2005, and if so, how. The method adopted is
content analysis: ‘Content analysis is a research method that uses a set of
procedures to make valid inferences from text’ (Weber, 1990, p. 9).
According to Krippendorff (2004, p. xiii), ‘the content analyst views data
as representations not of physical events but of texts, images, and
expressions that are created to be seen, read, interpreted, and acted on
for their meanings, and must therefore be analysed with such uses in
mind.’ Much has been said about content analysis and many angles have
been taken. As Liang and Wang (2004, p. 400) state, ‘this systematic
approach can be used with considerable flexibility. Some applications are
comprehensive, and others more issue-centred.’ Content analysis as
adopted in this research is a way to investigate the meaning attributed to
a certain phenomenon. A misinterpretation of content analysis is that it
reveals what a text intends to or does convey (Krippendorff, 2004), some
kind of essential message. Content analysis does not lay bare the essential
message of a text. The aspect of content analysis I focus on is ‘typical
language’ used in texts, which provides insight in what characterises a text.
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Typical language refers to terms with a higher than average use within a
certain context (e.g., police officers are bound to make use of
idiosyncratic terminology when acting as policemen). Three bulks of
texts were analysed (one for each time period) and compared to a
reference corpus. I have used the ‘keywords’ tool of the collocation
software program Wordsmith. Keywords are those which occur unusually
frequently (or unusually infrequently) compared to some kind of reference
corpus. Therefore, keywords provide a useful way to characterise a text
(by the typical language in it). The keywords tool delivers two kinds of
information:
- The frequency of each keyword in the source text(s)
- A comparison to its frequency in the reference corpus

The keywords of a bulk of text are ordered by their ‘key-ness’.30 The
statistical test used is the log likelihood test. High key-ness indicates that a
word is ‘key’ in describing the difference between the occurrence of the
keyword in the reference corpus and in the smaller wordlist. A deviant
keyword has a notable frequency in the smaller wordlist when compared
to the reference corpus.

The reference corpus for this research is composed of all articles
published in a general Dutch newspaper in 2004. The corpus was
specially constructed for this research because of the absence of a
suitable (Dutch) reference corpus. A general newspaper was chosen
because of the fact that it has a general audience. The idea was that
idiosyncratic business terms would surface more easily in a general
newspaper text. The total number of words in the reference corpus was
5,616,024.

I have used the LexisNexis Academic database to compose the three
bulks of text pertaining to family entrepreneurship and the reference
corpus. The data for the research came from newspaper and (business)

30 The key-ness is the measure by which the extent of difference in frequency is expressed. It is the result of a
cross-tabulation of 1) the frequency of the word in the smaller wordlist, 2) the number of words in the smaller
wordlist, 3) the frequency of the word in the reference corpus and 4) the number of words in the running corpus.
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magazine articles. The media in the set were a business magazine (FEM
Business, the Dutch equivalent of BusinessWeek), a financial business
newspaper (Het Financieele Dagblad), and the business-economic sections
of daily newspapers (NRC Handelsblad, Het Parool, De Telegraaf, Trouw, and
de Volkskrant). Naturally, the dominant audience consists of managers
and entrepreneurs – the business community. Its members are most
likely to take notice of and read the material. Roughly speaking, the
meanings distilled from these sources thus are one of the sources that
inform managers and entrepreneurs. The social context for the (changes
in) meaning attributed to the phenomenon of family entrepreneurship is
formed by the Dutch business community.
Search words when selecting texts were ‘family firm’ and ‘family firms’.
Only articles exceeding 750 words were included because of the
anecdotal nature of shorter articles. All texts were read to ensure that the
article contained a sufficient amount of suitable text on family firms.

Included were all articles of the first halves of 2001 and 2005, and all
articles from April through September of 2003. The underlying reason
was to ensure that similarities between the years could not be ascribed to
the months chosen. The 2005 selection contained far more words than
2001 and 2003; I therefore enlarged the 2001 selection to include the
month of August and the 2003 selection to include the months of March
and October. The total number of words in the relevant articles
published in these three time spans was 79,079. Table 3.1 presents the
word count per period.

Year Number of words
2001 25,590
2003 20,619
2005 32,870
Total 79,079

Table 3.1: Text sets and number of words

Apart from the keywords and their relative (both positive and negative)
frequencies, the keyword links have been considered in order to arrive at
the second part of the aim of this research which is to trace how the
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meaning attributed to the phenomenon of family entrepreneurship in
The Netherlands has changed from 2001 to 2005. A list of link words
connected with a given keyword provides other keywords in the same
text that occur within a span of five words of each other. One could say
that the link words of a keyword provide information as to ‘what
company they (in this case the keywords) keep’. The overview of link
words per keyword turns into a powerful analysis tool when made into
something that I call a ‘sociogram of words’. Sociograms are literally a
means to visualise social connections (relationships) within a
configuration of (human) actors. A sociogram usually is a graphical
reproduction of social relations, of a group’s formation (see for instance
Polley & Eid, 1990 and Lennox Terrion & Ashforth, 2002). Instead of
visualising human social relations, by means of the ‘sociograms of words’
per time frame I aim to visualise the connections between the (key)words
within the time frame. In that respect, the ‘sociogram of words’ refers to
Wittgenstein’s notion of the ‘language game’, by which is meant that any
term, any concept has multiple meanings, in other words, is ‘unfixed’.
There are countless possibilities in word use and ways to describe a
phenomenon; we can play with words. Any such language game is part
of a larger context, of what Wittgenstein calls ‘a form of life’. This
suggests that any language game is ‘alive’; it is indeed part of life (and
therefore prone to change, unfixed). What this adds to the insights
delivered by the overview of keywords per time frame is that the
sociogram of words sheds light on the family firm language game within
a time frame.

The overview of keywords for a time frame (as will be presented and
discussed in the first part of the next section) can be seen as a static
‘photo’ of the meaning attributed to family entrepreneurship in that time
frame. It is made dynamic by means of comparing it to the other time
frames (which is necessary to be able to draw conclusions as to how the
meaning attributed to entrepreneurship has changed over these time
frames). However, the introduction of the link words – and moreover
the sociogram of words as a means to portray them – can make each of
the three static ‘photos’ of the family firm presented in the previous
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section – whose only dynamic quality thus is the shifts between timeframes
– more dynamic. The sociogram of words portrays a constellation of
connected meanings and may even hint at possible shifts within a
timeframe (instead of only between the timeframes). The next section,
the results section, is therefore divided in two parts: first, an overview of
the relative frequencies of keywords per time frame is presented and
discussed from the view point of shifts between time frames and second,
the portrayal of the sociogram of words for each time frame is presented
and discussed from the point of view of the meaning constellation within
a timeframe.

3.4. Results

The results section is divided in two parts. The first part discusses the
keywords and their relative frequencies (both positive and negative), the
second part discusses the keyword links.

Keywords and their relative frequencies
As has been explained in the previous section, keywords provide a useful
way for investigating the typical language in a text. In terms of this
typical language, the interest lies in unusually frequent keywords: both the
negative (the words that occur far less frequently than one would expect)
as well as the positive keywords (the words that occur far more
frequently than one would expect). Table 3.2 gives an overview of the
ten most unusually frequent, positive and relevant31 keywords per time
span.

31 ‘Relevant’ means that the word in question is associated with the concept of family entrepreneurship. The
keywords output list also featured signs (like ‘#’) and common words (like ‘the’, ‘from’); these were not
included in the list of ten most unusually frequent relevant keywords. Other examples of keywords omitted for
relevancy were people’s names (Morskieft, Slippens, Wurth, etc.), company names (Hooghoudt, Boskalis,
Hagemeyer etc.) and words such as ‘coffee’.
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2001 2003 2005
1. Succession [448,25] Shareholders [426,88] Family [513,24]
2. Familial [268,76] Succession [278,83] Family forum [378,61]
3. Entrepreneur [257,61] Family [207,73] Shareholder [202,84]
4. External [242,44]

[advisor/director]
Shares [197,25] Shareholders [197,32]

5. Family [192,30] Voting right [177,33] Sale [187,84]
6. Board [174,37] Shareholder [125,56] Succession [155,91]
7. Governance [139,75] Succession32 [121,91] Generation [151,89]
8. Take-over [138,80] Board of directors [121,91] Familial [143,25]
9. Founder [131,47] Successor [110,34] Family members [125,43]
10. Successor [129,50] External [101,91]

[advisor/director]
Financier [102,32]

Table 3.2. Overview of relevant words most unusually frequent in the bulk of text pertaining to one of the three time
spans. Key-ness expressed in brackets33.

The keywords in table 3.2 can all roughly be categorised into the four
earlier defined key concepts within family entrepreneurship research:
succession, ownership, leadership/governance, and family. Please note that
‘family’ in this context refers to the interrelatedness of family and firm
and that ownership and succession are connected, for succession usually
means a transfer of ownership. The same applies to succession and
leadership/governance: succession always means a transfer of leadership.
This categorisation is not meant to provide a strict division of the
concepts, but more to illuminate possible shifts in focus of attention
between the time frames. When for example looking at the 2001 time
frame, one can attribute both ‘familial’ (2nd position) and ‘family’ (5th

position) to the family category. To continue along these lines: in this
same time frame, succession (1st position), take-over (8th position),
founder (9th position) and successor (10th position) can be attributed to
the succession category. In order to determine the relative significance of
each category between the time frames I have looked at two things: the

32 For the attentive reader who is wondering why ‘succession’ appears twice in this list: the first mention of
‘succession’ in this list is a translation of the Dutch ‘opvolging’, the second mention of ‘succession’ is a
translation of the Dutch word ‘bedrijfsopvolging’. In Dutch these are two different words (although not different
meanings); there is however only one English translation.
33 Reminder: key-ness is the measure by which the extent of difference in frequency is expressed. It is the result
of a cross-tabulation of 1) the computation of the frequency of the word in the smaller wordlist, 2) the number of
words in the smaller wordlist, 3) the frequency of the word in the reference corpus and 4) the number of words in
the running corpus. Please note: it is only possible to compare key-ness within a time frame and not between
time frames (129,50 (Successor, 2001) cannot be compared with 110,34 (Successor, 2003)).
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position within one time frame (the first time a term is mentioned when
looking from top to bottom) compared to the position within the other
time frames and number of terms within categories. This delivers the
following findings:

- With regards to family: in 2001 and 2003, familial and family are
respectively ranked second and third. In 2005, however, family
takes first place. Family thus gained significance somewhere
between 2001 and 2005, not because of key-ness per se but because
of position within the timeframe: 2001 shows two references to
family (familial and family), 2003 has one and 2005 has four
(family, family forum, familial, family members). The introduction
of the terms family forum and family members in 2005 indicates that
the content of the family category since 2003 has also changed.

- With regards to ownership: the aspect of ownership (shareholders)
ranks first in the 2003 time span. Related terms in 2003 outnumber
2005 by one: the former features shareholders, shares, voting right and
shareholder; the 2005 list features shareholder, shareholders and sale.
Although in 2001 succession occurs in (and even tops) the list,
there is no direct mention of an ownership-related subject.

- With regards to succession: succession tops the list in 2001, drops to
second place in 2003, and holds only sixth place in 2005. Four
succession-related subjects occur in 2001 (succession, take-over, founder
and successor), three in 2003 (succession [twice], and successor) and three
in 2005 (sale, succession, and generation). Apparently en vogue in 2001,
succession later lost some significance.

- Leadership/governance refers to the way the firm is controlled and
not how, when or if leadership is passed on, be it by take-over or
intergenerational succession. The 2001 time span has four
references to the subject (advisor/director, entrepreneur, board, and
governance); the 2003 time span has two (voting right and board of
directors); the 2005 time span has only one (family forum). Media
interest in leadership/governance of family firms was thus at its
peak in 2001, slowly losing ground over 2003 and 2005.
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The negative keywords in the smaller wordlists (the business texts) – the
words that occur far less frequently than one would expect – are as
interesting as those that occur far more frequently than one would expect
on the basis of the reference corpus. The negative keywords are: time, on,
and euro (2001); am, her, my, to, have, yet, against, he, was, and I (2003); week,
her, against (2005). It is notable that currency was of less interest to family
firms than it was to the population in general in 2004 given that the euro
was introduced in 2001. And time is apparently not as much an issue in
family firms as it is in general parlance. The fact that her occurs far less
frequently than it does in general parlance in 2003 and 2005 might
indicate that the family firm is not so much a matter of female
involvement (yet). This is supported by family firm research (cf. Vera &
Dean 2005, Sharma 2004).

Keyword links
As has been explained in the research design section, along with
keywords and their relative (positive and negative) frequencies, keyword
links have been taken into consideration. Apart from ‘simply’ listing the
link words per keyword (see table 3.3a), a ‘sociogram of words’ has been
drawn. The link words as portrayed through the sociogram of words
shed light on the ‘language game’ for family entrepreneurship within a
time frame.

Keyword Link words
1. Succession Hooghoudt*, familial, family, Hagemeyer*, Van

Oord*
2. Familial Family, founder, Van Oord*
3. Entrepreneur External (advisor/director), SHV*, family, board
4. External

(advisor/director)
SHV*, family, Hagemeyer*, shareholders, Van Oord*

5. Family Board, Hagemeyer*, founder, successor, board,
Ballast*, Van Oord*

6. Board Shares, shareholders, Van Oord*
7. Governance -
8. Take-over Founder, directors
9. Founder -
10. Successor Shares

Table 3.3a: Link words per keyword 2001. * Starred names are Dutch family firms.
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Family

Founder
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External
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Board
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Directors

Entrepreneur

Figure 3.3b: Sociogram for the 2001 keywords.

In the sociogram family is a very ‘key’ term with respect to the number
of times it is associated with other terms. It is actually the most apparent
key term in this figure (contrary to the overview provided in table 2).
The ‘language game’ for the concept of family entrepreneurship thus
delivers a different picture from the overview of keywords. This could
mean that family is not an explicit but implicit key term in the 2001 list of
keywords since – evidently – most of the terms that are key in 2001
(leadership/governance and succession), in the sociogram refer to the
family aspect. Actually, in the 2001 sociogram succession, founder and
directors are all rather ‘outside’ terms. Again, as has been suggested in the
research design section, this may be explained by the fact that the
analysis of keywords in 2001 provides a static ‘photo’ of the family firm.
The sociogram, however, may indicate (upcoming) shifts within a
timeframe (instead of between timeframes); ‘outside’ terms can become
‘inside’ terms and vice versa. Perhaps succession, founder and director
are only just ‘moving into sight’, or they are ‘leaving the stage’. Or
‘succession’ is leaving and ‘director’ is entering the family firm discourse.
Or ‘founder’ is entering and ‘succession’ is leaving, and so on.
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Let us now consider the other 2 timeframes, first 2003.

Keyword Link words
1. Shareholders Passive, shares, voting right, succession
2. Succession Flören34, CSM*, Vink35

3. Family Voting right, firms, board of directors, Wilton*,
EFBI36, Zwammerdam*, Berk37, buy out

4. Shares Kinesis*, Zwammerdam*
5. Voting right -
6. Shareholder -
7. Succession -
8. Board of directors -
9. Successor -
10. External

(advisor/director)
-

Table 3.4a: Link words per keyword 2003. Terms with * are names of Dutch family firms.

Shareholders Voting right

Succession

Shares

Family

Board of directors

Firms

Buy-out

Passive

Figure 3.4b: Sociogram for the 2003 keywords

34 A Professor of Family Entrepreneurship
35 Chairman of the board of CSM
36 European Family Business Institute, associated with the Rotterdam School of Economics.
37 Berk is an accountancy firm.
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Two key terms, shareholders and family, surface in 2003. The sociogram
suggests that family ownership is of key interest in 2003, as was also
suggested by the list of keywords. Not much difference there. Notable
however is the totally different form of the 2003 sociogram when
compared with 2001. Compared to the 2001 sociogram, which is more
intricate, the 2003 sociogram is evidently more dispersed with two
equally nested terms, hinting at another language game for 2003. With
regards to terms moving from outside-in and vice versa, ‘firms’ is
notable, for this term is new compared to the 2001 sociogram. When
looking at the 2005 overview (table 3.5a and figure 3.5b), ‘firm’ has even
become a connected term, however not as dominant as ‘shareholder(s)’
and ‘family forum’. Nevertheless, the 2003 sociogram may already be
hinting at this shift in meaning with respect to ‘firm’.

Keyword Link words
1. Family Verkade*, Wurth38, shareholder, shareholders, sale,

Boone39, Compernolle40, Lievens41, firm, Jumbo*,
firms, Fentener*, Hooff42

2. Family forum Wurth, shareholder, generation, firm, entrepreneurs
3. Shareholder Firm
4. Shareholders Generation, Compernolle
5. Sale Boone
6. Succession Boone, Fentener*
7. Generation -
8. Familial Compernolle
9. Family members Management
10. Financier -

Table 3.5a: Link words per keyword 2005. Terms with * are names of Dutch family firms.

38 Ex-leader of a German family firm.
39 Director of a Dutch family firm.
40 Advisor of family firms.
41 Member of the board of the Belgian Family Firm Institute.
42 The new family director of Burgers’ Zoo.
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Family members

Management

Family

Shareholder

Firm

Sale

Family forum

Generation

Entrepreneurs

Figure 3.5b: Sociogram for the 2005 keywords

The dominance of ‘shareholder’ and ‘family forum’ respectively deviates
from the overview of keywords in the respect that ‘shareholder’
(ownership) was not so notably key in the overview of keywords.
‘Family’ was. The discrepancy between the overview of keywords and
the sociogram is however not as notable as it was in 2001. Striking in the
2005 sociogram is the outsider relation of family members and
management. This could suggest – again following the notion of the un-
fixedness of the ‘family firm language game’ – that the issue of family
management/leadership is upcoming but not yet embedded in ‘other’
family firm discourse in the 2005 timeframe.

3.5. Discussion

The meaning attributed to the family firm in the (business) media
discourse in The Netherlands was ‘measured’ by means of a content
analysis of media texts. In the previous section I have presented an
overview of changes in relative significance of keywords, the least
frequently occurring words in the smaller wordlists, and the keyword
links. As keywords, family gained significance between 2001 and 2005;
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succession and leadership/governance lost significance over the years and were
most popular in 2001. Ownership was most popular in 2003. From the
sociograms of keywords a more subtle and dynamic understanding of the
‘family firm language game’ was obtained.

Three time frames were chosen: January until August 2001, March until
October 2003 and January until June 2005. Originally, the idea was to
only include six months out of each year in order to keep the smaller
wordsets small. As explained in the research design section, 2005
delivered a larger set of text and the 2001 and 2003 sections were
enlarged to match it. In the 2001 wordset, articles that appeared in
August were added and in 2003, articles that appeared in March and
October. However, there still is a difference between 25.590 (2001),
20.619 (2003) and 32.870 (2005). I have decided to keep the wordsets
like this because if I would for example have included all articles for the
entire year 2001 (and 2003), I would have had to do the same thing for
2005 and there would have been an even bigger difference between the
numbers.

But perhaps the chosen period per time span could have and should
have been the same. The original choice was that April through
September 2003 would be included so that the meaning shifts could not
be ascribed to the period of the year. But it can very well be that summer
months (July and August) invoke more background articles than the rest
of the year. As has been discussed, this does not necessarily mean that
the outcome would have been different.

Another issue is whether or not a longer time period should have been
chosen (starting further back than 2001 and going beyond 2005). These
years were chosen because I felt that especially during those years there
was a hype in the media about family entrepreneurship, which actually
fuelled my interest to find out if and how the meaning attributed to the
family firm was changing.

But what lies beneath the shifts? Or, to return to Wittgenstein, what
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‘forms of life’ underlie the ‘family firm language games’? Perhaps the
economic recession following 9/11 in the 2001 timeframe influenced the
2003 and 2005 timeframes, say, augmenting interest in family firm. Or is
the ‘baby boom’ generation, which increased the number of firms, now
at an age where founders usually pass their companies to the next
generation? In 2003, the European Family Business Institute (associated
with the Rotterdam School of Economics) was founded. Such an event
usually provokes a (temporary) media attention spike, for example in the
form of a series of background articles. All three sets of text contained a
number of these and can be seen in the keyword link tables (the mention
of individual people as well as firms). But is this a bad thing? A handicap
for this research? One can assume that whereas a certain firm can be a
trigger for media attention, the discourse on this firm will be informed
by the general interest of the moment. As well, a specific point of
interest in family firms can invoke a focus on some family firm.

The research is restricted to Dutch society; investigation of at least one
more cultural context would have opened up the possibility of making
comparisons: Are the shifts in focus typical for Dutch society or are they
more universal? Is it ‘common’ for the interest in family
entrepreneurship to develop from succession-centred to more family-
concerned depending on the stage of family firm interest in which a
specific society is found? These and other questions could be addressed
by comparing this study to other cultural contexts.

3.6. Conclusion

In this Chapter, I have traced how the meaning attributed to family
entrepreneurship in The Netherlands has changed from 2001 to 2005. A
content analysis was conducted not in the traditional meaning (coding
texts into categories) but in ‘typical language’. I compared typical
language in media texts pertaining to family entrepreneurship in three
different time spans (2001, 2003 and 2005) in order to compare words
that were unusually frequent (in comparison to a reference corpus)
during these time spans. Based on the comparisons, several conclusions
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can be drawn on the changes in meaning attributed to the phenomenon
of family entrepreneurship in the Netherlands in the relevant time
period:
- Family as a keyword gained significance between 2001 and 2005.
- Succession and leadership/governance as keywords lost significance over
the years, peaking in 2001.
- In 2003 ownership was most popular.
These conclusions are based on the relative significance of keywords per
time span. I have contended that the keywords per time span provide
static photos of the time span and I have added keyword links to provide
more dynamic pictures (sociograms) of the family firm. The sociograms
showed meaning shifts within a time frame, the family firm’s ‘meaning
constellation’. Every word is part of a network of words. If the context
of the word changes, so does the content. Words obtain their meaning in
relation to other words and within time frames.
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4. Rhythmanalysing the Emergence of
The Republic of Tea

Preamble

Chapter Title Aim in the scope of the thesis

1 A Closer Look at the
Mythological Entrepreneur

Exploring the dominant (societal) idea (myth) of
entrepreneurship

2 ‘Deconstructing’ an
Entrepreneurial Myth

To relate of an experiment in stimulating ‘critical’ thinking
in students by deconstructing an entrepreneurial myth
(entrepreneurial biography)

3 Changes in the Conceptualisation
of the Family Firm in the Media
in The Netherlands

To make a static conceptualisation more dynamic by
looking at its constellation of meanings and by adding the
temporal dimension

4 Rhythmanalysing the
Emergence of The Republic of
Tea

Proposing ‘rhythmanalysis’ in contributing to a
process-based view of entrepreneurship that is about
becoming, allowing room for its everyday and
dynamic nature

5 Filming Entrepreneurship Film is proposed as a means to capture (and teach for)
entrepreneurship as a dynamic process and real-life
phenomenon

In Chapter 4 the notion of rhythm as conceptualised and proposed by
French philosopher Henri Lefebvre (1901 – 1991) is adopted for
understanding the actions and events associated with the process of
emergence and creation of ‘The Republic of Tea’ in the temporalities in
which they unfold. Again, time (temporality) is included in the analysis.
The process of emergence and creation of The Republic of Tea is
analysed as an ongoing, dynamic process. The Chapter is the most
notable contribution of the thesis to the recent shift of attention towards
entrepreneurship as everyday practice. As has been stated in the
Introduction, entrepreneurship in this thesis is seen as a practice (or:
activity) that can be – to various extents temporarily or more
permanently – adopted by various individuals whether or not in
collaboration with others. It is the lens of ‘practice’ – the entrepreneurial
activity – that is of primary interest in this Chapter.
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Rhythmanalysing the Emergence of
The Republic of Tea

4.1. Introduction

This Chapter aims to contribute to an understanding of the dynamics of
entrepreneurial activity by means of Lefebvre’s ‘rhythmanalysis’. In doing
so I adhere to Steyaert’s (2004) understanding of the ‘everydayness’ of
entrepreneuring; ‘the analysis of rhythms provides [...] insight into the
question of everyday life’ (Elden in Lefebvre, 2004, p. viii). Through this
Chapter I want to contribute to understanding entrepreneurial activity as
it is happening (or: has been happening), with room for its vibrant nature –
the dynamics of everyday life (Steyaert, 2004 and 2006) – a becoming-
process view on entrepreneurship as introduced in the Introduction of
the thesis. In this Chapter entrepreneurship is – in line with a.o. Gartner
(1985, 1988, 2001) – seen as business creation, so the focus is on the
activities connected with the emergence of a new venture.

As has also been brought to the fore before, in 1979 Karl Weick
discussed a view of processes based on organisations (as well,
entrepreneurial organisations) that ‘deal with streams of materials,
people, money, time, solutions, problems, and choices’ (p. 42). Weick has
contended that a stream is not a homogeneous flow and that it does not
move at a constant rate. Instead there are ‘multiple, heterogenous flows
of diverse viscosity moving at variable rates’ (p. 42). Weick has quoted
Vickers (1967) in stating that ‘processes are elusive, and difficult to
describe’ (p. 42). Describing (and understanding) flows, or processes, is
however extremely important if one wants to understand ‘the important
realities’ (p. 43): ‘it is the very difficulty of comprehending processes that
leads managers, in frustration, into spine-counting and other static
pasttimes’ (p. 42-43). Contributing to understanding and describing
processes of entrepreneuring is however what I attempt to do in this
Chapter.
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French philosopher Henri Lefebvre (1901 – 1991) is best known for his
work on ‘space’. However, Lefebvre has always connected space with
time (Lefebvre, 2004). According to Lefebvre, space and time should be
combined; spaces are timed and times are spaced. In ‘Rhythmanalysis’
time and space do indeed come together. This work has been translated
into English (by Stuart Elden). The English translation, published in
2004, has made Rhythmanalysis more accessible for a larger audience.
Evidently, Lefebvre has not been the only one to think and write about
time (and space). To name but a few: Heidegger (1968) and Jaques
(1982).

Lefebvre has taken several themes, such as dressage, mediterranean cities
and life itself, and has rethought them through the concept of rhythm. In
this Chapter I am going to do something similar: I am going to rethink
entrepreneurship through the lens of rhythm, based on the
rhythmanalysis of the process of emergence and creation of a company
called ‘The Republic of Tea’ (TRoT). Lefebvre’s work on rhythms is
useful in two ways as far as understanding something in its everydayness
is concerned: ‘le quotidian’ ‘means the mundane, the everyday, but also
the repetitive, what happens everyday’ (Elden in Lefebvre, 2004, p. ix).

Lefebvre’s rhythmanalysis is not about analysing events chronologically
(first this event, then the next) and not as them being from the
perspective of a sequence of events having some pre-conceived or
retrospective goal as result (a teleological progression). An analysis such
as Lefebvre proposes means that events should not necessarily be
understood as connected, as ‘one event leads up to the next’. Instead,
time and history should be understood in terms of ‘moments’ or
‘instants’ (Lefebvre has also referred to ‘rhythmanalysis’ as the ‘theory of
moments’). And time and history should be understood in a pluralistic
way, as ‘synchronic history’.

According to Lefebvre (2004): ‘the critique of the […] process of
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thingification (of reification43) in modern thought would fill volumes. It has
been led in the name of becoming, of movement [...]. But has it been
seen through to the end?’ (p. 4). Lefebvre proposes that those interested
in movement, or becoming, should be concerned with rhythm; Lefebvre
asserts that to make the rather abstract conceptualisation of becoming
more concrete, as well as to combine becoming with notions of the
mundane, means to look at the activity itself and moreover at how these
activities form rhythms. I comply with Lefebvre, and adopt his
conceptualisation of rhythm in this Chapter in order to explore the
process of emergence and creation of The Republic of Tea.

Lefebvre’s rhythmanalysis will be further elaborated in the next section.
After explaining Lefebvre’s rhythmanalysis, the rhythmanalysis of the
process of emergence and creation of TRoT will be presented and
discussed. Conclusions include suggestions for the broader context of
entrepreneurship research.

4.2. ‘Operationalising’ rhythmanalysis

‘Lefebvre uses rhythm as a mode of analysis [...] to examine and re-
examine a range of topics.’ (Elden in Lefebvre, 2004, p. xii) The study of
rhythm is a technique, based on analysis as well as observation
(Ivanchikova, 2006). In order to be a rhythmanalyst, one has to ‘immerse
oneself in the realm of becoming’ (Lefebvre, 1991). I adopt Lefebvre’s
rhythm to contribute to the rethinking of entrepreneurship with room
for its everyday and dynamic nature (Steyaert, 2004, Boutaiba, 2004).
Rhythm as conceptualised and proposed by Lefebvre is about
understanding actions and events in the temporalities in which they unfold:
‘rhythm, for Lefebvre, is something inseparable from understandings of
time, in particular repetition’ (Elden in Lefebvre, 2004, p. viii). Time is so
important because it is the dominance of the repetition of time in the
everyday that creates the repetitive organisation of a daily routine.
Lefebvre divides between two types of repetition. These are in fact

43 Italics in original
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inseparable, for intertwined, but in analysing rhythm they are
nevertheless distinguished and separated. The two types of repetition are:
linear and cyclic. Cyclical repetition is about cyclic returns, about rotation,
so to speak. An example is the day, forever starting with dawn. Or a
monthly cycle, or a year etc. The linear type of repetition is consecutive,
it is about the reproduction of the same (kind of) phenomenon, the same
(kind of) activity.

As has been explained before, Lefebvre’s preferred mode of rhythm is a
non-linear one where time and history are understood in a pluralistic way
and as disparate moments, or instants, rather than as a unitary, cohesive
stream of events. According to Lefebvre, every act, every event should
be seen as a moment in itself. Moments happen, simultaneously and
consecutively. This consecutiveness does not necessarily make them
related (chronologically, causally or otherwise). What makes a
consecution of happening moments a flow, or rather a rhythm is
repetition, the alternation of ‘continuity’ and ‘contrast’. Continuity is
about repetition of the same kind of event or action. It is especially
continuity that invokes the temptation of a linear understanding, for the
repetitive nature of continuity makes it very easy to confuse rhythm with
sequence. That is why contrast, or ‘difference’, is important in rhythm.
Rhythm, apart from repetitive, even monotonous movement, can also be
the absence of it, in other words, silence, or immobility: arrhythm.

Which brings us to another point: tempo. Tempo, as well, is not to be
understood in a linear way, as ‘the speed of a moving object on its
trajectory [...] beginning from a well-defined starting point […]’ (p. 89).
And tempo is not to be measured by means of a general standard: ‘a
rhythm is only slow or fast in relation to other rhythms with which it
finds itself associated’. This point of ‘other rhythms’ is an important one,
for as Lefebvre stipulates, ‘the everyday reveals itself to be a
polyrhythmia from the first listening’ (p. 16).

Notwithstanding that Lefebvre’s preferred rhythm is a non-linear one,
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Lefebvre44 argues that the linear rhythm is the dominant one in Western
societies: ‘everyday life is modelled on abstract, quantitative time, the
time of watches and clocks. This time was introduced bit by bit in the
West after the invention of watches, in the course of their entry into
social practice. This homogeneous […] time has emerged victorious
since it supplied the measure of the time of work.’ (Lefebvre, p. 73). The time
of work, the dominant one according to Lefebvre45, is ‘subordinating to
the organisation of work in space other aspects of the everyday: the
hours of sleep and waking, meal-times and the hours of private life’ (p.
73). The time of work is the time of repetitive, mechanical rhythms. It is
an imposed time, creating (hourly, daily) demands, such as schedules,
resulting in the repetitive organisation of daily routine. Linear rhythm is
about progress (Burrell, 1994), where what is ‘new’ is better than what is
‘old’, making progress goal-oriented, or purposeful46. As well, the
mechanical, linear time of work is a time of busy-ness, where the pace is
one of speed, a ‘whirlpool of goal-oriented activities’ (Ivanchikova, 2006,
p. 161).

Other than imposed time is appropriated time, also called differential
time, which is about temporalities that allow for different rhythms, the
rhythms that break free from abstract repetition (Ivanchikova, 2006)
which makes appropriated time about emancipation of time
(emancipated from the dominant – mechanical – time). The difference
between imposed and emancipated rhythm is summarised in Figure 1.

44 Italics in original
45 And not only Lefebvre: another example of a contribution to questioning the dominant role of the linear time
of work can be found in Blyton et al. (1989).
46 The ‘notion of progress’ is not limited to Lefebvre’s conceptualisation of linear rhythm. Actually, it can also
be found in religion (Christianity, Islam).
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Imposed time or ‘time of progress’ Emancipated time or ‘time of
idleness’

Work time Individual time
Abstract, homogeneous time Lived time
Imposed rhythm Differentiated (emancipated) rhythm
Linear rhythm (repetitive) Cyclical rhythm
‘Progress’, every movement has an aim
or purpose

‘Idleness’, futile actions

Fast Slow
The ‘fixed’ The ‘possible’
Time has exchange value Time is resource
Separate from ‘leisure’, or private time Work time and private time integrated
Figure 1: Imposed, work time versus emancipated time, based on Lefebvre (2004)

Work time is the mechanical time where speed, busyness is everything
(in work time there is a high rate of activity). Where schedules are fixed,
calendars are dominant and time has exchange value (‘if you give me a
little time’, in other words, ‘if you do this for me’, ‘then I will do that for
you’, perhaps by means of another currency, for instance money).
Differentiated time is the time of the individual, not imposed by societal
demands, where time is something to be used at free will. Differentiated
time is slower, because things take the time they take and just happen as
they do. ‘Efficiency’ or ‘the schedule’ do not determine the end of the
moment. There is a far lower rate of activity in the natural rhythm.

In this Chapter I adopt rhythm as conceptualised and proposed by
Lefebvre for understanding the entrepreneurial actions and events
associated with the emergence and creation of The Republic of Tea in
the temporalities in which they unfold. I apply rhythmanalysis to the
emergence and creation of The Republic of Tea by means of the
autobiographic book ‘The Republic of Tea. The Story of the Creation of
a Business, as Told Through the Personal Letters of Its Founders’. Why
a book? “When rhythms are lived, they cannot be analysed” (Lefebvre,
2004, p. 88). We need to be outside of rhythms to notice and analyse
them. In Lefebvre’s (2004) words: “putting an interview or background
noises on disc or cassette enables us to reflect on rhythms, which no
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longer vanish as they appear” (p. 69). The narrative used in this research
forms the ‘window’47 through which entrepreneurial activity can be
noticed and analysed.

4.3. Rhythmanalysing the emergence of The Republic of Tea

‘Whereby, we the people of The Republic of Tea hereby declare, that
Our Purpose is to enrich people’s lives through the experience of fine tea and the
Sip-by-Sip life ~ a life of health, balance, and well-being.
Our Mission is to become the leading purveyor of fine teas and herbs in the world:
respected for our unsurpassed quality, unequalled product selection, service,
creativity, and presentation. (Our covert mission is to start a Tea Revolution by
infusing our culture with a new and relevant tea ceremony.)
Our Way is to encourage Citizens of The Republic (our customers) to discover the
many virtues of tea anew by providing truly outstanding products and delivering
them in innovative ways. We aim to educate, inspire, and communicate the quality,
benefits, values, and lifestyle of The Republic of Tea and its products in everything
we do.
We are committed to taking care of our customers in a kind, respectful, and
compassionate way and to building long-term, mutually rewarding relationships
with our suppliers, customers, communities, and each other.
We value patience, persistence, initiative, resourcefulness, courage, and a good sense
of humor. We appreciate beauty, simplicity, and genuine content.
We are mindful of the impact that our actions and business activities have on our
communities and environment and are conscientious to act in a long-term and
responsible manner.
We know that as an organisation and as individuals we must continually learn,
grow, and innovate in order to progress, succeed, and accomplish our goals.
We delight in drinking tea.’
Source: http://www.republicoftea.com/pages/ourcharter.asp
(12/4/2007)

47 One of the chapters in Lefebvre’s Rhythmanalysis (2004) is called ‘Seen from the Window’.
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The book ‘The Republic of Tea. The Story of the Creation of a Business,
as Told Through the Personal Letters of Its Founders’ relates of a
sequence of events and actions over a duration of around twenty
months. The narrative begins when the ‘idea is born’, on a sunny April
morning in 1990. The book mainly consists of the faxes and letters that
Mel Ziegler and Bill Rosenzweig (mostly) and Patricia Ziegler (to a lesser
extent) have sent to each other during this period. It would be so easy to
analyse the events and actions in a linear way for the data is linear. For
one, the faxes and messages are all dated. And: they are almost all
presented chronologically. The first fax is one sent by Bill Rosenzweig to
Mel Ziegler dated April 7, 1990. The last one – as well sent by Bill
Rosenzweig to Mel Ziegler – is dated 17 December, 1991. The company,
‘The Republic of Tea’ (‘TRoT’), was created on January 22, 1992. And
‘the company’s first product shipped in May 1992’ (p. 288). It would be
so easy to interconnect these dates and conceive of the actions and
events as a unitary, cohesive stream with chronological order, where –
for example – at some days more while at other days less action occurs.
Or, to look for a ‘temporal and spatial origin’ (Örge, 2007). This is
however not how Lefebvre proposes we understand rhythm, as has been
explained before. Lefebvre has introduced repetition, both linear and
cyclical, and tempo. And, according to Lefebvre, time and history should
be understood in a pluralistic way, as polyrhythmia. As well, he has
proposed that we look at moments (as disparate units) that happen.
Through this analysis I will contend that this ‘story of the creation of a
business’ is in fact about the emancipation of time.

In the book, numerous mentions are made of time, tempo and moments:
‘fleeing the race-to-nowhere that had been my life, I tasted the joys of
existence in a new way – sip by sip rather than gulp by gulp.’ (p. 3), ‘we
were in a highly charged no man’s-land, outside space and time, where
The Source of an Idea was revealing itself to us in its as yet unborn
state.’ (p. 7) and ‘the life of tea is the life of the moment. We have only
Now’ (p. 16) The idea that manifested itself to Mel and Bill during their
flight to San Francisco is in fact larded with references to time and pace.
What’s more, the initial idea is about slowing down, escaping from a life
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that ‘moved very rapidly’ and was more of a ‘race-to-nowhere’. Whereas
the fast life is compared to coffee, the slower life, the life of moments, is
the life of tea.

Polyrhythmia
Even though the book narrates of the creation of The Republic of Tea
as a mutual process instigated for the largest part by Bill Rosenzweig and
Mel Ziegler, evidently there is simultaneous, or synchronic, recounting
going on. For one, Bill and Mel evidently have their own flows of action,
of which we only see so much as is related in their faxes and reflections.
One could say that Bill’s and Mel’s rhythms connect – or interact – from
time to time. This is not something that is typical for this narrative but
something that it typical for many (most) narratives (also see the
Introduction of the thesis). And there is more rhythm to Bill and to Mel
than we learn about in the book. As well, notwithstanding that it is the
interaction of Bill’s and Mel’s rhythm that is most prominent in the
book, there are definitely other rhythms as well. For one, this concerns
the other persons involved and mentioned in the book, such as Patricia
Ziegler, Sam Rosenzweig, Zio Ziegler and Bruce Katz, although their
rhythms interact less frequently than Bill’s and Mel’s do. As well, TRoT
has its own rhythm: ‘We are not TRoT, TRoT is not us. TRoT has come
to life, and it is its own entity, a living energy separate from us.’ (p. 124).
There are also numerous other flows that are not explicitly narrated of in
the book, such as the somewhat ephemeral stream that has ‘brought’ the
idea to Bill and Mel (and provided them with ‘an inexplicable energy’).
Actually, we do not need Lefebvre’s rhythmanalysis to arrive at this
observation for it is the same type of reasoning that underlies for
example deconstruction (see Chapter 2).

We do need rhythmanalysis, however, to observe that all these flows, or
rhythms, move at their own pace. Mel Ziegler: ‘I was in no hurry. When
I started BR48 I hurried, and I found out afterward that it would have
been a lot more entertaining, and probably no less profitable in the long
run, had I not hurried. At that point in my life hurrying made me feel I

48 BR is ‘Banana Republic’, a former business of Mel and Patricia Ziegler.
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was getting more done, but the fact is I was more likely just making
more work for myself. What is it about business that makes one forget
that no matter how fast or slow one goes, no matter how straight or
meandering the path, all business people end up in the same place, even
if one gravestone happens to be bigger than another?’ (p. 51)
There is more than one mention that Bill’s and Mel’s rhythms have
different paces. Mel is evidently all about slowing down, creating and
relating of ‘moments’. Bill shows a higher rate of activity: he is more
focussed on ‘Progress’. His faxes relate of all the things he’s thought
about, spoken about and written down with an eye toward progress for
the business plan. But even though Mel is all about slowing down, it is
also Mel that gets impatient with Bill: ‘I found myself yearning for Bill to
stop typing faxes and start starting the company. [...] Taking action, not
talk about taking action, is the one absolute requirement to start a
business’ (p. 165-166). There is a difference in the amount of faxes sent
by either one (Bill’s sent 87 faxes during the entire process, Mel 53) that
also implies that there is more action (and thus more tempo?) from Bill’s
side. But is this so? Why then does Mel complain about Bill’s lack of
tempo? And why is there a gap of one whole year49, arrhythm in
Lefebvre’s terms? Given that Bill is all about ‘progress’, (Bill’s self-
assigned title is ‘Minister of Progress’), why is there actually no progress
made? I will contend that – from a rhythmanalytic point of view – there
are three explanations: ‘the rhythm of labour’, ‘reluctance for idleness’
and ‘experience’.

The rhythm of labour
Bill badly wants for TRoT to materialise. He is trying very hard, for
several reasons. One of them is his need for an income in order to take
care of his family. Bill’s contemplations about whether to take a job or
go on working on the concept for The Republic of Tea are recurrent.
Finally, in June 1990, Bill decides to start working for Clement Mok
Designs. And thus he succumbs to the rhythm of labour once more

49 From the book, we learn that the rhythm of the emergence and creation of TRoT (as represented by means of
the interactions of Mel and Bill through their faxed communication) knows a ‘flying start’, slowing down in June
and July of 1990, even coming to a complete stop after July, the 16th 1990, only to start again one year later, on
July 16, 1991.
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(which initially he vows is not the way he wants to live his life). And
‘although Clement and I hoped to get the tea company going during this
time, our casual efforts amounted to nothing’ (p.223). Through
Lefebvre’s rhythmanalysis we can understand why. The rhythm
associated with labour is the mechanical, linear rhythm. As has been
explained in the previous section, this type of rhythm is all about
repetition, the ‘busy-ness of a goal-oriented movement’ (Ivanchikova,
2006, p. 161). And even though it is goal-oriented, it is the rhythm of
imposition, not of possibility. In order to make room for newness, or
difference, means to escape from the mechanical, linear rhythm.

There is more to the linear rhythm of progress in the TRoT narrative.
Mel calls this the ‘socially condoned hypocrisy’ associated with being in
business (p. 270). This socially condoned hypocrisy invokes another
hierarchy, namely that ‘being in business’ is elevated to ‘a station higher
than being human’ (p. 270). By this Mel means that ‘in our culture’ (as
well, p. 270) a dichotomy exists between being and acting as a
businessman and being and acting as ‘just a man’ (and that being and
acting as a businessman is better than being ‘just a man’!). In terms of
Lefebvre, this is similar to the dichotomy between work time and leisure
time. Being (hu)man is associated with being ‘decent’, being warm, loving
and generous. While being a businessman is compared to being ‘a wolf
so I can get the better of you’ (p. 270) and the ‘logic mind’ (p. 271). For
Mel, there is no difference between the one or the other: ‘in being a
businessman, I find no license to do or be things I could not do or be as
a man’.

Reluctance for idleness
Bill’s need for an income seems to fuel another possible explanation of
why there is initially no progress in the creation and emergence of The
Republic of Tea: his reluctance for ‘idleness’, for futile actions. More
than once there is mention of Bill being afraid of his efforts being in
some way pointless, or futile: on p. 104 ‘beyond these sorts of questions
lurked an even stranger and unsettling concern for me’, and ‘I arrive at
these thoughts because when I look around my office I see the remnants
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of paths less travelled: projects I thought I would be working on at this
point’ (p. 111). Evidently, this very much looks as if it is the flip side of
his desire for progress to be made. Mel actually explicitly explains why
‘idleness’ (or: ‘not-doing’ as he calls it) is so important and how it can be
accomplished: ‘Observing your odyssey brings me back to that ‘moment’
when I myself became, truly, The Minister of Leaves. Many years before,
I had been reading Lao Tzu, when suddenly he ambushed me with this
stunning thought: ‘Practice not-doing and everything will fall into place.’
I hadn’t the slightest idea what it was, but something about those words
rang deeply true. Imagine: Doing nothing. And everything falling into
place. [...] And so I set out with great determination to ‘do nothing’.’ (p.
239) Not-doing, or idleness, according to Mel ‘makes things fall into
place’. In rhythmanalytic terms, idleness ‘can be understood as a
technique of the emancipation of time, the recovery of the usefulness of
time as a pure resource as opposed to its exchange value’ (Ivanchikova,
2006, p. 161). The temporality connected with idleness is one of relative
slowness and its associated rhythm is not goal-oriented. Bill calls this
‘letting go of intent’: ‘in the course of a couple of unintentional phone
calls, not only do I end up with an accidental shipping companion but a
potential distributor as well’ (p. 266-267). Evidently, Bill’s reluctance for
idleness is associated with his return to the rhythm of labour: both are
fuelled by his need to provide an income for his family.

Experience
There is one more explanation for the apparent ‘slowness’ of the process
of creation and emergence of The Republic of Tea and that is Bill’s
experience. Experience could actually be a dangerous thing: the
observation that ‘people seem to understand things in relationship to
what they already know’ (p. 229) very much applies to this aspect.
Experience is what helps create the daily routine, thus creating a
dichotomy between ‘the security of the old’ versus ‘the fear of the new’.
The security of the old favours a flow-like happening of events, as in
things just going as they go. Maintaining a daily routine means to go
along with the flow of things just going as they go. Breaking with the
daily routine means to intervene on it, to create something different,
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something new. That is why: ‘I want their talent and their experience, but
in a way I don’t want their experience. I want to inspire something that is
completely fresh (and spontaneous)’ (Bill, p. 227). There is a dichotomy
between ‘the plan’ and ‘the flow’ (16/7/1991: Bill: ‘I wrestle between the
plan and the flow’). The plan represents the intervention on the flow.
The ‘security of the old’ and ‘the fear of the new’ can actually produce a
third dimension: the joy of the opportunity, the possible. Perhaps this
can be further explained by the dichotomy introduced by Bill on page
154: making things happen and letting things happen, or forcing
processes versus allowing them their own rhythm. ‘The entrepreneur
makes things happen50. He or she initiates, takes charge, creates. [...] In your
letters to me you encourage me to move forward and to make51 things
happen. At the same time, you tell me to slow down and let things
happen. So, how is it possible to do both?’ (p. 154). In terms of
Lefebvre, making things happen is sooner connected with time
dominated by linear, mechanical rhythms while letting things happen is
sooner connected with natural rhythm. And, according to Bill, Mel’s
advice is to do both at the same time. So how is that possible?
Rhythmanalysis provides possible answers to this question as well. But
let’s first pause and recap what we have so far: answers to the question
why so little progress was initially made in the creation of The Republic
of Tea. What has rhythmanalysis so far delivered with respect to the
process of emergence and creation of TRoT? As has been suggested
before, the TRoT narrative is indeed about the emancipation of time in
two ways:

- from dominant linear time (the rhythm of labour and Bill’s
reluctance for idleness)

- from the flow of things just going as they go

And not in the last place it is about the emancipation of the ‘time of tea’
in a society living the fast life of coffee. Emancipation of rhythm means
to differentiate from the dominant, linear rhythm, as I have explained in
the previous section. So why is Mel suggesting Bill to do both: to make

50 Italics in original text
51 Bold in original text
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things happen, and in that respect to embrace linear rhythm, and to let
things happen, meaning to go along with a more natural rhythm? The
answer lies in a combination of the two: a rhythm that balances between
the dominant, linear rhythm and a natural rhythm. Evidently, since the
linear rhythm has become the dominant rhythm in contemporary society
as has been argued in the previous section, an emancipation move is
usually away from this dominancy. But a dominance of natural rhythm is
also not the answer: not for nothing is there also mention of
emancipation from the flow of things just going as they go. And to allow
for creativity also means that a certain amount of routinisation of
activities is needed.

And how to do both? Bill’s suggested a number of possibilities: ‘First:
You have to love what you’re doing. Second: You have to be secure
enough in yourself and in your position to focus your energy and trust
your instinct. This tells me that the best of all possible incubator
environments for an entrepreneur is a situation where his or her most
basic needs are taken care of in one way or another. An entrepreneur in
the start-up stage has to be free enough to trust his or her own instinct.
Third: you have to be patient. You have to know how to push things
along without forcing them. You have to be willing and able to back off
when things don’t go according to your preconception of the way they
should go.’ (p. 150). These suggestions provided by Bill fit with his
ongoing personal reflections of why he is involved in the process of the
creation of TRoT and what he thinks he needs in order for TRoT to
materialise. But what do we learn from rhythmanalysis? Evidently, one
possible answer lies in the ‘idleness’ discussed above which is actually a
technique, an active intervention, for the differentiation of rhythm from
the dominant, linear time: ‘this temporal practice involves neither a
circular rhythm bound to bodily instincts nor is it the imposition of the
repetitive rhythm of the social system. Instead, it is a rhythm that
balances between the two’ (Ivanchikova, 2006, p. 162). Another answer
based on rhythmanalysis lies in explanation 3, namely ‘experience’: One
needs to – actively – intervene in the repetitive, routine-like flow of
activity to allow for another rhythm to start materialising.
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In the next section I will recap what rhythmanalysis has delivered with
regards to the process of the emergence and creation of The Republic of
Tea, based on the book that has been published about it by its founders.
As well, I will address what this may more generally mean for the
understanding of the rhythm of entrepreneurship.

4.4. Discussion

What are the lessons learned from the rhythmanalysis of the process of
the emergence and creation of The Republic of Tea as told through the
personal letters of its founders? The story of the process of the
emergence and creation of TRoT is in fact about a struggle between the
rhythm of labour and the rhythm of emergence and creation. It is about
the emancipation of time in two ways: an escape from rhythm
dominated by linear, abstract time as well as an escape from the flow of
things just going as they go. The story is teaching us lessons about how to
emancipate time, namely that:

- It is necessary to act, to intervene in the flow of things just going as
they go.

- One needs to change one’s daily routines (the rhythmic structure
of the everyday).

- One needs idleness, or – in Mel’s terms – not-doing.

What does this mean for our understanding of entrepreneurship? As has
been stated in the introduction of this Chapter, analysing the process of
emergence and creation of The Republic of Tea by means of Lefebvre’s
rhythmanalysis was meant as a contribution to a process-based view of
entrepreneurship that is about becoming, thus allowing room for its
everyday and dynamic nature, as suggested by, a.o., Steyaert (2004) and
Boutaiba (2004). Two interesting things are argued here, specifically that
dynamics, or emergence, and the mundane, should be thought of
together and understood in terms of actual activity. Lefebvre has asserted
that to make the rather abstract conceptualisation of emergence more
concrete, as well as to combine emergence with notions of the mundane,
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we should look at the activity itself (and moreover at how these activities
form rhythms). This has also been proposed by Steyaert (2004) through
a Bakhtinian notion of ‘prosaics’. In that respect, this analysis is a
contribution to the recent shift of attention towards entrepreneurship as
everyday practice.

As Ivanchikova (2006) contends, the dominance of the linear rhythm of
labour creates hierarchies in the everyday: ‘day-time’ associated with
productive activity is a privileged term over night-time (private time), and
– as we have seen before – busy-ness is privileged over idleness. What
‘this postulate of reproductive temporality’ (Ivanchikova, 2006, p. 156)
suggests is that routine, and thus linear rhythm, excludes time as a ‘locus
of possibility for the emergence of the new’ (Ivanchikova, 2006, p. 157).
In this Chapter I have linked entrepreneurship – in line with a.o. Gartner
(1985, 1988, 2001) – with business creation, meaning the activities
connected with the emergence of a new venture. In the light of what
Lefebvre has suggested, namely that it is the rhythm differentiated from
the dominant linear rhythm that allows for the emergence of the new, it
is of no wonder that the story of the creation of The Republic of Tea is
about the emancipation of time, a struggle between repetitive rhythms
and rhythms of emergence and creation. Entrepreneurship is indeed
about rhythm rather than a linear traject starting from an ‘opportunity’.
And entrepreneurship-as-rhythm as well does not unfold in a linear way.
Evidently, it is not new to suggest that it is necessary to intervene in the
flow of things just going as they go or that it is necessary to change daily
routines: setting up a business is an intervention in the flow of things, in
daily routines. However, rhythmanalysis is useful when it comes to
realising that it is in moments (a ‘niche in time’) that the course of things
(the rhythm) changes. Creating moments (perhaps through ‘idleness’ as a
technique) is needed when it comes to making room for something new.

Again, bearing in mind that emancipation of time is not about rejecting
repetitive rhythm, and thus creating another dichotomy, but instead
about a balance between repetitive and natural rhythm, it would be too
easy to state that – in more general terms - the temporality of the rhythm
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of entrepreneuring is that of differentiated time. However, one can state
that the rhythm of entrepreneuring is associated with non-productivity as
well as productivity, that its pace is both slow and fast. And that the time
of entrepreneuring is not separate from ‘leisure’ or private time: ‘life is
business, and business is life’ (Mel, p. 270).

4.5. Conclusion

In this Chapter, I have analysed the process of emergence and creation
of The Republic of Tea by means of Lefebvre’s rhythmanalysis with the
intent to contribute to the rethinking of entrepreneurship with room for
its everyday and dynamic nature. Rhythm as conceptualised and
proposed by Lefebvre is about understanding actions and events in the
temporalities in which they unfold. Rhythmanalysing the emergence and
creation of TRoT has shown that the TRoT narrative is about the
emancipation of the ‘time of tea’ in a society living the fast life of coffee,
about Bill breaking free from the flow of things just going as they go and
about Bill’s ‘escape’ from the linear rhythm of labour. In terms of
looking at the rhythm of actions and events associated with
entrepreneuring as everyday practice this means that the rhythm of
entrepreneuring is associated with non-productivity as well as
productivity, that its pace is both slow and fast.
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5. Filming Entrepreneurship

Preamble

Chapter Title Aim in the scope of the thesis

1 A Closer Look at the
Mythological Entrepreneur

Exploring the dominant (societal) idea (myth) of
entrepreneurship

2 ‘Deconstructing’ an
Entrepreneurial Myth’

To relate of an experiment in stimulating ‘critical’ thinking
in students by deconstructing an entrepreneurial myth
(entrepreneurial biography)

3 Changes in the Conceptualisation
of the Family Firm in the Media
in The Netherlands

To make a static conceptualisation more dynamic by
looking at its constellation of meanings and by adding the
temporal dimension

4 Rhythmanalysing the Emergence
of The Republic of Tea

Proposing ‘rhythmanalysis’ in contributing to a process-
based view of entrepreneurship that is about becoming,
allowing room for its everyday and dynamic nature

5 Filming Entrepreneurship Film is proposed as a means to capture (and teach for)
entrepreneurship as a dynamic process and real-life
phenomenon

In Chapter 1 I have contended that and illustrated how a dominant
societal idea is indeed about a ‘glamorous’ hero entrepreneur. Chapter 3
is about a more intricate understanding of dominant ideas (in this case
the dominant idea about family entrepreneurship) as well as about
understanding the dynamics of this dominant idea. When scrutinised for
shifts between time frames and for connected terms, a dominant idea is
no longer static, but dynamic, unfixed. Whereas the static picture can be
compared to a ‘photo’, one can compare the dynamic picture to film.
Film portrays a stream of images.

In Chapter 5 I present film as a means to ‘capture’ the emerging,
everyday quality of entrepreneurial life, at the same time suggesting it as a
means to teach students along these lines, by discussing an experiment in
having students film entrepreneurship as an ongoing, dynamic process
and as a ‘real-life’ phenomenon.
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Filming Entrepreneurship

5.1. Introduction

In the sixty years since the first entrepreneurship course was taught to
188 students at Harvard Business School, the number of
entrepreneurship courses and curricula has expanded tremendously, and
it seems that entrepreneurship education has now built a sustainable
position within most institutes for higher education. Today, in the US
alone, there are 2200 courses at over 1600 schools, 277 endowed
positions, 44 English-language refereed academic journals and over 100
centres focused on entrepreneurship (Katz, 1991; 2003; Gorman et al.,
1997; Kuratko, 2003). While lagging behind until the early 1990’s, the
number of entrepreneurship courses and other entrepreneurship-related
activities has also begun to skyrocket in Europe, and it is expected to
grow further the coming years (Cockx et al., 2000; Klandt, 2004).

After many years of using rather traditional teaching methods such as
case-studies and business plan (competitions), we have now arrived at
the stage where entrepreneurship education reaches the next level.
Transforming to this next level is needed both to educate entrepreneurs,
and to enable future researchers of entrepreneurship to deal with a
variety of changes and transformations in the market and the world at
large (Kickul & Fayolle, 2007). It also coincides with the recognition that
entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial behaviour is much more diverse
than ‘just’ founding a business (also see the Introduction of the thesis),
and therefore requires less static and more variegated approaches to
entrepreneurship education.

At the VU University Amsterdam, the search for new and innovative
teaching methods for students to develop an entrepreneurial spirit for
business or any other human activity is continuous. One of the most
recent additions to the curriculum is an experimental course on
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entrepreneurship in which business-majors were required to (individually
or in pairs) produce their own entrepreneurship film. The idea was to
‘immerse’ the students in entrepreneurship in two ways: 1) not only to
read and think about entrepreneurship as a concept but to go out and
discover examples of entrepreneurship; and 2) to create something new
themselves; namely, the film. I sought to – through film – teach the
students to have eye for entrepreneurship as an ongoing process, a
dynamic rather than a static phenomenon. Specifically, I formulated the
following set of learning objectives:

- Learning about entrepreneurship as a ‘real-life’ phenomenon,
stipulating the everydayness of it;

- Learning to conceptualise entrepreneurship as a dynamic, ongoing,
process;

- Learning to explore: ‘what is my own idea about this?’;
- Learning to translate ideas into streaming image;
- Learning to make choices: ‘what material to use? How to present

it? What does best suit my own ideas? What material has the power
to express what I want to communicate to my audience?’.

The first three learning goals are geared towards enhancing the students’
understanding of entrepreneurship, while the latter two learning goals are
strongly directed towards enhancing the students’ creativity and ability to
convey new ideas about entrepreneurship through (a stream of) images.
My suggestion is that understanding the everydayness of
entrepreneurship is very useful for stimulating entrepreneurship: it helps
prepare students for actual entrepreneurial practice. In my experience,
students tend to have a somewhat glamorous idea of management in
general and entrepreneurship in particular. Students52 tend to be
unaware, or ignore, that entrepreneuring is not only about big successes
but also about small steps and setbacks to get somewhere, if this occurs
at all. Entrepreneuring as conceptualised in the thesis is not only about
heroic, fast-growing, successful ventures, but also about small-scale,
ordinary entrepreneurial initiatives. Understanding the everydayness of

52 And not only students, but students of entrepreneurship are what this Chapter is about.
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entrepreneurship helps students to realise that entrepreneuring
presupposes a ‘feet in clay’ attitude, as one of the students so evocatively
put it in his film by literally filming a set of boots in the mud.

In this Chapter, I present and discuss the experiment and propose it as
an innovative didactic method that is useful for entrepreneurship and
other educational domains. Specially, I build on insights from action
learning, real-life simulation and visual literacy. After presenting the
experiment in light of these insights I discuss the outcomes and offer
suggestions for (future research on) applying the method.

5.2. Action learning, real-life simulation and building visual literacy

From a review of the literature, it seemed that three elements were
essential to achieve the teaching goals: action learning, real life simulation
and the use of visual images. To recap: the learning goals I had
formulated focused on teaching the students about entrepreneurship as a
‘real-life’ phenomenon and as a dynamic process. Students should be
able to develop their own idea about this, translate these ideas into
streaming image, and assess what should be communicated to the
audience to convey their message.
As stated in the introduction and Chapter 2, entrepreneurship educators
have begun to call for methods that actually integrate learning about and
learning for entrepreneurship (Gibb, 2002). Learning about
entrepreneurship typically involves knowledge transfer whereas
educating for entrepreneurship is action learning dealing with real-world
problems (Kirby, 2007). Moreover, many contemporary general
educational theories suggest that motivation and learning are stimulated
most effectively in active learning environments and by active
construction of knowledge in meaningful (real-life) contexts (cf. Thomas
& Anthony, 1996). Within the context of entrepreneurship education in
higher education, these elements have been translated to the classroom
setting most frequently through (real-life and virtual) cases, role plays,
real-life problems, business plans, venture creation projects, behavioural
simulations, computer simulations, interviews with entrepreneurs and
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guidance of nascent entrepreneurs (Fayolle & Gailly, 2007). Yet, when
critically evaluating these methods in terms of whether or not they are
concerned with entrepreneurial ‘real life’ and whether or not they deal
with entrepreneurship as a dynamic, ongoing process, I have to conclude
that very few methods actually fulfil those criteria. Cases, both real-life
and virtual, are static in the sense that they depict a single moment in the
venture’s development; a role play is evidently not about entrepreneurial
real-life. A business plan is typically focused on a more static
representation of an idea and a plan to implement this idea. The dynamic
nature of recognising opportunities and the trial-and-error process of
exploiting these are insufficiently captured (Kyro & Niemi, 2007).
Simulations are obviously not real-life, while listening to the stories of
entrepreneurs does not provide the students with the opportunity to
experience the everydayness of entrepreneurship themselves. Coaching
nascent entrepreneurs however is a form of real-life learning, stipulating
as well the dynamic quality of entrepreneurship.

From this short discussion of didactic methods used in entrepreneurship
education we learn that most of the existing approaches – except for
coaching nascent entrepreneurs – do not fully capture the dynamic
nature of entrepreneurship or its real-life quality. Furthermore, they do
not enhance the students’ creativity and ability to convey new ideas
about entrepreneurship through (a stream of) images and do not inspire
students to think about entrepreneurship on a more abstract level or in a
metaphoric way.

A possible way to achieve this might be derived from educational
theories that focus on developing visual literacy (Wileman, 1993; Heinich
et al., 1999). Visual literacy can be described as ‘the ability to ‘read,’
interpret, and understand information presented in pictorial or graphic
images’ (Wileman, 1993 p. 114). Associated with visual literacy is visual
thinking, described as ‘the ability to turn information of all types into
pictures, graphics, or forms that help communicate the information’. In
short these concepts refer to ‘the learned ability to interpret visual
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messages accurately and to create such messages’ (Heinich, et al., 1999,
p. 64). From the literature, two approaches emerge for developing visual
literacy (Heinich et al., 1999): a passive and an active approach. The
passive approach involves teaching students to read or decode visuals
through practicing analysis techniques. Decoding involves interpreting
and creating meaning from visual stimuli such as images and visual
presentations with text in textbooks, instructional manuals, classroom
presentations, and computer interfaces (Benson, 1997; Branton, 1999).
Clearly, the use of film forms an important means for teaching students
to read or decode visuals. Showing films both allows teachers to visually
illustrate concepts (Buchanan & Huczynski, 2004) and to enhance
student motivation (Champoux, 1999, Van Gelderen & Verduyn, 2003).
This use of film to support teaching objectives is not new in either
entrepreneurship education (Van Gelderen & Verduyn, 2003), or other
fields of education (Champoux, 1999 and 2001).

The more active approach to developing visual literacy concerns the
development of skills that enable students to write or encode visuals as a
tool for communication or in other words taking action themselves
rather than watching others. Film, again, seems a fruitful educational
method. In having the students make their own films on
entrepreneurship, one actually combines action learning with another
unique feature of film (other than it being a visual aid and strong
motivator in education). Because film is a stream of images rather than a
single image, it can be employed to teach students to have eye for
entrepreneurship as an ‘ongoing process’, a dynamic rather than a static
phenomenon. As well, what makes film more than ‘simply recording
physical reality’ (Champoux, 1999) is filming technique: editing, focusing,
framing, camera angles, sound etc., employed in order to create
additional effect. By having students make their own films, teachers can
make them think not only about what they want to communicate
through their film (the film’s main argument(s)), but also what kind of
effect they want to create; what they want to stipulate and how. As such,
the use of cinema in teaching can become a strong pedagogical tool
(Buchanan & Huczynski, 2004), especially if used in the active sense. It
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can be an important step in developing visual literacy and increases the
ability to think about entrepreneuring on a more abstract level.

5.3. The experiment

Building on these notions, a teaching experiment was developed in
which I employed film to teach students about the dynamic world of
entrepreneuring. The experiment was taught in the second semester of
the Master program in Management Studies. The course ran over a
period of eight weeks. In total, fourteen students participated in the
experiment. To provide the students with an overview of the discussions
held and the perspectives developed within the field of academic
entrepreneurship, I handed out a reader with four seminal articles and
one book-chapter by William B. Gartner53. The articles show what
debates have been central to the field, and they provide useful examples
of how the understanding of entrepreneurship has developed over the
years. The book chapter fitted very well with the real-life, dynamic view
on entrepreneurship that I wanted to acquaint the students with. Both
the articles and the book chapter were discussed in an introductory
seminar. Through this introduction, students were offered a fertile basis
for developing their own ideas on entrepreneurship as a dynamic, real-
life phenomenon and for relating their ideas to contemporary scholarly
debates. From this basis, they set out on their ‘quest’ to film what they
thought entrepreneurship as a dynamic and real-life phenomenon is
about.

To test to which extent the students had achieved the objectives, the
students were examined in two ways. First, evidently, the students had to
create a short film, individually or in pairs. After editing, this film should
be no more than six minutes long. I argued that if precise and to-the-
point styles of writing are a strong indication for the level of

53 ‘A Conceptual Framework for Describing the Phenomenon of New Venture Creation’, Academy of
Management Review, 1985, ‘”Who is an Entrepreneur?” Is the Wrong Question’, American Journal of Small
Business, 1988, ‘What are we talking about when we talk about entrepreneurship?’, Journal of Business
Venturing, 1990, ‘’The edge defines the (w)hole: saying what entrepreneurship is (not)’, in: ‘Narrative and
Discursive Approaches in Entrepreneurship’. Edited by Daniel Hjorth & Chris Steyaert, 2004.
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understanding study material, the same principle would apply to filming.
I expected that students who were able to grasp the notion of
entrepreneuring would be able to communicate this through a short film
while those students who struggle with the concept might need more
images to convey their ideas to the audience. Secondly, the students had
to hand in an individual paper in which they had to summarise the
articles, provide a discussion of their own perspective on the dynamics
of entrepreneuring and a reflection on the link between these two
elements. In fact, the paper should serve as the written introduction for
the film. It also needed to include a brief discussion of how the film
contributed something new to the original classroom discussion,
something that had come ‘as a surprise’. The film and the paper were
equally weighed in the grading process.

5.4. Evaluating the experiment

In total, nine films were produced. The nature and topics of these films
– as described by the students themselves – are summarised in Table 1.

The films were evaluated by means of the following criteria: the quality
of the camera work, the originality of the material, the extent to which
students had met basic course requirements (duration of the film, general
topic) and most importantly, the extent to which the students actually
captured the concept of entrepreneurship as a real-life phenomenon in a
dynamic way. The papers were evaluated along standard criteria for
academic essays. Even though the students had clearly put far more
effort in the films – all papers were of mediocre quality – three films
were deemed unsatisfactory. One film was simply too long. Another film
consisted of three separate parts and so did not meet the objective of
showing entrepreneurship as an ongoing process. The third film
contained too much acting and was not enough of a serious portrayal of
entrepreneurship as a real-life phenomenon. After the students had
revised these films, they all passed the course.

Not only the students’ work, but the course itself was evaluated as well.
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Eight out of the fourteen students who participated in the course
returned an evaluation form. All asserted that they had enjoyed the
course. When asked what they had learned they answered: ‘It was the
first time I had to think thoroughly about what to me entrepreneurship
really is’; ‘I have learnt to look at entrepreneurship in another way than I
previously did’; ‘It was pleasant to do something other – in other words,
filming – than the usual exam or case study’; ‘That entrepreneuring is not
a static theoretical concept but a dynamic and practical field’.

When asked specifically what they had learnt more by filming than they
would have with the ‘usual’ assignments, they stated that:

- They experienced the process of filming as extra useful for the
subject to sink in;

- The process of filming had invoked a more thorough thinking
process;

- Filming stimulated creativity;
- Filming has brought them closer to practice than writing did in

the past. More specifically: filming has proven to be an effective
means to see if (theoretical) ideas still hold ‘in real life’.

Disadvantages of the course, according to the students, were: it was not
clear enough from the outset how the students’ contributions would be
assessed (insufficient familiarity with educational method) and in
retrospect, the objectives of the essay could have been formulated more
clearly. Concerning the evaluation of the essay, the teachers observed
when evaluating them that they were not in line with the basic principals
of organising and structuring, they missed clear objectives and problem
statements, as well as creativity in thinking. This indeed suggests that the
guidelines were not accurate enough. Moreover, in retrospect, the film
instruction could have been more narrowly defined: only in hindsight,
after seeing all the films, the teachers realised that what they had actually
wanted was a kind of ‘real-life soap’.
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# Topic
1 Entrepreneurship is represented as having multiple dimensions, not to be envisaged

all in one. Instead, the best attempt to ‘capture’ entrepreneurship is by means of a

silhouette. The silhouette this student has chosen is a Formula 1 car.

2 Entrepreneurship as a kind of ‘real life soap’, following a small business owner with a

camera for multiple days. He has wanted to show through his film that also in the

more mature stages of firm growth the small business owner is still an entrepreneur

because (s)he continues to be creative and innovative.

3. The film called ‘The essence of entrepreneurship’ came to the conclusion that

entrepreneurship is about passion, earning money, recognition and exploitation of

opportunities, creativity and taking risks.

4. The film called ‘Dream on’ stipulates that entrepreneuring is more than dreaming

alone, it is hard work (early rise, ‘feet in the mud’) in order to reach the final aim:

financial wealth.

5 The film called ‘Entrepreneurial spirit’ is a staged real life soap of the start-up process

of the three film makers.

6 The film ‘Journey of entrepreneuring’ comes to the conclusion that ‘entrepreneurship

is the process of identification, development and bringing a vision to life, using

resources which are currently beyond control. Under conditions of risk and

considerable uncertainty new ventures are created.’

7. The film called ‘Never-ending story’ aims to show entrepreneurship from a broad

perspective, also portraying its contradictions. A definition of entrepreneurship

cannot be reached according to the filmmaker; it is a ‘never-ending story’

8. The film called ‘Entrepreneuring, a continuous process’ comes to the conclusion that

‘entrepreneuring is continuously looking around for ideas and opportunities,

researching these ideas and opportunities and finally exploiting the ideas and

opportunities that look suitable. Entrepreneuring is in constant motion: once one

obtained something, one starts looking for new ideas and opportunities again.’

9. The film called ‘Cycle of entrepreneurship’ portrays a staged virtual entrepreneurial

process as a cycle of activity: opportunity, communication, development, exploring,

entrepreneurial activities, exploitation.

Table 5.1 Short descriptions of the films made by the students
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5.5. Discussion and conclusion

However, from the students’ evaluations and the teachers’ reflections54, I
can conclude that the students have indeed studied entrepreneurship as a
‘real life’ phenomenon through filming. They have learnt to
conceptualise entrepreneurship as process (its dynamic quality) and they
have learnt to explore their own ideas about the phenomenon. As well,
they have learnt to translate these ideas into streaming image: filmmaking
and -editing proved not to be too hard for the majority of the students.
In terms of what has been described before as filming technique, they
have at least created an awareness of how to communicate their ideas to
an audience, some more than others.

When introducing something new and innovative, others are bound to
be hesitant or even negative about the feasibility and desirability of such
an approach (Suchman, 1995). This was no different for this course.
When discussing the ideas about Filming Entrepreneurship, several
colleagues questioned whether filming can, or even should be considered
an academic skill. This is not the issue; filming was used to enhance
insight in the phenomenon. Consequently one might ask, should poor
camera skills and techniques be punished in the same way sloppy writing
and poor argumentation skills are? Can a student actually fail a course
largely based on filming? Based on the experiences and the evaluation it
can be argued that the answer to all these questions is positive. This
conclusion is based on the following observations. First, this teaching
method stimulates and tests the ability to deal with something new and
innovative and to apply these innovations quickly. This experiment shows
that introducing film in the classroom provides a good opportunity to
achieve this. None of the students were experienced moviemakers and
none of them knew that film would be a major part of this course when
they elected it. After receiving little but focused instructions, the students
all set out to fulfil the course requirements with much enthusiasm and
with varying success. As such I conclude that filming entrepreneurship

54 The course was taught in collaboration with a colleague and evaluated with the help of yet another. The
teachers’ reflections thus included three teachers in total.
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can be seen as a means to enhance creativity and flexibility. Second, the
assignment also encourages students to think about concepts at a higher level
of abstraction and formulate their own vision rather than simply learning
existing definitions and categorisations formulated by others. Third, the
students indeed had to go ‘out-there’ and ‘find’ entrepreneurship.
Actually, it took them most of their course time to contemplate what
they wanted to film and where to find it. They experienced the filming as
far more ‘hands on’ than studying textbooks and writing. Finally, the
ability to use visuals to convey an idea becomes increasingly important in order
to enhance the ability to recognise, understand and communicate ideas
through visible actions or images (Aanstoos & Academy, 2003,
Buchanan & Huczynski, 2004).

Evidently, the results described and discussed are based on a single
experiment, involving a small number of students who have not all
participated in the evaluation. Further experiments incorporating the
‘lessons learned’, are needed to obtain more advanced insights in the
effectiveness of the teaching method in different settings. Nevertheless I
feel comfortable in concluding that despite the many points for
improvement the experiment was successful. Filming entrepreneurship is
a novel but potentially effective way to ‘capture’ the dynamics of
entrepreneurial real-life and to teach students about it.
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6. Epilogue

The unifying research aim of this thesis has been to add nuance to the
dominant conceptualisation of entrepreneurship, which is about special
people doing extraordinary things. In other words: to contribute to the
understanding of the ordinary in entrepreneurship. This has been realised
in four ways:

- By deconstructing: supplementing the dominant conceptualisation
with alternative viewpoints

- By making a dominant (static) conceptualisation of (family)
entrepreneurship more dynamic (in other words, by adding the
temporal dimension – how dominant ideas progress and evolve
over time)

- By means of understanding entrepreneurial activity as a plurality
and emancipation of rhythm (‘rhythmanalysis’)

- By proposing film to portray entrepreneurship as a real-life
phenomenon in a dynamic way

As has been explained in the Introduction of the thesis, understanding
the ‘ordinary’ in entrepreneurship means entering the entrepreneurial
realm of experience (the entrepreneurial life-world). And thus looking at
all entrepreneurial activities, also those activities that could be looked
upon as (too) mundane, (too) ordinary. It also means looking at how
activities are formed, how they flow and change. In other words: the
dynamics of entrepreneurial activity; entrepreneurial life as becoming
process (again, see the tentative conceptual model for the thesis, Figure
1).
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Looking at the ‘ordinary’
of entrepreneurship

Looking at the ‘real-life’
quality of entrepreneurship,
the ‘everydayness’
(entrepreneurship as lived
experience)

Looking at entrepreneurship
as process, as ‘becoming’
(entrepreneuring)
(stream)

Looking at acts, the
‘performative’
(practice)

Figure 6.1: A tentative conceptual model for this thesis

Narrative was adopted because of its exceptional use when it comes to
understanding process aspects of the phenomenon under study. This
concerns a particular type of process study, namely the kind of process
that is associated with the ‘messiness’ and dynamics of ‘real life’
(narratives are ways to make sense of lived experience, in that respect
they are a means to enter life worlds). In the thesis I have employed
more than one aspect of narrative:
- The static end-result (albeit not the individual angle) – in Chapter 1, 2
and 3
- Narrative as enacted (a becoming process) – in Chapter 4
- Narrative as enacted through daily activities and interactions (the
‘mundaneness’ of entrepreneurship, Steyaert, 2004) – as well, in Chapter
4.
This thesis is not concerned with cognitive processes of individual
entrepreneurs.

Recap of the thesis
‘Step 1’ of the thesis was to explore and illuminate the dominant
conceptualisation of entrepreneurship by means of the entrepreneurial
myth (Chapter 1). Myths reflect the way society attributes meaning to a
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particular phenomenon. In Chapter 1 I have explored and illuminated
how the entrepreneur is seen as a mythological hero. This may seem a bit
odd for a thesis interested in the ordinary quality of entrepreneurship.
However, the assumption of a privileged entrepreneur is persistently
pervasive throughout society and within entrepreneurship research (cf.
Hytti, 2005). Chapter 1 identified this assumption and discussed what
this dominant idea of a privileged entrepreneur entails.

In Chapter 2, I have introduced Boje’s (2001) deconstruction analysis.
Deconstruction is a method for ‘retelling’ a dominant narrative such as
the entrepreneurial myth. It is designed to add to the plotted narrative
other stories thus delivering a richer account of entrepreneurial
experience. To deconstruct means to replace the dominant narrative with
a more humble one, since a (plotted) narrative tends to highlight some
matters, thereby automatically shadowing others (microstoria; implicit or
explicit dualities in a narrative). Chapter 2 offers a way to arrive at a
nuanced dominant narrative, in this case that of an entrepreneur as a
special person performing special activities.

Chapter 3 has been a contribution to a more intricate understanding of a
dominant idea (in this case of family entrepreneurship) as well as to an
understanding of its dynamics. When scrutinised for shifts between time
frames and for connected terms, a dominant idea is revealed as no longer
static, but dynamic, unfixed.

Chapter 4 combines dynamics, or rather becoming, and the mundane. In
Chapter 4, Lefebvre’s notion of rhythm (2004) was used as a tool to
analyse the emergence and creation of The Republic of Tea Company as
a dynamic, ongoing process. Lefebvre asserts that to make the rather
abstract conceptualisation of emergence more concrete, as well as to
combine emergence with notions of the mundane55, we should look at
the activity itself and moreover at how these activities form rhythms.
Two interesting things are argued here, specifically that dynamics, or

55 As has also been suggested by Steyaert in 2004 by means of introducing ‘prosaics’, following Bakhtin.
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emergence, and the mundane, should be thought of together and that it
should be understood in terms of actual activity (hence the thesis’
conceptual model). Lefebvre’s conceptualisation of rhythm differs from
other conceptualisations of rhythm in that Lefebvre proposes a non-linear
rhythmic understanding of activities. Lefebvre’s rhythmanalysis
performed on the emergence and creation of The Republic of Tea
Company resulted in the following propositions: entrepreneurship is a
rhythm rather than a linear trajectory starting from an opportunity; and
entrepreneurship as rhythmic activity does not unfold sequentially, for
linear rhythm excludes ‘time as a locus of possibility for the emergence
of the new’ (Ivanchikova, 2006).

In Chapter 5 film was proposed as a means to capture (and teach for)
entrepreneurship as a dynamic process and real-life phenomenon. In the
project discussed in this Chapter, students were required to make their
own films of entrepreneurship as a real-life phenomenon. Film allowed
students to explore their own ideas of what comprises entrepreneurship
while considering its dynamic qualities. It also served to immerse them in
entrepreneurship in two ways: 1) not only to read and think about
entrepreneurship as a concept but to go out and ‘find’ examples of
entrepreneurship; and 2) to create something new themselves; namely,
the film (none of these students were experienced filmmakers; they were
all MBA students). Students were forced to think about what they
wanted to communicate through their film (the film’s main argument(s)),
what effect they wanted to create (what they wanted to stipulate and
how) and how to translate their ideas in streaming images instead of
abstract and static text. From the ‘Filming Entrepreneurship’ project it
emerges that film is indeed a useful metaphor and instrument when it
comes to portraying the dynamic qualities of – in this case –
entrepreneurship.

Propositions developed in the thesis
 The dominant idea of a mythological hero entrepreneur portrays

an entrepreneur as someone who is extraordinary, superior to
‘normal’ people, someone who creates new worlds, conquers
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crises, has striking new ideas, can manage alone, goes to extremes
to get what (s)he wants, fights establishment and fights
suppression;

 ‘Deconstructing’ an entrepreneurial myth delivers more, other
stories, thus delivering a richer account, arguably closer to the ‘lived
experience’;

 Employing this method in entrepreneurship education helps
stimulate critical thinking in students (in other words, to realise that
there is more than one truth);

 Investigating typical language used to relate of a certain
phenomenon over time portrays how the meaning of a phenomenon
is not univocal but rather a constellation of meanings and prone to
change;

 Rhythmanalysis as proposed by Lefebvre is a useful analysis lens
when it comes to analysing entrepreneurial activity at the ‘level’ of
its actual acts and events, not as a unitary, cohesive stream of
events but acknowledging the polyrhythmic, non-linear nature of it;

 Film is a means to portray and teach about entrepreneurship as an
ordinary, everyday, dynamic practice.

Limitations of the thesis
So far, two terms have been used interchangeably: ‘dynamic’ and
‘becoming’. However, they have not been referring to the same thing.
This has to do with the fact that the thesis does not have one
overarching perspective, as has been explained in the Introduction. It
was explained there, that the thesis is rather ‘becoming-embedded in a
process-based view of entrepreneurship that is about emerging’. The
thesis is becoming-embedded in such a process-based view because this
perspective emerged as more useful in contributing to understanding the
everyday, the ordinary in entrepreneurship (and thus in nuancing the
dominant conceptualisation of entrepreneurship). As was contended in
the Introduction as well, one downside of a dominant conceptualisation
(such as the entrepreneurial mythological hero as presented in Chapter 1)
is that it can be perceived as static. That is why I have set out in Chapter
3 to make a dominant idea (in this case a dominant idea about family
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entrepreneurship as construed in the business media in The Netherlands)
more dynamic, however using a rather ‘conventional’ method to do this.
Reflecting on the work in this Chapter, it has become evident (as has
also been explained in the preamble) that the analysis is one-sided. And
not only that. Even though it provides an insight in changes in this
conceptualisation by comparing one time slot with another and adding
sociograms of words in order to show ‘what company the words keep’, it
is not concerned with actual processes of becoming, as Chapter 4 is. It
still takes snapshots and compares it to other snapshots, thus indeed
indicating that there are changes, but not how the actual process of
creating reality flows and moves, and not at the level of particular forms
of life, which has become the focal interest of the thesis, but not till
Chapter 4 and 5.

As well, using narratives can be deemed problematic. Indeed, narratives
are suitable to study the dynamic (process) and mundane nature of
entrepreneurship. However, the narrative should not be taken at face
value; one has to ‘do’ something - that is use a certain method of analysis
- to tease out ‘what could very well have been the everyday practices that
were before they were turned into a narrative’. In other words, one has to
(re)complexify the narrative (Steyaert, 2007). Such an approach to
narrative opens up possibilities for an understanding of the act of
entrepreneurship as becoming and typifying everyday life; in such an
approach, narrative ‘is always a further performative enactment’
(Steyaert, 2007, p. 748), or ‘open’ narration. So one may reasonably argue
that narratives are also derivative when it comes to studying the actual
everyday acts of entrepreneurship and – in line with Johannisson &
Serarols (2007) – to suggest an enactive research approach; meaning to
suggest that the researcher looking to understand entrepreneurship could
perhaps initiate and carry out an entrepreneurial process him/herself (to
perform an auto-ethnography56).

56 Whereas a narrative is reflective, auto-ethnography is enactive.
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Furthermore, evidently the thesis also highlights some aspects while
obscuring others. As has been argued in the Introduction, a narrative
understanding means understanding the contexts in which the narratives
emerge. These contexts concern not only the economic (cf. Shane and
Venkataraman, 2000), or regional (Stam, 2003) context, but also the
social, cultural and temporal contexts. This thesis evidently does not deal
with economic or regional contexts. It also does not deal with differing
cultural contexts; it has already been contended that individual research
projects could and should be replicated for more than one cultural
context (Chapter 3). As far as context is concerned, the thesis deals with
societal aspects in Chapter 1 (societies create myths) and in Chapter 3.
Actually, the thesis has most notably taken into consideration the
temporal context (in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4).

As well, given the overarching interest of the thesis in everyday
entrepreneurial life, there is a striking absence of a particular angle of
study, namely the cultural-anthropology bulk of literature. Contributions
from this angle to the understanding of entrepreneurship include: Pardo
(1996), Barth (1999), Stewart (2003) and Lindh de Montoya (2004).
Including this bulk of literature in the thesis as well as expanding on it
would have facilitated the previously discussed turn to the more ‘local-
particular’ (cf. Hosking, 2007) aspect of the ordinary in entrepreneurship
which is now undervalued in the thesis. The ‘ordinary’ has been
associated with the ‘everyday’, with processes of becoming and with
actual acts (see Figure 6.0 – a tentative conceptual model for the thesis),
but not explicitly with locality (even though, as was announced in
Chapter 4, rhythmanalysis as suggested by Lefebvre is intended to combine
time and space).

As far as other limitations are concerned; the thesis’ ‘advice’ evidently is
to look at ordinary qualities in understanding entrepreneurship. But who
is the thesis aiming at? Evidently, the thesis as a thesis aims at convincing
entrepreneurship researchers by means of contributing to the
understanding of the ‘ordinary’ in entrepreneurship. Again, it most
notably tries to further this type of knowledge in the entrepreneurship
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domain in Chapter 4. However, Chapter 4 is not ‘finished’ (in so far as
academic work ever is); it has provided an onset, a basis for further
expansion. The conceptualisation of rhythm as proposed by Lefebvre
has to be thought through more thoroughly and it has to be applied to
other entrepreneurial practices.

And what about the positive effects of myth as explained in Chapter 1?
As well as the fact that many entrepreneurs state that they were
encouraged/inspired by somebody to become entrepreneurs themselves?
Some researchers (cf. Henderson & Robertson, 2000, Krueger et al.,
2000 and Venkataraman, 2004) argue that heroes can serve as yardsticks
for one’s own achievement (the entrepreneur as role-model), in that
respect inspiring would-be entrepreneurs, even though Hytti (2005)
argues that if portraying entrepreneurship as ordinary, the profession is
made more accessible for a larger number of people. In this respect,
research insights are contradictory. I have chosen to abide by Hytti’s line
of argument. However, by de-heroising the entrepreneur and
emphasising the ordinariness of entrepreneuring, I leave out the option
that – perhaps even only for some – the hero entrepreneur can
rhetorically serve as yardstick.

From this discussion of some of the limitations of the thesis I turn to the
‘bright’ sides: what are the contributions of the thesis?

Contributions
As I have indicated in the Introduction of the thesis, I have intended to
make the following contributions:

- To explore and ‘map’ societal understandings of entrepreneurship;
- To add to a wider range of methodologies adopted in the field of

entrepreneurship research;
- Additional insights into entrepreneurship as an emergent process,

acknowledging the dynamics of particular entrepreneurial settings;
- Demonstrating the usefulness of the entrepreneurial story in an

educational setting.
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The first contribution is most visible in Chapters 1 and 3. I have not
been the only one to contribute to the exploration of societal
understandings of entrepreneurship and also not to the exploration of
the entrepreneurship myth, as has been stated earlier on. As far as the
second contribution is concerned, this thesis is evidently not the first and
not the only one to adopt qualitative (narrative) research methodologies.
However, I have contributed to the range of research methodologies
employed in entrepreneurship research a means to tease out typical
language in text57. Even though content analysis has been used more
often in entrepreneurship research (cf. Barringer et al., 2004), as far as I
know it has never been used in the way that I have done in Chapter 3.
Boje’s deconstruction has been used often enough (not in the last place
by himself, cf. Boje, 1995). And deconstruction (not necessarily Boje’s)
has been proposed as a research method in entrepreneurship research
(Steyaert, 2004). However, again as far as I know, it had not been done
(or rather: documented) in the way I have in Chapter 2. Rhythmanalysis
(Chapter 4) is actually not so much a research methodology (even though
Lefebvre does call it a ‘mode of analysis’). It has been brought to the fore
as a means to analyse the activities associated with the creation and
emergence of one specific Company. In that respect it is an analysis lens.
Rhythmanalysis has been introduced as a contribution to the process-
based view on entrepreneurship that is about emerging, emphasising
practices of entrepreneuring. So, as far as the third intended contribution
is concerned (additional insights into entrepreneurship as an emergent
process, acknowledging the dynamics of particular entrepreneurial
settings), this has evidently been done most notably in Chapter 4:
Lefebvre’s rhythmanalysis provides an additional lens to study the
entrepreneurial process as forever becoming.

And what of demonstrating the usefulness of the entrepreneurial story in
an educational setting? In Chapter 2 the entrepreneurial story has been
used to contribute to a call made by Kirby (2004) to add to learning about
entrepreneurship learning for entrepreneurship. Even though the results

57 Arguably, this, however, was sooner a quantitative rather than a qualitative study, for ‘all’ I have done is to
count the number of times certain words occurred in texts.
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are based on only one – small-scale – experiment, tentative suggestions
have been made as to employing narrative as research data and
antenarrative as method in entrepreneurship education in order to
stimulate lateral, imaginative and critical thinking in students. In Chapter
5 the filmed narrative has been proposed and introduced as a means to
teach students about entrepreneurship as a becoming, real-life process. It
is another innovation in teaching for entrepreneurship; as with Chapter
2, however, its effectiveness has not been assessed in any rigorous way
yet.

What of the practical value of this thesis for entrepreneurs? Since most
of the thesis is directed towards (academic) understanding of the
ordinary in this phenomenon, there is not so much practical value in it.
Perhaps the most useful insight for entrepreneurs stems from applying
rhythmanalysis: in Chapter 4 it is argued that it is useful to realise that it
is in moments (a ‘niche in time’) that the course of things (the rhythm)
changes. Creating moments (perhaps through ‘idleness’ as a technique) is
needed when it comes to making room for something new. As well, I
fervently hope and trust that entrepreneurs do not feel alienated by this
thesis; that it does not abstract (too much) from entrepreneurial reality;
since this thesis is about understanding the everyday, mundane quality of
entrepreneurship it should come close(r) to accurately reflect his/her
daily experience. Arguably it must not scare prospective entrepreneurs
away from entrepreneurship as career option, not because the thesis sets
out to make them realise that they can never achieve a certain degree of
entrepreneurial spirit, but rather because it shows that there is nothing
spectacular and glamorous about entrepreneurship other than it being
the simple hard work of business as usual, day in, day out. In that
respect, the understanding of the ordinary of entrepreneurship is a very
useful (for: realistic) way to teach for – or stimulate – entrepreneurship:
it helps prepare for actual entrepreneurial practice.
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Nederlandse samenvatting:

Verhalen over ondernemerschap

Bijdragen aan het begrijpen van de alledaagse, gewone
‘realiteit’ van ondernemen

Het ‘dominante idee’ over ondernemerschap is dat ondernemerschap iets
‘bijzonders’ is, iets van ‘speciale mensen’ (o.a. Ogbor, 2000, Nodoushani
& Nodoushani, 2000). Die speciale mensen hebben speciale
eigenschappen en doen speciale dingen. Dit proefschrift is gestoeld en
bouwt voort op een tegenovergestelde propositie: dat ondernemerschap
helemaal niet zo bijzonder is, maar dat de ‘realiteit’ van ondernemen heel
‘gewoon’ is en dat het ook hele ‘gewone’ mensen zijn die hele gewone,
niet zo ‘glamoureuze’ dingen doen die als ‘ondernemen’ kunnen worden
betiteld (Mitchell, 1997, Steyaert, 2004, Hytti, 2005). In andere woorden:
ondernemerschap zoals dat in het dagelijkse leven wordt ‘gedaan’ – in z’n
alledaagsheid dus – is eerder afgezaagd, doorsnee, routinematig, bijna
platvloers dan ‘glamoureus’ en ‘bijzonder’ (Steyaert, 2004).

Het begrijpen van het ‘gewone’ in ondernemerschap brengt een interesse
in de ondernemende ‘leefwereld’ met zich mee. Het betekent ook een
interesse in alle ondernemende activiteiten, ook die activiteiten die
zouden kunnen worden gezien als te alledaags; het nietsbetekenende
wordt betekenisvol. Niet in de laatste plaats brengt het met zich mee te
willen begrijpen hoe activiteiten vorm krijgen, bewegen, ‘stromen’, in
andere woorden hoe ondernemen continu ‘in wording’ is (zie ook Figuur
1).
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Begrijpen van het
‘gewone’ in
ondernemerschap

Begrip rond de ‘realiteit’ van
ondernemerschap (het
‘alledaagse’ – ondernemen als
‘lived experience’)

Begrijpen van
ondernemerschap als proces,
als continu-in-wording zijnde
(ondernemen)
(een ‘flow’ of ‘stroom’)

Kijken op het
niveau van
daadwerkelijke
activiteiten
(‘praktijken’)

Figuur 1: Een conceptueel model voor het proefschrift

In dit proefschrift wordt het narratief – het verhaal – gezien als een
voorname manier om zin te geven aan gebeurtenissen, activiteiten en
ervaringen. Het narratief biedt een manier om leefwerelden te begrijpen
en het is bijzonder geschikt wanneer het gaat om het bestuderen van het
procesmatige karakter van het fenomeen dat wordt bestudeerd (Steyaert,
1997). Elk narratief bestaat uit de vertelling van een reeks gebeurtenissen
die samenhangen door middel van een plot. Een roman is een narratief,
maar ook een dagboek (of levensverhaal), een interview, een
ontstaansgeschiedenis (bijvoorbeeld in het geval van een organisatie), en
een (speel)film bevatten een narratief. Het plot maakt dat bepaalde
elementen, verhaallijnen, dominanter worden gemaakt dan andere. Een
(narratieve) methode zoals deconstructie is een academische methode
om meer - andere - verhaallijnen naast de dominante verhaallijn te
plaatsen.

Om een tegenovergestelde propositie neer te kunnen leggen en verder
uit te kunnen bouwen wordt in Hoofdstuk 1 allereerst het dominante
beeld, de ‘mythe’ van ondernemerschap verder verkend en toegelicht. De
ondernemerschapsmythe stelt de ondernemer als mythologische held
centraal. Deze wordt gezien als iemand die ‘nieuwe werelden’ kan
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creëren, die bijzondere eigenschappen heeft, die superieur is aan gewone
mensen, die opvallende ideeën heeft, tegen de gevestigde orde ingaat,
anders is dan anderen, vecht tegen onderdrukking, worstelt en komt
bovendrijven, tot het uiterste gaat om te bereiken wat hij/zij wil en het
ook nog eens allemaal alleen afkan. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt Boje’s (2001)
deconstructieanalyse geïntroduceerd. Dit is een methode om een
dominant verhaal – zoals een mythe – opnieuw te vertellen, om meer,
andere verhaallijnen toe te voegen. Dominante verhalen hebben de
neiging om sommige facetten te benadrukken en andere juist te
bagatelliseren. Een (dominant) verhaal deconstrueren betekent dat het
dominante verhaal wordt aangevuld met ‘bescheidener’ versies zodat er
een rijkere weergave ontstaat, dichter bij wat Boje (2001) het
antenarratief of de ‘doorleefde ervaring’ noemt. Deconstructie toegepast
op een ondernemerschapsmythe in een onderwijscontext helpt om
studenten ‘kritischer’ te maken, dat wil zeggen om studenten te leren dat
er meer dan een waarheid of werkelijkheid bestaat. Hierover kan worden
beargumenteerd dat dit de (voor ondernemerschap benodigde)
verbeeldingskracht stimuleert (ook: de mentale beweeglijkheid).

In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt een methode geïntroduceerd die kan worden
gebruikt om een dominant beeld te meten en is meteen ook het element
‘tijd’ ingebracht. Een eigenschap van een dominant beeld is namelijk dat
het een statisch gegeven is (ofwel: lijkt). En dat terwijl als we kijken naar
de ‘realiteit’ (alledaagsheid) van een fenomeen, dit een dynamisch,
bewegend gegeven betreft. In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt geïllustreerd hoe de
dominante maatschappelijke interpretatie van een fenomeen verandert –
beweegt – als het element ‘tijd’ wordt ingebracht en als wordt gekeken naar
de constellatie van betekenissen van een zeker begrip: het ‘taalspel’ zoals
geïntroduceerd door Wittgenstein (1953).

‘Iets’ – in dit proefschrift dus: ondernemerschap – bekijken in z’n
alledaagsheid betekent dus (onder andere) kijken naar de dynamische
aspecten, de beweging. En andersom: iets bekijken vanuit dynamiek -
vanuit het idee van beweging - betekent iets bekijken in z’n alledaagsheid.
En niet alleen dat, het betekent ook nog dat er gekeken wordt op het
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niveau van de activiteit: het daadwerkelijke doen, handelen. Hoofdstuk 4
‘daalt af’ naar het niveau van het handelen en maakt gebruik van
Lefebvre’s ritmeanalyse (2004) om te kijken of en hoe ondernemende
activiteiten ritmes vormen. Meer specifiek: het past ritmeanalyse toe op
een in boekvorm gepubliceerde beschrijving van de activiteiten die
samenhingen en uiteindelijk leidden tot het ontstaan en oprichten van
‘The Republic of Tea’ (zie: www.republicoftea.com). Het toepassen van
ritmeanalyse draagt bij aan het begrijpen en beschrijven van beweging.
Ritmeanalyse is nuttig voor het besef dat het gaat om momenten (Lefebvre:
a ‘niche in time’) waarin de ‘loop van de dingen’ (met andere woorden:
het ritme) verandert. Ritmeanalyse biedt ook nog suggesties voor de
vraag ‘hoe’: het creëren van ‘momenten’ (o.a. door het ogenschijnlijk
‘nietsdoen’) is nodig als het gaat om het ontstaan van ruimte voor iets
nieuws.

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een experiment besproken waarbij film is gebruikt
om te trachten studenten de hiervoor genoemde beginselen bij te
brengen: dat wil zeggen om oog te hebben voor ondernemen als een
dynamisch en alledaags proces, dat ‘het’ eerder ‘op straat ligt’ en dat het
gaat om doen.

Welke bijdragen heeft dit proefschrift geleverd aan het academische
debat over ondernemerschap? Allereerst levert het een bijdrage in
termen van het scala aan methodologieën binnen het domein. Het voegt
toe: een manier om typische taal uit een tekst te filteren en een manier
om een dominant verhaal te deconstrueren. Ook voegt het ritmeanalyse
toe als een manier om de activiteiten die samenhangen met het ontstaan
van een specifieke organisatie te analyseren. Dit vormt tevens een
bijdrage aan het begrijpen en beschrijven van ondernemen als continu in
wording zijnd proces. Het proefschrift levert ook twee suggesties voor
innovatieve ondernemerschapsonderwijsmethoden: het gebruik van het
verhaal als data en de antenarratieve methode om studenten te leren dat
er meer dan een waarheid of werkelijkheid bestaat en het door studenten
laten filmen van ondernemerschap om hen te leren om oog te hebben
voor ondernemen als een dynamisch en alledaags proces.
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